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Abstract
This Deliverable D3.1 is the first public deliverable for Work Package 3 (WP3) of the NGPaaS project
(European Commission project under the H2020-ICT-2016-2017 programme; GA 761557). It
describes the first iteration of the Dev-for-Operations model specification, which has to be completed
in the last WP3 Deliverable D3.2. As a whole, the document initially describes why we consider it is
necessary to go from the current DevOps model typically adopted inside organizations to a more
general model specifically designed to fulfil the requirements of the future 5G Network Operators; we
call this new model ‘Dev-for-Operations’. After this initial description the document provides the first
details about the new model itself; basically we enumerate the requirements we should consider for
this and we describe how they can be fulfilled aligned with the first version of the NGPaaS architecture
designed in the NGPaaS WP2. Finally we also introduce the practical prototype we are designing as a
proof of concept of this new Dev-for-Operations model.
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Executive Summary
In general terms, DevOps represents a new approach to solve the great complexity inherited to
the software industry through the search of synergies between two traditionally separate areas:
development and operations [EAD14]. As a whole, the concept refers a combination of practices
used to align the development and operations teams, with the main objective of improving the
customer experience responding faster and more efficiently to the business needs. For the
development teams, DevOps usually means to use a specific set of tools allowing a high degree
of automation and to follow a well-defined set of processes during the development phase; on the
other hand, for the operations teams, DevOps means achieving greater stability, reducing costs,
and automating the monitoring processes in order to improve responsiveness for incident handling
and changes control.
This DevOps term was initially used back in 2009 when Patrick Debois selected the name
“DevOps Day” for a conference he organized on this topic [Deb09]. During the following years,
various “DevOps days” were suddenly popping up around the world following the Debois original
DevOps Day initiative [Dev18]. Later, in 2014, two emerging companies called “Electric Cloud”
and “IT Revolution” organized the DevOps' first industry-oriented event (“DevOps Enterprise:
The Agile, Continuous Delivery and DevOps Transformation Summit”). From those times the
name and associated technologies have been gaining popularity and progressively adopted even
by the most relevant IT industry players2.
One of the main objectives in NGPaaS is to explore how the IT industry’s DevOps approach could
be adopted in the next coming 5G networks. However, we consider that a telco-grade service
provider environment has unique characteristics requiring a more specialized solution. For
instance, telco-grade service providers offer services depending almost entirely on hardware
equipment and supporting software provided by third party vendors, which effectively prevents
the full unification of the development and the operations teams such as DevOps' original
approach proposes. Also, telco-grade operators must provide services with high reliability and
being extremely fault tolerant; the renowned five nines network availability (99.999%) is a
benchmark for them [RR14], because if the network goes down even for a few seconds, thousands
of people could be affected, so a system failure results in not only loss of revenues, but also a
reputation damage. This is why we consider it is necessary to apply a new and more specialized
DevOps-based model to meet the specific features of the next 5G networks; we call this new
model “Dev-for-Operations”3.
The task of defining this new "Dev-for-Operations" model is addressed in the NGPaaS’ WP3,
which is precisely entitled "From DevOps to Dev-for-Operations Model". The target is to provide
a new generation of software development model capable of dealing with a modern day multiorganizational software development and operational pipelines. This document (Deliverable
D3.1) is the Initial Dev-for-Operations Model Specification; the final specification will be
released in the last WP3 Deliverable D3.2, which will be elaborated when the works on the WP3
are completed (January’19).
This idea of moving from the typical DevOps approach towards the new Dev-for-Operations
model that we want to consider here is represented in the following Figure 1.

2

E.g.: Adobe [Nor15], Amazon [Ama18], Facebook [FFB16], Flickr [All09], Google [Goo18], IBM [Ibm18],
Microsoft [Vis18] or Netflix [Med18] just to name a bunch of them.

3

This new “Dev-for-Operations” model is based on the principles of the "Dev-for-Ops” model as described in “The
Future X Network” [Wel16].
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Figure 1: WP3 Main Challenges.
As we see we have two main challenges: the 1st one refers precisely the “multi-vendor” ecosystem.
As we know, the usual DevOps approach considers the development and operations teams are
inside a single organization. In that case, the integration of third-party components is conducted
without any interaction between the supplier of those components and the organization in which
the DevOps process is implemented. However, in a telco-grade environment, services are
commonly implemented by integrating different components supplied by different vendors who
are supposed to closely interact with the operations team in order to define and build-up the
desired services. In this case, the integration task lies in combining the already available software
components (e.g., operating systems, runtime environments or software packages with a welldefined function) with more specific ad-hoc modules that are often provided by different vendors.
It is quite common that design, development, test and activation of those services are carried out
in a close collaboration between the operator's operations team and the development teams of the
different participating vendors, who effectively develop the software and usually also participate
in its deployment and monitoring. Also, the Dev-for-Operations procedures should ensure the
high degree of reliability and fault tolerance that are usually requested by telco operators in this
multi-vendor ecosystem.
The second challenge is a direct consequence of the previous one: since many different parties
could access the operator’s infrastructure, the communication needs to be in a structured, secure
and reliable way. After all, the Operator is opening its network to the different vendors, so the
necessary security means should be provided (for the operator itself and for the participant
vendors as well). So, the operator must provide the means to access its environment in a secure
way as well as the necessary resources to perform their work.
In this document we will see how these challenges are being addressed. As we will see, this work
is being approached in a close relationship with the works performed in the NGPaaS WP2
(Architecture, Use cases and Operations) in order to ensure a good integration of the Dev-forOperations specific components into the overall NGPaaS architecture. On the other hand, the
document not only addresses these topics from a theoretical point of view; the initial work related
to the Pilot we are designing as a Proof of Concept to address these challenges is also described.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Objective of the document
One of the main objectives of the New Generation Platform as a Service (NGPaaS) project is to
provide a new Dev-for-Operations model going beyond the state-of-the-art DevOps model. Devfor-Operations enables the possibility of removing silos not only between different teams of the
same organisation (development and operation teams), but also between different industries
(vendors and operators).
As with DevOps, the target of Dev-for-Operations is to provide agility, scalability, cost reductions
and reliability in the mechanisms of deploying and operating network services. Dev-forOperations further allows those services to be developed by external vendors by providing them
access to the NGPaaS Platform operational environment in a rational and secure way. The main
goal of this document is to provide a first Dev-for-Operations model specification to fulfil this
objective.
Also, since another important goal for this NGPaaS Work Package (WP) 3 is to develop an early
prototype demonstrating the principle of the new Dev-for-Operations model, another objective
for this document is to describe the steps that are being undertaken for the practical
implementation of that prototype.
Since this is an intermediate WP3 deliverable, this document is not providing a complete
definition of the Dev-for-Operations model; that final model specification will be provided in the
last WP3 Deliverable D3.2. This document covers the work performed in the NGPaaS WP3
during the first 11 months of the project, i.e., from Month 1 (Jun’17) to Month 11 (Apr’18).
However, although this document is focused on the first outcomes that have already been
obtained, it also outlines the future steps that will lead to the final model specification.

1.2 Structure of the document
The following sections of this document are structured as follows:
In Section 2 we describe how and why telco-grade network operators should change from the
well-known DevOps model commonly adopted by the Information Technology (IT) industry to
the new multi-party Dev-for-Operations model. To analyse this we will see how network services
are typically deployed in nowadays network operators and why this change is expected to be
beneficial for them. We will see what challenges are associated to this change and what
requirements should be addressed to adopt this change.
In Section 3 the new Dev-for-Operations model itself is described, with main focus on the
technical aspects by describing those Dev-for-Operations architectural components that we
consider necessary, as well as the first specification of the main parts. The Multi-Sided Platform
concept to support multiplicity of roles and actors is introduced.
Later, Section 4 describes the details regarding the early prototype being developed to
demonstrate the new Dev-for-Operations model. The idea is to emulate the deployment of two
different business cases (5G and Internet of Things –IoT–) performed by different software
vendors. The section describes the planned experiments, scenarios and tools to be used, and also
provides an initial list of Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) that would be evaluated in this proof
of concept.
Section 5 completes the document with the main conclusions considering the project objectives;
it also describes the main issues found and the different strategies to solve them in order to
complete the final specification.
© NGPaaS 2018
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2. From DevOps to Dev-for-Operations
To make the journey from DevOps to the new Dev-for-Operations model there are certain
requirements to be considered. But before specifying about that, we consider it is better to describe
first what the current situation is in terms of how the software is developed and deployed from
both perspectives: a) using the existing IT DevOps approach and b) from the telco operators
perspective without using DevOps at all.
So, in the following subsections we will describe how this task is carried out in both cases: Section
2.1 describes the basics of DevOps in the IT industry, since Section 2.2 describes a practical
example about how one of the partners participating in this NGPaaS project (BT) deploys
software on its network; this will provide us an overview about the general process and will help
understanding the requirements and the benefits of adopting an agile methodology, and also, why
the DevOps model is not enough by itself for telcos being necessary to elaborate a better adapted
model (Dev-for-Operations).

2.1 DevOps in IT industry
From a general point of view, the cornerstone of the DevOps methodology is the breaking down
of barriers between development and operations departments in the software companies. This
unification of the development and operations teams is especially important in this context, being
considered an essential requirement of the DevOps model.
This breakdown of the barrier between the development and operations teams is done by assigning
developers certain tasks that were traditionally delegated to the operations team, and vice versa.
However, this is not just about assigning certain tasks statically to certain people, but rather about
implementing a continuous working procedure involving both teams. This is commonly
represented by a kind of “never-ending” loop such as the one in Figure 2:

Figure 2: DevOps Infinite Loop
Left and right sides in this loop represent the respective development and operations teams’
activities. Besides, this DevOps workflow relies on the general concept of “continuity”, which is
related to automation, and is usually applied to four main different stages: integration, delivery,
deployment and monitoring. This has led to the introduction of four fundamental concepts:
-

Continuous Integration (CI)
Continuous Delivery (CD)
Continuous Deployment (Cd)
Continuous Monitoring (CM)

Continuous Integration is a core DevOps practice. It refers the automation of the tasks in the
initial development stages. If we consider that we can store the code in a source code repository
and that we have a set of test batteries to ensure the code runs properly, automating this process
in such way it can be triggered ‘continuously’ brings up the concept of CI. So, Continuous
© NGPaaS 2018
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Integration is when a developer can integrate his changes, continuously (and not only frequently)
in the code repository. But this is not just a code submission; the word ‘integration’ here means
the changes introduced do not damage the existing code (this is ensured by automatically running
the test batteries). To do this efficiently, the development tasks are usually split in small fragments
of code which are addressed separately (i.e., small changes many times instead big changes
sometimes).
More formally, CI is a software development practice whereby developers combine code changes
in a central repository periodically, after which automatic versions and tests are executed.
Continuous integration refers mostly to the creation or integration phase of the software
publishing process. It covers two main components: automation (e.g., the versioning service tool)
and also a cultural component (e.g., learning to integrate continuously). The key objectives of CI
are to find and fix errors faster, improve software quality, and reduce the time it takes to validate
and publish new software updates [Ama18b].
On the other hand, Continuous Delivery is usually described as the next step after Continuous
Integration. In a simple way it means that changes uploaded to the repository and whose tests are
successful will be transferred to a server where the set of all changes are compiled, tested and
verified. At the end, the test server indicates whether the tests were good or not, in which case the
same system can notify about the result. When CD is implemented properly, developers will
always have a ready-to-implement appliance with an undergone well-defined testing process.
Regarding Continuous Deployment, it refers the natural extension of the CD process, i.e., the
automation also of the deployment phase on the production environment without human
intervention. So, when something is ready in the hands of the developers, it can be immediately
delivered to the end-users. Cd usually decouples deployment from activation; so, using the socalled “feature flags” it is possible to activate certain functions only under controlled situations
in order to address the common risk of changing all or nothing in a software release. This can be
implemented in an automated way using a configuration service to determine if certain feature
should remain deactivated or not (e.g., as a whole or just for a defined set of users, locations, or
other service conditions).
Figure 3 [Ama18b] shows these three concepts (CI/CD/Cd) together in a graphical way:

Figure 3: Continuous Integration, Delivery and Deployment
Finally, regarding Continuous Monitoring, the change with DevOps is that monitoring can now
be performed along the whole path from development to production. The goal is to use real
production data to guide the development and operations teams. Automation also is applied here:
instead of relaying only on the human response to manage alerts or relevant events, autonomous
responses to certain alarm conditions can be implemented. Also, continuous automated
monitoring makes it possible to scale the systems without human intervention according defined
QoS/QoE requirements. In this sense, DevOps makes possible to quickly process continuous
feedback. A key focus is on instrumentation and operational telemetry, as well as using real world
feedback rather than relying on requirements and test environments.
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These four concepts (CI/CD/Cd/CM) show how the DevOps approach breaks out the barrier
between the development and the operations areas: since CI is still clearly on the development
domain, CD and especially Cd and CM are clearly out of the exclusive domain of the developers,
entering clearly in the Operations area. Of course, not all the DevOps processes include these four
elements; the most modest approach consist on using just the 1st one (CI) and perhaps the 4th one
(CM) in a limited way; on the other hand, the most ambitious would be implementing the
processes using these four features in a wide scope. Anyway, although in different ways, these
four blocks are like the basic pillars on which the DevOps processes are commonly implemented.

2.2 Today's Networks Development Model from a Telco
Provider
This section describes the network development and the operational model in the so-called 21CN
Multi-Protocol Label Switching (MPLS) platform from BT. As mentioned before, the purpose is
to describe a practical example of how the software development is managed in real-life by a telco
operator (BT) without using DevOps, in order to see how the DevOps approach could match in
these cases. Although this use case from BT is just a very particular example, we know a similar
methodology is commonly used by other operators, so we consider it can be used as a
representative example.
As some background, the BT 21CN MPLS platform runs a large number of BT's services, such
as Broadband, Leased Lines and mobile. In order to deliver all these services, the network is made
up of a number of devices with specific functions such as a BRAS (Broadband Remote Access
Router), PE Router (Provider Edge Router), P-Router (Provider Router) and FER (Front End
Router). These network functions often come from and made by different vendors.
A real-life example of a router software upgrade case shows the current model of how the software
development, testing, validation, deployment phases stretch across different corporate domains
and companies is depicted in Figure 4. This model includes a software/hardware vendor part and
BT. As the process stretches across different teams and companies, it is not possible to have full
visibility of what happens in the different domains and phases. As a conclusion, the current model
does not follow the DevOps methodology.

Figure 4: BT practical deployment example.
The roles that exist (as used by this model in development, testing, deployment, etc.) can be
shortly described as, for the vendors:
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Vendor Development– responsible for the development of the vendor's software.
Vendor Operations– responsible for the lifetime support of the vendor's software.

and for the BT operator:
•
•
•
•

BT Design– responsible for the network design, and overseeing the development, test
and rollout of the software within BT. Also acts as 4th line for in-life issues.
BT Network Test– responsible for the testing of the router software within BT.
BT Technical Services– responsible for the rollout of the software, and providing 3rd
line in-life support.
BT Operations– responsible for the in-life support of the software; known as 2nd line.

The entire process, summarised in Figure 4, shows the interactions between the different phases:
a) Development Process
There are only a limited number of reasons to perform a code upgrade, which include:
•
•
•

bug fixes
new features
end of support

The reason for which the code itself has an update cannot be irrelevant in this case. The
most part, the need for upgrade does not impact the software/hardware development
processes. The release notes are normally provided in advance by the vendor as part of
their support contract; allowing BT to start the process of testing the software upgrade.
b) Bug Scrub
The first step of a software release is a 'bug scrub'. This is a collaborative process between
the vendor and BT in order to allow BT to understand any bugs in the current software
release, and whether we feel any of them are 'show stoppers', which would prevent the
code from being deployed. The vendors themselves perform the bug scrub, based on
information from BT Design, such as the protocols used (e.g. Open Shortest Path First –
OSPF– or the Border Gateway Protocol) and hardware / software features; this allows BT
to review only the relevant bugs.
Once the bug scrub has been completed and BT believe that this code does not have any
bugs that would prevent BT from rolling it out, it is then up to the vendor to make the
software available for public download. This will then be downloaded from the relevant
vendor portal and takes the form of a pre-compiled binary.
This may not seem like an important step to understanding the model, but it is important
to understand that work is done between the vendor and BT (The Operator) before the
software is accepted.
c) Single-Vendor Conformance Testing (SVCT)
SVCT is performed by the software vendor and not by BT. The vendor is required to have
a small lab which matches the BT network design as close as possible (Based on the
restriction that his vendor may not have access to rival vendor's hardware / software). The
vendor will then take BT's network designs, and propose a conformance test scope, which
will then be signed off by BT.
d) Multi-Vendor Conformance Testing (MVCT)
MVCT is performed by BT in the Network Integration Facility. This is a lab which is
designed to mix the various vendors, services and Operating Support System (OSS)
systems into a single model; this is as close to the live as possible. This allows BT to
verify that not only the vendor's new code release works with other existing devices, it
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allows also to verify that the interfaces from the routers, and the interactions with the OSS
and Business Support System (BSS) layer still function.
e) Trial
The trial is the first time a new code version is deployed on a live node. This is normally
only conducted on a single node but may be done on multiple nodes if the same code
release is being performed on nodes with different network functionality. The node, once
upgraded, is closely monitored over 2 weeks, to ensure stability and health.
f) Live Deployment
Once the trial stage of the deployment is complete, it moves onto a full network
deployment. Depending on the type of node that is being upgraded, this may take
anywhere between a couple of months, to a couple of years (E.g. PE Router upgrades
with 3,500+ Nodes).
The reason why the deployment is so slow is often the service impact of an upgrade;
whilst nodes are often resilient, there can be an impact to service as traffic fails over, it is
also hard to forecast and predict where traffic re-routes during a software upgrade.
As we see, the process, without applying any DevOps strategy can take a considerable amount of
time and could last up to 3 years from the initial code development until the live deployment
phase. This process could be perceived as long, unnecessary and overly cautious, but being able
to maintain a platform as large as 21C with 99.999% availability is often challenging. The impact
from a failure cannot be understated, as it can have far reaching consequences; they can have a
direct impact on BT's share price, and are more often than not, picked up by the media for the
most serious outages.

2.3 Dev-for-Operations
The long time from development to the live deployment referred to in the previous section is
clearly a possible point of improvement for our purposes in NGPaaS, so it is not a surprise that
telco-grade operators are very interested in the DevOps methodology. A relevant article from CA
Technologies [Kah18] stands out telecoms industry is the biggest adopter of DevOps and seems
to be most willing to extend their existing agile methodologies:
The clear leader here is telecoms. They are almost two times more likely to be using
DevOps (68%) than the aggregate (39%). In fact, a total of 88% of telecoms either are
using it or plan to, versus an aggregate of 66%. It is clear that the telecoms industry is one
of the most competitive, and the pressures to continuously deliver new products and
services are enormous. The benefits of DevOps in terms of accelerating the pace of
delivery provides a pretty compelling reason for telecoms to move forward aggressively
with DevOps.
But, is it enough to apply the DevOps methodology just as we know it today?
As said, DevOps comes from the IT industry, and it is normally used by technology platforms in
industries that converge with Internet platforms and web-portals. But we consider the IT approach
normally focused on delivering content to the User Equipment (UE) or implementing middleware
is only a subset of telecoms, and does not reflect the largest share of what this industry “actually
is”, i.e., equipment providers (vendors) developing the Hardware (HW) and Software (SW)
resources that finally are installed and executed on the telco operators’ premises [Bau18]. We
know that besides the bigger vendors such as Nokia, Ericsson, Huawei, etc., there is a plethora of
medium sized firms writing a lot of software that is deployed at the operator’s side to build-up
the services they finally offer to their end users. Vendors deliver HW and SW that may be
maintained over years according strict Service Level Agreements (SLAs).
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So, while in the usual DevOps approach one of the biggest challenges is to break down the barrier
between the operations and development departments, in the case of telecommunications
companies this challenge is even greater, as it is no longer a question of integrating departments
within the same company, but rather of integrating the work of different companies (the different
vendors and the operator itself) that may have very different interests, procedures and corporate
cultures. Among others, we have to see how to integrate and automate the single-vendor and
multi-vendor conformance testing procedures (SVCT and MVCT) refereed in previous Section
2.2, and see how the different development and operation teams in the operator’s side and the
(multiple) vendor’s side can work together in the most agile and automatic possible way.
Also, a major problem is that in our context, the “Dev” leg in the DevOps process can even
disappear at certain point, since vendors are third party companies specifically contracted by the
operator to do a specific task. The contract can be short or long-term, but for sure will be limited
in time, so the problem here is not only to “tear down the wall” between development and
operations; at a certain point there may even be no one at the other side of the wall. This is
something that does not happen in a regular DevOps process, because both teams (development
and operations) are part of the same organization, but this is a particular situation that we’ve to
consider in our case also.
Through this document we will see how these problems (together with the most common DevOps
problems) can be addressed using the Dev-for-Operations model. This Dev-for-Operations model
is not something entirely new. The theoretical concept was initially introduced as “Dev-for-Ops”
in [Wel16], where a model based in a much closer collaboration between operators and network
equipment providers is described. In this WP we will try to go into depth regarding this in order
to see how the concepts introduced in that work could actually be put into practice in future 5G
Networks, and more specifically, using the NGPaaS architecture.
Figure 5, taken from the cited work, shows the main differences between DevOps and Dev-forOperations. In the typical DevOps methodology (left) the software is delivered from the
development team to the operations team, which then deploys and operates it. The development
team uses feedback from the operations team to generate the next software release implementing
the prioritized changes requested by the operations team. The right part of the figure represents
the new Dev-for-Operations model; as we can see the differentiation between the vendor and the
network service provider are included here. It is important also how the information is propagated
in this case:
-

-

-

The upward arrow connecting the “Operator Specific Insights” and the “Operation-aware
Testing” block represents the information from the operator’s environment that is
transferred towards the vendors environment. This enables the vendors to have a deep
understanding of the operational environment, so they can perform this “operationaware” testing function in an efficient way. This means they can perform CI/CD
processes using test batteries that actually integrate the relevant features of the operational
environment, although it belongs to a different company.
There is a vendor specific CI/CD loop at the vendor’s site (connecting the “Operationaware Testing” and the “Agile Development for Operations” blocks) which makes
possible to iteratively develop and debug the application before delivering it towards the
operator’s side.
Like in the regular DevOps approach, there is also a second feedback loop to propagate
the information from the Operator’s side (bottom) towards the vendor environment, but
in this case, the feedback integrates information not only from the software application
itself, it also contains information regarding the associated Monitoring and Analytics, as
well as Deployment and Adaptation indicators.
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Figure 5: Difference between DevOps and Dev-for-Operations [Wel16].
There are remarkable differences between DevOps and the new Dev-for-Operations model as
described in [Wel16]; they are basically the following:
a) DevOps delivers the application; Dev-for-Operations delivers a fully realized service
including the core application, monitoring and analytics and deployment and adaptation
capabilities.
b) In many cases, operators have important insights regarding their networks and their
customers that influence methods and techniques of deploying, managing and operating
the services and infrastructure. Dev-for-Operations maintains this by allowing the
specific adaptation of the overall solution according to the operator specific insights.
c) The feedback mechanism takes on a different character in Dev-for-Operations. In order
to address the separation between vendor and operator, an automatic or semi-automatic
mechanism is needed to provide the feedback in a timely manner.
d) The insights and feedback contribute to automate operation-aware testing, which is
crucial to maintain high reliability with rapid, complex releases.
In the following Section 3 we will see how this Dev-for-Operations model would be implemented
in NGPaaS. However, as a 1st design iteration we consider necessary to elaborate a list of specific
requirements this model should fulfil. In the following Subsection 2.4 these requirements are
enumerated.

2.4 Requirements
To make the transition from a software development model like the one described in previous
Section 2.2 to a new model based on the new Dev-for-Operations concept, we consider necessary
to define first the requirements this new model should meet. As a first approach, the following
high-level technical requirements are considered:
Req. 1:

The Dev-for-Operations model, such as the legacy DevOps model on which is
based, should make possible the development and operation of new software
components (e.g., Virtual Network Functions –VNFs–, network services or any
other) on the NGPaaS Platform. This specifically includes the PaaSes and the
network services running on them; so, for the vendors to deploy the service
components it is also required to instantiate the PaaSes to execute them.

Req. 2:

The new Def-for-Operations model should make possible to integrate different
software components developed by multiple software vendors. So, in order to
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build-up a Network Service on the NGPaaS platform, it should be possible to
integrate together in that Network Service different software components coming
from one or multiple SW vendors.
Req. 3:

Besides combining different SW components coming from multiple vendors as
stated in Req. 2, the Dev-for-Operations model should make possible also to use
and combine software components already available in the NGPaaS platform.
So, the NGPaaS Platform can work also as a kind of marketplace with already
developed SW components ready to be deployed by third parties.

Req. 4:

When more than one vendor is in charge of developing a new service (Req. 2) or
when at least one vendor combines their SW components with already existing
software components (Req. 3), the NGPaaS platform is in charge to make
possible the integration of all the software components forming the desired final
Network Service. The Dev-for-Operations model should provide the framework
to perform this integration work.

Req. 5:

Through the Dev-for-Operations model the NGPaaS Operator should provide to
each vendor an appropriate development framework to ease the component and
Network Service development and deployment on the NGPaaS infrastructure.

Req. 6:

That development framework (Req. 5) should be enabled to support the wellknown CI/CD/Cd/CM DevOps processes for automating the development,
building, testing and releasing of the required software. So, that framework will
include tools for managing CI/CD/Cd/CM pipelines, automatic testing tools,
development consoles and interfaces and automated releasing tools (among
others). The idea is to give the vendors the possibility to integrate their code in
an agile and automated way.

Req. 7:

Vendors should be able to access also to a monitoring framework. The
monitoring framework could provide real-time information of interest for the
development and operation purposes, such as trace files with the corresponding
filtering mechanisms, alarms system, KPIs values or others.

Req. 8:

The monitoring framework (Req. 7) should provide a set of general purpose bydefault metrics (e.g., Central Processing Unit –CPU– , Random Access Memory
–RAM– or disk occupancy), but also, the possibility to define custom metrics of
interest for the vendor’s development process.

Req. 9:

Vendors could also access to a Management Framework where it should be
possible to perform the Network Service configuration, including aspects such as
security management (regarding the deployed service), life-cycle management
(to start/stop/scale PaaSes and Network Services), a migration service to ease the
migration of a specific service from one PaaS to another, load balancing or
scaling among others).

Req. 10:

By means of the Management Framework (Req. 9) it should be possible for the
vendors to access and update the configuration of the deployed PaaSes and
Network Services (NS) in all the different scopes, e.g., development, staging and
production, as well as to automate configuration updates across them.

Req. 11:

The Management Framework should include a security validation service used
to validate the NSs deployed in the platform regarding security aspects. This
service should work in an automated way in order to prevent the deployment of
unsecure components on the platform.

Req. 12:

The Management Framework should include also a certification validation
service used to validate the NSs deployed in the platform regarding certification
aspects.
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Req. 13:

The Management Framework should include also a load balancing service in
order to configure different load balancing strategies for the deployed services.

Req. 14:

The Management Framework should include also a scaling management service
in order to configure the different scaling policies for the deployed services.

Req. 15:

The model should allow registering all the vendors’ activity on the NGPaaS
Platform.

Req. 16:

The model should enable a proper security model in order to make possible the
different parties to access the platform in a secure way without interfering to
other parties. This is quite important if we consider the different tenants and
vendors could be sharing the network so the necessary measures to prevent
malicious software or Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attacks, among
others, should be taken. For this, and identity and access management service
should be provided to grant access to all members of the different work teams
working on the platform in a secure way and with privileges, e.g., allowing to
manage owners, contributors, and viewers for the SW components etc. Access to
certain critical elements in the telco network (e.g., the Radio Access Network –
RAN– or the billing systems) should be also regulated.

Req. 17:

It should be possible to enable/disable and customize the different frameworks
in the model (development, monitoring and management) for each vendor. So, a
specific vendor could be for instance enabled just for developing code, while a
different one could be enabled just for monitoring (or management) tasks.

Req. 18:

It should be possible also to define in a flexible way the specific set of tools
(components) in each framework (development, monitoring and management) to
each vendor (as a good practice this should be done in a common agreement
between both parties, i.e., Vendor and NGPaaS Operator).

Req. 19:

It should be possible to enable the definition of different profiles with different
policies for each vendor. For example, some vendors could be granted to access
the operator’s production environment, since others could be allowed to access
only staging environments. Also, some vendors could work on certain
configuration files while others could only access testing batteries.

Req. 20:

The Dev-for-Operations model must not enforce or encourage vendor lock in. On
the contrary, it should be based on open interfaces to make possible to easy
integrate new vendors in the platform.

Req. 21:

Multi-stage testing facilities should be provided, allowing for components to be
testing both in isolation and collectively.

Req. 22:

The Dev-for-Operations model should facilitate the feedback loop between
vendors and the NGPaaS operator; i.e.,
- It should allow the telco operator to decide what information is sent to the
vendor (e.g. to exclude customer specific information).
- It should facilitate the feedback between all teams and departments in the
telco operator towards the vendor’s side, allowing them to work together at
all levels.
- It should allow for (but not require) human oversight at all phases of the Devfor-Operations process.
- It should allow for multiple tiers of sign off at each stage of the process.

Req. 23:

Any automation should have a kind of “kill switch”; this will allow the operator
to cease any automation at any time.

Req. 24:

The Dev-for-Operations model should support both: proprietary software and
Open Source applications.
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Req. 25:

Since different parties are going to be enabled to access the platform, appropriate
Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) management should be provided.

Req. 26:

Also, regarding the final users accessing the service, means for the personal data
protection (such as MSISDN, location…) should be enabled.

Req. 27:

Telco operators must provide services with high reliability and extremely fault
tolerant. Regulations should require High Availability (HA) with 99.999% (the
renowned 5 nines) uptime of the services anywhere anytime. Failure recovery
time is also quite important. The Dev-for-Operations functionality should
contribute to provide this feature.

Req. 28:

Telco operators normally prioritize standards based solutions. When available
the Dev-for-Operations model should be based as far as possible on well-know
and recognized standards.

Req. 29:

The model should also provide the way to facilitate Dynamic/Tiered Topology
Creation (to provide scaling and services chaining), since this is highly valuated
by telco operators.

Req. 30:

Dev-for-Operations model should provide all its functionalities on multiple
underlying PaaSes (i.e., not for just one specific PaaS).
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3. Dev-for-Operations Model
3.1 Introduction
As explained before, todays DevOps model simply cannot properly work in a telco-grade
environment. The limit about how the model is structured across multiple organizations is the
show stopper when it comes to implementation. The Dev-for-Operations model is designed to
overcome this issue thanks to a novel approach called MSP (Multi-Sided Platform). In this section
we describe the 1st design iteration regarding this new Dev-for-Operations model (the final one
will be presented in our last WP3 deliverable D3.2).
But before addressing the technical model itself we consider the MSP, the different actors that
should be considered in the NGPaaS ecosystem, as well as the different roles they could play.
Since many parties can be involved (network operator, software and hardware vendors, tenants…)
a first step towards the Dev-for-Operations model definition is to clarify about the different actors
and roles that will be considered in the model. This is done right in the next section.
After that a reminder about the NGPaaS network architecture is provided. Although the
architecture itself is being defined in the context of the WP2 [NGP18-D21] we consider necessary
to provide a brief summary here, at least describing those functions more related to the
implementation of the Dev-for-Operations functionalities. We also point to the interaction
between the architecture and the MSP.
Finally, the Dev-for-Operations technical model itself will be described, providing detailed
information about the different tools and components that could be used for its practical
implementation.

3.2 Multi-sided platform
3.2.1 Introduction
Beyond the strictly technical aspects, one of the features of applying the Dev-for-Operations
model is the possibility of empowering others through a business network. Dev-for-Operations
offers the telco operator a new business model making possible a close, for instance, operatorvendor relationship in a whole ecosystem. Dev-for-Operations will also easily enable the
integration of new VSP’s business or other third-party service providers into a digital business
network where a new business model could be implemented in the form of a multi-sided platform
(MSP) where the different parties could interact.
In industrial economics, platforms (in general) refer to a disruptive organizational phenomenon:
the platform organization, which is a “new type of firm”, providing the digital infrastructure to
intermediate between different groups mediated by digital interfaces. The strategic position
between different user groups makes platforms the ground, upon which their user activities occur,
thereby giving it privileged access to record them. Platforms organize distributed production and
collaborative consumption without direct control over the value creation process. In general,
platforms can be seen as marketplaces bringing together producers and consumers. There are at
least two main reasons for the rise of this new organizational phenomenon:
1. the emergence of knowledge, creativity, and human ingenuity as the key resource in
economic production over the past decades
2. the Internet facilitates the effective coordination of distributed economic activity

MSPs are a particular well-known type of platform [HW15] connecting different groups of users
(sides) which can, by affiliation, interact directly to implement their own business cases. In our
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case, we advance that we will have the following main different parties accessing the NGPaaS
platform (further details are provided in Section 3.3):
•
•
•
•

VSPs - that could request specific services,
SW Vendors - performing the development tasks,
End Users, and
the NGPaaS Operator,

We can actually consider that our NGPaaS platform can be seen as a MSP. In this model, a vendor
(for instance) could contribute to the operator’s platform using it as a repository for its software
components; although these components could be initially designed to be part of certain service
requested by the operator, they could be also used later for different purposes, e.g., to implement
a new business case for a vertical industry. The vendor could get benefit from that by selling its
component to be used in a different service. The network operator get also benefits from hosting
the vendor component and making that new business case possible and operational; this way a
so-called “network effect” (a relevant feature in the MSP model) appears: the more components
in the operator's network, the more verticals and third-parties could be attracted to be part of the
platform, which in turn could attract more vendors to host their components in the platform as
well. In our case, the idea would be to bring the MSP model already implemented on other digital
IT platforms (e.g., Alibaba, Airbnb, Uber, Facebook or Ticketmaster) into a telco-grade operator
infrastructure.
The pioneering models of MSPs were introduced by Armstrong [Arm06], Caillaud and Jullien
[CJ03], Parker and Van Alstyne [PA05], and Rochet and Tirole [RT03], as well as a large number
of more recent contributions, all of them treating “multi-sidedness” as a given characteristic of
relevant industries and firms.
MSPs have two key features that distinguish them from other economic models:
a) They enable direct interactions between two or more distinct sides.
b) Each side is affiliated with the platform.
Direct Interaction means that two or more interacting sides retain control over the key terms of
the interaction, as opposed to the intermediary taking control of those terms. On the other hand,
affiliation means that users on each side consciously make platform-specific investments that are
necessary in order for them to be able to directly interact each other. We consider NGPaaS can
behave as an MSP because both key features, affiliation and direct interactions, can be present
among the different participant entities, i.e., operators, vendors, verticals, and end users, which
are the major players in the ecosystem.

3.2.2 MSP’s Specific Concepts
Platform organizations differ from hierarchies, markets and networks and challenge their status
as opposing an exclusive form of organization. Platform organizations question not only extant
organizational designs but also, quite fundamentally, the idea of the firm, assumptions of the
resource-based perspective, and the value creation processes. Platform organizations also
challenge network designs and interactions. The main MSP related terminology is collected in
this section [HW15]
Definition 1 (Network): The networks consist of a finite number of organizations
that form an alliance in pursuit of mutually beneficial goals.
Based complementary strengths, network forms of exchange entail indefinite, sequential
transactions within the context of a general pattern of interaction, while allowing medium sized
degree of flexibility. In network forms of resource allocation, individual units exist not by
themselves, but in relation to other units. These relationships take considerable effort to establish
and sustain, thus they constrain both partners’ ability to adapt to changing circumstances. As
networks evolve, it becomes more economically sensible to exercise voice rather than exit.
Benefits and burdens come to be shared. Examples include a general contractor and his
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subcontractors, for who the relation is stable and continuous over long time periods, and only
rarely established through competitive bidding, or modular production networks arranged around
common design rules.
In contrast with networks, platform organizations are more market-based as they invite literally
millions of hitherto unknown producers and consumers to transact with each other; the difference
is quantitative but also qualitative: they do not extend or enlarge a set of relations, but populate a
place with the possibilities for relations to form.
Definition 2 (Platform): Platforms are products, services, or technologies that
serve as foundations upon which other parties can build complementary products,
services, or technologies.
Platform ecosystems refer to the platform and its network of “complementors” that produce
complements to enhance platform value. The platform represents a stable interface for organizing
communication, collaboration, and control for distributed production. Every platform shares three
common traits:
• it serves multiple types of consumers - compared with products, which typically serve one
type of consumer
• it facilitates efficient value exchange
• it exhibits shared common standards - shared programmatic surfaces that developers and
partners interact with

The first example is a multi-sided platform economic model, where the value is created by
interactions or transactions between pairs of homogeneous user groups: buyers and sellers. The
group of users represents a side.
Definition 3 (Side): The homogeneous user group, i.e. a continuum of mass of
economically identical agents, is called side.
Multi-sided platforms are business models with distinguishing features.
Definition 4 (MSP): The MSP creates value by enabling direct interactions
between at least two distinct types of sides, where each side is affiliated with the
platform.
Direct interactions could be commercial, e.g., transactions or contractual relationships, or noncommercial, e.g., communication (Figure 6). Affiliation requires platform-specific investments
of time or money or both.

Figure 6: MSP business model [HW15].
The distinction between an MSP and a Vertically Integrated (VI) mode rests on whether the
services provided constitute a direct interaction or are instead controlled by the firm. The VI
relationship appears in the ownership relation of one side, and in the indirect relationship between
sides. In the VI mode, the firm produces the service itself by employing professionals to provide
the service to its clients, and is directly responsible for and has residual control rights over the
provision of the service to clients.
A MSP, requiring affiliation of sides, differs also from simple product or input suppliers, even
though supplying complex technology products. An Input Supplier (IS) does not ask for affiliation
of each side. An IS supplies technology inputs to some sides, their customers, who in turn
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incorporate those inputs in products they sell to some other sides, to their clients. The IS has no
affiliation relationship to final clients.
Following the definition, the MSP economic models have two key features:
1. Two or more distinct sides retain control over the key terms of the interaction, as opposed
to the intermediary taking control of those terms.
The key terms of the direct interaction could be the pricing, bundling, marketing, and
delivery of the goods or services traded, the ability to determine the nature and quality of
services offered, the terms and conditions, etc.
2. Each affiliated side consciously makes platform-specific investments that are necessary
in order for them to be able to directly interact each other.
The investment could be a fixed access fee, expenditure of resources, e.g., spending time
and money on learning how to develop applications using the APIs, or an opportunity
cost, e.g., joining a loyalty program.
The fundamental architecture behind all MSPs is essentially the same, namely, the system is
partitioned into:
1. A set of densely connected “core” with low variety
The core of a platform consists of the main features and functionalities offered by the
platform owner and of the initial number of sides which are affiliated to the platform.
They are the long-lived elements of the system and thus implicitly or explicitly establish
the interfaces, the rules governing interactions among the different parts.
2. A complementary set of sparsely connected “periphery” with high variety
The periphery of a platform constitutes additional sides which are added to the platform
during its evolution.
Initially upon its launch, a platform might not have a periphery, but only a core. The additional
sides serve as platform enhancers. The notion of platform periphery, i.e. adding additional sides,
does imply that a platform opens up to third parties.

3.2.3 MSP Business Model Benefits
The key to MSPs is to understand the network effects which occur when the value of a product
depends on the number of other users. The analysis focuses on cross-group or indirect network
effects between the two or more customer groups participating on the platform. Each network
effect can be either positive or negative.
Definition 5: (Same-side network effects): The same-side network effects means
that members of a side may value a product more if similar members use that
product as well.
Positive same-side network effects strengthen the ties between the different users and contribute
to the formation of a distinct group of users affiliated to the platform.
Definition 6: (Cross-side network effects): Cross-side network effects are
present when users value the other side of the platform.
The demand by one side depends on the participation of the other sides and vice versa. Cross-side
network effects can flow in either one or both directions.
Definition 7 (Indirect network effects): Indirect network effect arises if there are
cross-group network effects in both directions, and the benefit to a user on one side
depends (indirectly) on the number of users on that side.
In this case, the benefit to a user on side A depends on the number of participants on side B, which
in turn depends on the number of participants on side A.
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3.2.4 MSP Business Model Roles and Interactions
To represent the techno-economic heterogeneity of an MSP model for a physical-digital
technology platform, the fundamental groups of users integrated by affiliation are required. The
affiliation is among others a legal agreement adopted by all sides, and it is necessary for MSPs to
create cross-group network effects, the key defining property of MSPs. The affiliation means that
users on each side consciously make MSP-specific investments that are necessary in order for
them to be able to directly or indirectly interact each other.
This does not exclude other sides to be integrated later, since the MSP can evolve several steps
over time, even though before venturing out to bringing new sides on board the platform, MSPs
need to make sure they create all the value they can deliver to their existing sides.
The fundamental groups sides include a group of Users (U), a Developer (D) side and a verticalintegrated (VI) side:
1. The Users (U), represents all the costumers using the platform, such as IoT users,
automotive users, Telco costumers, etc.
2. Developer (D), further including SWP and HWP, which is the group of all the software
and hardware component developers, with no distinction of component types, size,
volume, impact, etc.
3. Vertical Service Provider (VSP), is a group working on components like (D), but the
development activity is done by employing professionals that are controlled by the firm,
such as FPGA board constructors, Linux OS builders, hardware switch providers, network
operators, IoT infrastructure providers, a component as a whole cloud data centre
infrastructure, a wide-area network infrastructure, etc. Employing professionals have no
direct access to other sides.

The sides of the MSP as presented in Figure 6 correspond both to the infrastructure provider group
of users and application/hardware component developer group of users, with direct interactions
with other sides of the MSP. The interactions between sides are direct, meaning no intermediary
taking control of the key terms of the interaction. Sides get also benefits from network effects,
meaning that the more the infrastructure is rich in functionality, the more other sides are attracted.
The strength of the interaction and the interdependency between the sides under direct interactions
might not be the same for the value proposition of the MSP. For example, (VSP) is more
dependent on the core side (U) and the periphery (D), since as the number of MSP user's increases
rapidly it attracts others (VSP). The connection between the core and the periphery is enabled by
the presence of cross-side network effects. Same-side network effects arise when, given a
sufficiently large pool, all group members in the same group of users are better off submitting to
a contract forcing them to open their components. The reason is that subsequent output can build
from a larger pool of initial input, leading to higher total surplus.
The direct interaction between (VSP) and (U) is two sided. The reason is that (VSP) is essentially
service provider to (U), but (U) can also provide, for instance, its data generated to (VSP). This
is also the case for the direct interaction between (U) and (D). The link between (VSP) and (D)
means that the sale or use of components between (VSP) to (D) constitutes a direct interaction
even if (VSP) or (D) retains residual control rights over the components or services traded. This
typically arises when a side retains ownership of the components being traded.
It is also possible that some components or services are traded directly between two sides, while
others components are controlled by an intermediary. A step towards this is when a side allows
an intermediary, non-affiliated, to contributes to its set of components by another component,
creating a direct relation between the intermediary and a side of the MSP, even though the MSP
mode dominates the reseller mode.
As for direct interactions, the network interactions of different strengths between sides, that might
be zero, are directed, and include:
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(U)-(VSP): network interaction between users and (VSP) firms
(D)-(U): network interaction between developers and users
(VSP)-(U): network interaction between (VSP) firms and users
(U)-(D): network interaction between users and developers
(U)-(U): network interaction between users
(VSP)-(VSP): network interaction between (VSP) firms
(D)-(D): network interaction between developers
(VSP)-(D): network interaction between (VSP) firms and developers
(D)-(VSP): network interaction between developers and (VSP) firms

3.3 Actors and Roles
In this section, deriving from the generic MSP approach, we describe the different 'actors' and the
'roles' that we consider are required by the Dev-for-Operations model in the context of NGPaaS.
We consider these definitions are important in order to unambiguously designate the different
components in the system and their possible relationships.
As an initial clarification we must tell that we consider “actors” as the real entities that can execute
certain actions which are relevant to the NGPaaS ecosystem; on the other hand, the “roles” are
the different functions these actors can perform in a particular operation or process. In this context,
we consider also the term “stakeholder” to be a synonymous of “actor”.
Intuitive examples of this could be the role of Developer played by an individual into a software
development company, or the role of Network Operator played by a multinational enterprise. In
an informal way, we could say that actors are the entities (people, equipment or corporations),
while roles are what those entities do; another way to express this could be saying that actors are
the nouns (entities with real and independent existence) while roles are the verbs (the actions these
actors perform).
Typical actors could be individuals, corporations or even the equipment (i.e., any party capable
of performing any action in the model). Although for the NGPaaS model the really important
thing are the roles those actors could perform we introduce the concept of actor here in order to
avoid misunderstandings, since sometimes, when using informal language, actors and roles are
improperly used; e.g., it is common to refer as “telco operator” (which is a role) the big
corporations acting as such (which are actors).
From a high-level perspective the NGPaaS roles can be broadly grouped into three top-level
groups, called “Evolutionary”, “Business” and “Operational” roles. The first group is related to
the platform evolution, including topics such as the selection of components, integrity checking,
implement changes, etc. The “Business” roles group is related to managing business; this is a
customer-facing role interacting with different groups of users (Vertical Industries, Software
Vendors, Service Consumers...) and establishing business relationships. The Operational roles
group takes care of what we call “Operational Platform” which is split into the different
architectural components (Business as a Service –BaaS– platform, Dev-for-Operations platform,
PaaS platform and Infrastructure as a Service –IaaS– Platform). Figure 7 illustrates this idea:
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Figure 7: Top-level roles in NGPaaS.
In a more granular way, these roles can be split also in different more specific categories; they are
the following4:
•

•

•

•

Operators. Responsible for the in-life support and monitoring of the HW and/or SW; they
can be individuals or corporations operating HW/SW equipment. Specific operator types are:
o

NGPaaS Operator. This is the main role in the NGPaaS platform performed by a
Large-scale Corporation which owns the necessary equipment to host
multiple value-added services.

o

Network Operator. Operates the network components of the NGPaaS Operator.

Providers. They can be:
o

Vertical Service Provider. It will use NGPaaS to deploy services (normally it is a
tenant of the company acting as NGPaaS Operator)

o

Software Vendors. Individuals or organizations with teams of SW designers,
developers and testers. They provide software to be integrated in the platform.

o

Infrastructure Providers (or IaaS Providers). They provide the necessary
HW/SW resources (compute, networking and storage) for the NGPaaS Operator
underlying infrastructure.

Planners. They are individuals or organizations responsible of the design and planning
activities. They can be classified also in more specific sub-roles:
o

Business Cases Planners. They devise and plan on the different use cases to be
deployed on the architecture from the bossiness perspective.

o

Service Designers (or Business Case Designers). They design the business cases
from a technical point of view.

o

Platform Designers. They design the platform from a technical point of view. They
also can devise improvements and changes.

o

Network Designers. Specialized Platform Designers with focus on the networking.

Testers. They prepare and/or execute automated/semi-automated/manual tests procedures;
this role could be performed by individuals or corporations. Specific tester types could be:
o

4

Unit Testers. They verify if the individual modules provided by each
specific Software Vendor executes as it was specified.

Roles and sub-roles mentioned here are still under consideration; they can be expanded/modified on a later deliverable.
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o

Integration Testers. They verify if the SW provided by different Software
Vendors integrates correctly to perform the required function.

o

Network Testers. Responsible for the testing of the router software within the
NGPaaS Operator.

•

Deployers. In charge of the rollout of the HW/SW on the platform.

•

Executors. Individuals or equipment in charge of executing the software. They can be:
o

The End User. Consumes the services provided by the Vertical Service Providers.

o

The User Equipment. The equipment the End User uses to access the service (e.g.: a
mobile phone, a car or Virtual Reality glasses).

o

The Network Equipment (or NGPaaS Equipment, i.e., the equipment associated to
the NGPaaS platform).

Within NGPaaS we assume that several roles could be played sometimes by the same actor; e.g.
we consider that a Medium Scale Corporation (actor) could be playing 2 different roles: Network
Operator and Vertical Service Provider; another example: a Medium Scale Company could act as
SW Developer and as Service Operator. A more specific example can be seen graphically in
Figure 8.

Figure 8: Roles in NGPaaS.
In this case the following roles are in place in the NGPaaS framework:
•
•

•

•
•

•

The NGPaaS Operator role (that, as far as we understand, would be normally played by
a large-scale Telco-grade Corporation).
A Vertical Service Provider (which could be a medium, large or small-scale
corporation) requesting to the NGPaaS Operator to rollout a specific Service Use Case
on its infrastructure (green bar).
Infrastructure Provider (also played by a company of any size), which provides the HW
with the associated SW resources to be integrated as part of the NGPaaS Operator
infrastructure. This infrastructure could be owned or hired (e.g., when public network’s
resources were used to extend the NGPaaS infrastructure).
Business Case Planners or Service Designers; they would be individuals working for the
NGPaaS Operator and/or the Vertical Service Provider.
A Software Vendor (also a company of any size) providing the necessary software
to the NGPaaS Operator in order to implement the service use case commissioned by
the Vertical Service Provider.
Platform Designers (individuals) normally working for the NGPaaS Operator.
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Testers (individuals) working for the Software Vendors (to test the developed software)
and also for the NGPaaS Operator (to validate and integrate the SW coming from the
different vendors).
SW Developers and Service Designers (individuals) working for the SW Provider
companies or the NGPaaS Operator itself.
Service Operators (individuals) working normally working for the Vertical Service
Provider and the NGPaaS Operator.
The End-Users (individuals or computing equipment) making use of the service when it
is available.

The following table shows the mapping between the top-level Evolutionary/ Business/Operational
roles and some of the main NGPaaS roles previously described:
Table 1: Evolution, Operational and Business roles
Roles

EVOLUTION

OPERATIONAL

BUSINESS

NGPaaS Operator

x

x

Vertical Service
Provider
Infrastructure
Provider
Business Case Planner
Software Vendor

-

x (PaaS)

-

x (IaaS)

x (develops software)

x (provides a license)

x
-

x
x
-

x (has account to get
profit)
x (has account to get
profit)
x (has account to get
profit)
x
x (has account to get
profit)
x (has account & pays for
service)

Platform Designer
Testers
End-User

Although the actors above mentioned are in general self-explanatory (they represent very general
common-sense notions) the different roles should be more clearly explained in the specific
context of NGPaaS. In the following section we describe the main roles in more detail.

3.3.1 NGPaaS Operator
This role is initially expected to be probably played by telco-grade corporations owning the
necessary equipment to host multiple, high demanding value-added services. It is also possible
that not all the equipment is owned by this large corporation; part (or all) of it may be rented from
specialized Infrastructure Providers. In either case, it is assumed the NGPaaS Operator would
have the capacity to operate and manage all of that infrastructure (owned or leased). Examples of
NGPaaS Operators could be large scale Telco companies (e.g.: BT, Orange, Telefonica....).
From an operational view, the NGPaaS Operator will implement the "BUILD, SHIP and RUN"
paradigm on the NGPaaS architecture. In practice, this means the NGPaaS operator will deploy
telco-grade quality PaaSes which will host the end-to-end services for the end users; to achieve
this, the NGPaaS Operator will combine a number of third-party applications (software and
hardware).
The NGPaaS operator will interact with other actors: other companies, and also service end users.
For our purposes here, the first case is expected to be Software Vendors, and also, Vertical Service
Providers; the second case occurs when the NGPaaS Operator uses its own infrastructure to
deploy and operate certain services from other third-party companies (tenants).
The NGPaaS Operator has the teams and extensive resources to deploy, test, execute and integrate
the SW components coming from different Software Vendors; one of the main innovations in
NGPaaS lies in that these tasks are expected to be performed with a high automation degree due
the Dev-for-Operations functionality.
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The NGPaaS operator may have multiple teams managing the various aspects of the platform;
this includes:
-

Selecting and certifying the PaaS, BSS and OSS components.
Verifying the overall integrity of the platform, using aggregated (and anonymised if required),
statistics and health checks from the different components co-existing on the infrastructure.
Managing the platform evolution.
Facilitating the interactions between the Vertical Service Providers and their Software
Vendors.

In summary we can see that the NGPaaS Operator host and manages the resources used by the
NGPaaS Operator itself and by the Vertical Service Providers to deploy services for the EndUsers. The interaction is important here; the Vertical Service Providers can request (to install)
components (or functionalities) into the NGPaaS Operator infrastructure; these components are
integrated through a joint effort by the Software Vendors and the NGPaaS Operator itself.

3.3.2 Vertical Service Provider
The Vertical Service Provider is typically the NGPaaS operators’ customer. It will use (together
with the NGPaaS Operator) the operator’s infrastructure to provide services to other companies
or end users. The actor playing this role is expected to be a business (of any size), that wants to
deploy a specific Business Use Case on the NGPaaS platform in order to provide certain value
added service to its customers.
In order to achieve this, the deployment of certain specific HW and SW may be required, although
in other cases the required HW/SW components could be already available as part of the NGPaaS
Operator infrastructure. Examples of Vertical Service Providers could be end-user oriented
service companies, such as Virtual Mobile Network Operators (VMNOs) (e.g. Lycamobile or
Lebara), Automotive Industries, Service Companies, Healthcare or Energy industries, Payment
Companies, etc. According to the 5G terminology, Vertical Service Providers are typically
requesting “network slices” [Ngm16] to the NGPaaS Operator5.
The Vertical Service Provider has a contract with the NGPaaS Operator to use the infrastructure,
meaning the NGPaaS Operator makes possible to instantiate the necessary resources for the
requested service; the Business Use Case represents the business solution deployed by the Vertical
Service Providers which request to deploy several supported components on the NGPaaS
Operator premises. The Vertical Service Provider could also request access the Dev-forOperations facilities to configure and monitor the service once it has been deployed.
To get this, the Vertical Service Provider, in agreement with the NGPaaS Operator, defines its
own “Service Blueprint”. The Vertical Service Providers could adopt the role of a "vertical
integrator", because it enables the ability to deploy services across a wide range of infrastructure,
integrating products from many Software Vendors. In the end, its core task is to provide services
to the End Users. According to the 5G terminology, the Vertical Service Providers are tenants of
the NGPaaS Operator, as the NGPaaS Operator will support multiple Vertical Service Providers
in parallel, who each of them is using a specific network slice with different requirements.

3.3.3 Software Vendor
Software Vendors are in charge of developing and deploying the components requested by the
Vertical Service Providers or the NGPaaS Operator itself. In general, we assume they are hired
by the NGPaaS Operator to develop/deploy/maintain the components required by the

5

The way this “network slice” concept is implemented in the NGPaaS architecture is addressed in the NGPaaS WP2
[NGP18-D21].
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service commissioned by the Vertical Service Provider. However, other cases could be considered
also (e.g., they could be directly hired by the Vertical Service Provider).
Although the Business Use Case is provided by the Vertical Service Provider on the platform of
the NGPaaS operator, Software Vendors supply the needed functional blocks to implement the
Business Use Case.
Software Vendors can integrate their solutions by using the Dev-for-Operations functionalities
made available to them by the NGPaaS Operator. Software Vendors can bring in their own Virtual
Network Function images, PaaS deployments, updated deployment or configuration workflows.
After validation (CI/CD process), the Software Vendor components can be accepted by the
NGPaaS Operator, which could deploy them on its infrastructure.
Although Software Vendors could take many forms, in the NGPaaS architecture they are expected
to be specialized software providers (e.g.: VNFs Providers or PaaS Providers) interacting with
the NGPaaS Operator.

3.3.4 End User
These are the final users of the "Business Use Case" provided by the "Vertical Service Provider"
(i.e., they are expected to have a contract/agreement with the "Vertical Service Provider", but not
with the "NGPaaS Operator"). In 5G End Users are not necessarily people; they could take
different forms depending on the device they use to access the service (e.g., mobile phones,
devices integrated in cars, virtual reality glasses, TV screens, robots...). Generally they are users
(individuals or corporations) consuming the services offered by the "Vertical Service Providers".

3.3.5 Infrastructure provider
They are also called IaaS Providers. They provide the compute/network infrastructure that can be
bought or leased by the NGPaaS Operator. For instance, this may be a public cloud space (such
as Amazon Web Services [Ama18c]), or a private cloud (maybe another department in the largescale enterprise playing the role of NGPaaS Operator that offer IaaS to all other parts of that
enterprise).
Examples of Infrastructure Providers could be companies such as Amazon [Ama18c], Digital
Ocean [Dig18] or Rackspace [Rac18]. The NGPaaS Operator could act also as Infrastructure
Provider (for example, providing access to the RAN in the case of mobile network operators).

3.4 NGPaaS Architecture
In the previous section, we have elaborated on the different actors and roles which are
collaborating in the NGPaaS eco-system. Beyond actors and roles, the other important aspect is
the Dev-for-Operations model as described in Section 2. The underlying NGPaaS architecture
must enable the Dev-for-Operations model to work in harmony with all related roles and
interactions and will permit the NGPaaS Operator to become the platform for all the other actors
in the ecosystem. The total overview of the NGPaaS architecture is given in D2.1 [NGP18-D21].
In this section, we will highlight how a Dev-for-Operations methodology can be integrated in the
overall NGPaaS architecture. The described interactions are also disseminated in a series of
publications: [BVR+18], [MOS+18] and [VSR+18].
From a DevOps perspective, the envisioned NGPaaS architecture tries to enable a new cloudbased eco-system where the wide variety of actors and roles, as explained before, are united
around a new type of cloud stack. This new cloud stack moves away from the classic hierarchical
cloud model where a fixed feature-set is imposed to the users. We embrace the fact that there is
no ‘one-size-fits-all’ solution possible and allow a very flexible and customizable environment.
Features can be added or updated by many different actors and use-case tailored platforms can be
devised. This is illustrated in Figure 9, where the NGPaaS platform is in fact a multi-PaaS
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environment where specialized PaaSes target the orchestration, monitoring and other operational
enhancements of a specific infrastructure pool. This PaaS layer is controlled by an overviewing
BaaS layer, which implements the overall BSS/OSS related functionalities.

Figure 9: Simplified NGPaaS Architecture with different roles and actors.
The main Business Layer’s tasks are: registration of the different actors who want to use the
NGPaaS platform (access management for authentication, licensing, service and infrastructure
on-boarding… i.e., the typical BSS functions).
The OSS (Operation Support Systems) related tasks are then located below:
-

Orchestrate PaaS deployment onto the available infrastructure. Terminology-wise, a PaaS
deployment is defined in a PaaS blueprint.
Orchestrate Services onto the available PaaSes (taking SLA and policies into account).
Terminology-wise, a service deployment is defined in a service blueprint.
Monitor the used infrastructure and act when needed (e.g., allocate more-less compute
resources to running PaaSes).
Trigger the deployment of an additional ‘Dev-for-Operations layer’ which allows a fully
closed iterative development as discussed later in this section.

A customizable BaaS Layer is complementary to the OSS, it contains the artefacts which are
needed to deploy all supported software components (PaaSes and services). Vertical Service
Providers (VSPs) can access the BaaS to select a service from a Service Catalogue. This further
explained in the next section.
Figure 10 displays the detailed NGPaaS architecture, where the different roles are mapped. The
NGPaaS Operator controls the layered NGPaaS stack. Vendors can on-board PaaSes or services
into the NGPaaS platform. The NGPaaS Operator can choose to pre-deploy a selected set of
PaaSes to be able to meet the service requests of the Vertical Service Providers. The Vertical
Service Provider wants to deploy a selection of the available services, tailored to its business usecase. The NGPaaS Operator will orchestrate the requested services to the supporting PaaSes. The
service End-Users indirectly use the NGPaaS platform by connecting to the infrastructure nodes
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where the services are eventually deployed by the PaaSes. The End-Users have no business
affiliation with the NGPaaS Operator, but only with the Vertical Service Provider. A great amount
of responsibility and operational mechanisms are delegated to the respective PaaSes, as they have
their own specialized orchestration, monitoring and Dev-for-Operations mechanisms. This
illustrates the distributed OSS (Operational Support System): from the NGPaaS Operator, this
mainly an orchestration task, the dynamic operational systems (e.g. auto-scaling, monitoring) are
delegated to the PaaS.

Figure 10: Detailed NGPaaS Architecture, with the Dev-for-Operations layer in the
middle.
When looking at Figure 10, we can say that the BaaS is the ‘centralized’ point of access for
Vertical Service Providers to trigger orchestration and deployment of service/PaaS/Dev-forOperations components. On the other hand, the Dev-for-Operations layer is the centralized access
point for Vendors to on-board their software components in the PaaS (or services catalogue) and
interacts with the operational environment. An important idea is that, as we can see in the figure,
different instances of this Dev-for-Operations layer could exist, being each one assigned to a
vendor (or group of vendors) that can use it to perform its specific development tasks. This
versatility is correctly captured by considered MSP and Dev-for-Operations as platforms
interacting together. In particular MSP is the one distributing the credentials to all other platforms,
including Dev-for-Operations (see Figure 11). This notion of platform composition will be further
developed in Deliverable D3.2.
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Figure 11: Dev-for-Operations and MSP platforms within NGPaaS Architecture

3.4.1 RFB Repository and Service Catalogue
One of the key advantages of the Dev-for-Operations model is to have a clear and automatable
workflow to integrate software components from different vendors. In order to get this, the
NGPaaS project will adopt the so-called Reusable Functional Blocks (RFBs) model as
“packaging” format to describe and deploy PaaS and service components. RFBs have been
conceptually devised in the European Union (EU) funded Superfluidity consortium [BBB+16]
[Sup16] [Git18c]. So, vendors will transfer RFBs to the NGPaaS Operator and an RFB repository
will contains all artefacts needed to successfully deploy, configure and operate a component. In
the NGPaaS context, this includes all objects needed by the RFB, both for PaaS and service
software components. The type of files in this repository ranges from Virtual Machines (VM) or
container images to setup or configuration scripts. Also, more specialized image files like Field
Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) bit streams or unikernel images can be considered. As seen in
Figure 12 below, any network service or PaaS is described using RFBs in NGPaaS. Each RFB
decomposes into several smaller microservices, until an atomic part is able to be deployed on an
available PaaS. Therefore, only the leaf nodes in the RFB model will map to actual deployable
components such as images or scripts.

Network Service
(PaaS)
RFB
RFB
RFB
PaaS1 (IaaS)

RFB
RFB
PaaS2
(IaaS)

Figure 12: RFB decomposition
The next Figure 13 shows the internal information stored in the RFB model. The artefacts needed
to deploy the software component can be pointers referring to a repository where the actual files
can be fetched. Also included in the RFB model is capability specification of the execution
environment where the component should be deployed. This execution environment must be able
to execute the RFB images and scripts, using the Application Programming Interface (API) of the
PaaS where the RFB is orchestrated to.
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RFB
(service or
PaaS component)

Images
Scripts
Execution Env.

Repository
PaaS

Figure 13: RFB components that map to a repo or the PaaS
In the BaaS, we therefore introduce the RFB Repository where RFB components are stored after
acceptance by the NGPaaS Operator. From a VSP’s viewpoint, a high-level Service Catalogue
is exposed in the BaaS. The Service Catalogue is a list of supported services which points to RFBs
in the RFB repository (note that a high-level RFB can decompose into multiple low-level RFBs,
as in Figure 12). The NGPaaS Operator can then decide to promote an integrated RFB and expose
it via the Service Catalogue, so it can be requested by a VSP. As a final note, the RFB repository
in the BaaS should be updated with new versions of the related artefacts, once a CI/CD based
acceptance test has successfully finished. In section 3.5 we further discuss the workflow how
RFBs and Catalogue get updated in the Dev-for-Operations model.

3.4.2 Dev-for-Operations interactions
The shift from DevOps to a Dev-for-Operations model is supported in the architecture by allowing
a multi-organizational, operation-aware development procedure. This is implemented in the Devfor-Operations layer. The Dev-for-Operations layer can be bypassed during normal operation (e.g.
during component orchestration and instantiation), i.e. once components are considered as
“finished” and they are stored in the BaaS layer repositories. However, it can be activated to allow
external interactions with Vendors and the operational environment (e.g. testing, staging), or
specialized troubleshooting or healing actions which are not supported by the OSS.
The Dev-for-Operations layer instances can be deployed from the BaaS layer and controlled by
the Operator. Whether the Dev-for-Operations layer is permanent or transient depends on the
situation, specifically the frequency in which the components need to be updated. It is unlikely
that a vendor is continuously updating their code, but it is not entirely outside the realm of
possibility as it really depends on what the service is. For example, the service could consist of
some monitoring probes, which are not carrying live service but monitoring it, where frequent
updates may be considered safe. More details regarding this permanent or transient behaviour are
provided in Section 3.5 (Dev-for-Operations workflow). From an Operator’s perspective the highlevel Dev-for-Operation interactions include:
a) Export information about the internal operational status of certain component.
The Dev-for-Operations model comes into the picture when the NGPaaS Operator has the
possibility to instantiate a custom Dev-for-Operations layer, targeted at a specific Vendor. This
custom and optional layer allows configuring limited access for the Vendor into the PaaS
environments where the Vendor’s components are deployed. The Vendor can this way e.g., access
detailed monitoring data or logs, filtered by the NGPaaS Operator (e.g. for privacy reasons). This
way, Vendors can get access to shielded data, monitored during operation, relevant to analyse and
debug their own developed components. Also from the Vertical Service Provider’s side,
customized monitoring permissions can be defined per Vendor, for example by offering a custom
monitoring dashboard. The Dev-for-Operations layer can also leverage on its specialized
monitoring capabilities to implement a performance profiling system. By having a more concrete
idea of the relation between used resources and processing performance, the operator can more
efficiently plan capacity and resource reservations. Also, automated problem detection and
healing can take advantage from the available monitored data.
b) Offer an operation-aware test environment to automatically validate components.
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Several approaches can be taken to enable an operation-aware staging environment to adequately
test and validate software components. One option is to replicate the operational environment at
the vendor’s side. The vendor can ask the NGPaaS Operator for a customized BaaS layer. Similar
to the Dev-for-Operations layer, the custom BaaS layer has selected execution rights and
capabilities. This is e.g. the ability to deploy a limited set of PaaSes and services. The vendor can
this way also on-board own infrastructure for testing. The advantage of this approach is that the
same orchestration and deployment mechanisms are used at the vendor’s and the Operator’s side.
Another option is that the vendor gets access to an isolated resource slice inside the operational
environment itself. From the Operator’s side, customized access or execution rights can be
defined per vendor. This allows a closer integration loop between the different actors, with a better
aligned test and staging environment, creating more confidence that the offered component will
be also deployable in the operator’s environment. The vendor can be allowed to directly interact
with the operational environment, where the services are running in the PaaS layer. This can be
the case at a live trial, where constant software updates may be considered acceptable as trials
normally come with a disclaimer that the service will not always be operational.
c) Integrate and on-board new or updated service or PaaS components.
To allow easy interaction in the multi-organizational NGPaaS context, there must be a clear
mechanism to import new features or update existing ones. Building further on DevOps-related
concepts, a vendor must be able to quickly and iteratively debug or improve service and PaaS
components. Before a software component gets accepted by the operator, an automated validation
process must be triggered to assess the “deployability” and integration. This is an automated
CI/CD (Continuous Integration / Continuous Development) process where specific tools exist for
(tools are detailed in Section 3.8). Using the Dev-for-Operations layer a streamlined procedure
can be automated, where a vendor can easily and safely offer new software components to the
operator. The operator can tune the CI/CD process to have a set of integration tests before the
offered component is eventually accepted for production use. Custom PaaS access right or
resources can be allocated to the CI/CD process by using a dedicated Dev-for-Operations layer
configuration. Once the component has been validated and acceptance tests have completed, the
Operator can on-board it and include it in its service catalogue or operational PaaS environments.
The above described interactions are illustrated in Figure 14. As said, in the NGPaaS context any
deployable components (part of service or PaaS) are packaged into an RFB [NGP18-D21]. We
can see the RFB as a package which contains all needed information to deploy and configure the
software component (such as descriptor, images, install and configuration scripts).
A well understood and standard package format is an important requisite when defining
interactions between multiple actors in the Networks Function Virtualisation (NFV) domain
[VTC+17]. The RFB model is main data format communicated between external vendors and the
NGPaaS operator. Using the described Dev-for-Operations procedures, the NGPaaS Operator can
source components from various vendors and technologies (avoiding lock-in). This is however a
challenging development and integration environment. A fast DevOps cycle with different
development teams must be maintained. This way, a large part of the operational accountability
can be shared with the vendors. For example, if a vendor wants to include its RFB in a service, it
must also upload the necessary workflows to deploy, configure and operate the RFB on a
supporting PaaS. Moreover, multiple parallel instances of the Dev-for-Operations layer can exist,
each targeted at a different vendor, with unique access and execution rights. The modular and
customizable composition of the layer is detailed in next section.
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Figure 14: Dev-for-Operations related actions.

3.5 Dev-for-Operations Workflow
As it has been explained in Section 2 the DevOps workflow is divided into different stages (e.g.,
coding, building, configuring, testing, packaging, releasing, monitoring…) that can be
concurrently executed by different actors (e.g., developers, testers, integrators…). As we know
this DevOps workflow allows to continuously integrate new changes (e.g., test cases, code
updates, documents…) without adversely affecting to what it could be already deployed (or
allowing a quick roll-back to a safe scenario if some undesirable effect happens). As mentioned,
this DevOps methodology is commonly represented by a kind of “never-ending” loop such as the
one in Figure 2. This “never-ending” loop figure also represents one of the main principles in the
DevOps methodology: the breaking down of the boundary between development and operations
teams.
However, in our specific case, this is something challenging to implement, because development
and operations roles are commonly played by different actors: NGPaaS Operator and vendors are
usually separate companies. These vendors are assumed to be hired by the NGPaaS Operator to
implement the business cases (for the operator itself, or to meet the Vertical Service Providers
requirements). This vendor-operator relationship will be surely regulated by a contract that will
be limited in time, which implies that the “Dev” part in the DevOps methodology will surely
disappear at certain point. Also, Vertical Service Providers could request to participate in the
operation activities as well (e.g., by requesting to monitor their relevant service KPIs), which adds
a new degree of complexity. As explained, this is basically why we need the new Dev-forOperations approach.
But, how are we going to overcome these challenges? Of course, a complete answer to this
question is still under consideration (as mentioned, this deliverable describes only our initial
approach to the Dev-for-Operations model specification); however, we have already elaborated a
high-level workflow for a specific general-purpose use case that could help to understand how
this could be achieved.
This general use case assumes the scenario depicted in previous Figure 8 (Section 3.3 – Actors
and Roles), i.e., a Vertical Service Provider which requests to the NGPaaS Operator to deploy a
business case which should be jointly developed by 2 different vendors. The goal is to clarify
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about how the different actors interact among them. As we see, as a whole, we have the following
roles:
• The NGPaaS Operator that would be performed by a large telco-grade corporation (such
as Orange or BT).
• A Vertical Service Provider implemented by a corporation who request to the NGPaaS
operator to deploy a specific PaaS with certain SW components. This party wants to
deploy a specific Business Use Case (green bar) on the NGPaaS Operator infrastructure
to provide certain value-added service. For this example, we consider that the Business
Use Case is provided as a set of RFBs (although they could be VNFs or whatever other
SW component). We consider the Vertical Service Provider has a contract with the
NGPaaS Operator to use the infrastructure, meaning the NGPaaS Operator makes
possible to add the SW components into a specific PaaS. We assume the Vertical Service
Provider does not access the Dev-for-Operations layer in the architecture; to configure
and monitor the service once it has been deployed it access the Business Layer on top
(see Figure 10).
• The End Users are the final users of the Business Use Case provided by the Vertical
Service Provider (i.e., they have a contract/agreement with the Vertical Service Provider,
but not with the NGPaaS Operator).
• Finally, the Software Vendors (green and purple blocks in Figure 8) oversee developing
and deploying the Business Use Case requested by the Vertical Service Provider. For this
case, we consider they are hired by the NGPaaS Operator to develop / deploy / maintain
the components required by the service commissioned by the Vertical Service Provider.
Of course, other configurations could be considered. For instance, we could have more vendors
involved. Anyway, for this initial stage, we have selected this approach for our initial
considerations, because what we consider relevant here is to figure out how the work from
different vendors (two of them in this case) could be integrated to form a single Business Use
Case.
The step-by-step procedure for this use case would be:
1. The VSP defines the service and agrees with the NGPaaS Operator the deployment on its
infrastructure. This will result in a SLA between these two parties where both will define the
service conditions (e.g., the specific way it should be implemented, performance figures,
deadlines, monitoring parameters, response times, available documentation, staff assigned to
the project and so on).
2. Let’s assume also the NGPaaS Operator contracts two vendors (Vendor1 and Vendor2) to
develop the complete service (we will consider here just a couple of vendors for simplicity,
although as you will see the procedure could be generalized to more than 2). The idea is that
Vendor1 will generate RFB1 and Vendor2 will generate RFB2, so the NGPaaS Operator
itself has also to integrate the work coming from both vendors; so, he/she will generate a
FINAL_RFB containing the components from both vendors. Also, the NGPaaS operator
must monitor the final integrated service once it is deployed on the production environment
(also, if it were the case, it would propagate certain service KPIs to the vertical). To do this
the following resources are assumed to exist:
a. A Development/Testing Environment for Vendor1 (DevEnv1). This would be issued
by the vendor itself (this would be the most common situation according to our
understanding) or by the NGPaaS Operator. Vendor1 will use this environment to
develop and unit-test RFB1 using the CD/CI model according the specific RFB1
requirements.
b. Similarly, a Development/Testing Environment for Vendor2 (DevEnv2) to
develop/test RFB2.
c. A staging/pre-production environment at the NGPaaS Operator premises.
d. The production/live environment also at the NGPaaS Operator premises.
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e. Optionally, there could be also a Monitoring/Management Environment at the
Vertical Service Provider premises. This would be used by the VSP to monitor
relevant service KPIs and/or configure certain service parameters without the
intervention of the NGPaaS Operator.
3. The NGPaaS Operator will generate three Dev-for-Operations layer instances (see Section
3.4 – NGPaaS Architecture):
a. A “Dev-for-Operations_instance-1” for the Vendor1. Vendor1 will use this
instance to develop, test, deploy and monitor its specific component (RFB1).
b. A “Dev-for-Operations_instance-2” for the Vendor2 for the same purposes
regarding RFB2 (develop/test/deploy and monitor).
c. A “Dev-for-Operations_integration” instance for the NGPaaS Operator itself in
order to test, deploy and monitor the compete service (note the development
activities are excluded here).
4. Vendor1 and Vendor2 start their specific CI/CD process on their particular development
environments using their specific Dev-for-Operations layer instances. As usual this will have
different edition and testing iterations; on each iteration, RBF1 and RFB2 could pass/no-pass
the vendor specific test batteries (test-battery-1 and test-battery-2):
a. For the “no-pass” case the development continues;
b. Once tests pass, RFBs are automatically released into a dedicated NGPaaS Operator
repository in the BaaS layer (the RFBs repository).
5. Each time a new release (from Vendor1 or Vendor2) is available in the NGPaaS Operator
repository (RFB repository) the NGPaaS operator should execute its own integration test
batteries using its specific “Dev-for-Operations_integration” instance. Again, the result can
be pass/no-pass:
a. If no-pass the corresponding vendor (or both of them) are notified, and we go back
to the previous step 4.
b. If passes, a FINAL_RFB release (which integrates the work from both vendors) is
built and released in the RFB Repository. It can be noted that this FINAL_RFB can
decompose into multiple vendor’s RFB’s (e.g., RFB1 and RFB2).
c. The integrated and accepted FINAL_RFB can be promoted to the Services
Catalogue in the BaaS.
6. Each time a FINAL_RFB release is available on the Services Catalog it should be deployed
on the operator’s staging/pre-production environment (which would be as similar as possible
to the final production environment). This could be done automatically also. Vendor1 and
Vendor2 are notified about this.
7. Vendor1, Vendor2 and the Operator itself start passing their specific test batteries on the preproduction environment. They probably have to collaborate and interact for this. These testbatteries will be probably a mix of automated and non-automated test batteries using load
generators and including monitoring information (which interpretation cannot be automated
in all cases). The test-batteries will probably include also different service configuration
possibilities for load balancing, fault tolerance or whatever other service configuration is
relevant for the service. Again, the result of these tests can be pass/no-pass:
a. If no-pass we have two possibilities in this case:
i. We go again to step 4 if it were necessary for the vendors to modify their
own RFBs.
ii. We go to step 5 if the failure were in the integration process (this is the
operator’s responsibility).
b. If passes the FINAL_RFB release is marked as a “production ready” release.
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8. Each time a “production ready” RFB is available it could be deployed on the production
environment. Different policies could be applied from this point. For most of the cases we do
not consider realistic for a telco-grade operator to implement Continuous Deployment (i.e.,
the automatic deployment of a “production ready” release) although perhaps for certain
services this could be possible. In any case we can consider that a “go-live” signal (human
generated or automatic) will be raised at certain moment. Probably “go-live” conditions
should be previously configured (e.g., to execute only at certain time or for a reduced set of
subscribers).
In this situation we will have also pass/no-pass signals (some failures are not detected until
the system starts to operate under real conditions). However, in this case these pass/no-pass
signals should come from the monitoring systems (the alarms system specifically) at the
operator’s side, which could be executed on the operator’s specific “Dev-forOperations_integration” instance. Alarms could be automatically generated or raised by the
operations staff; in any case, they should be generated with different well-defined “severity
levels”, so different actions could be executed according to that; e.g.:
- SL1 (Critical Failure – Service is down or a major functionality is severely
impaired, and no workaround is immediately available). In this case a rollback
operation should be immediately performed by the NGPaaS operator. After that,
depending on the failure, we should execute one of the following options:
i.
Jump back to Step 4, if it were necessary for the vendors to modify
their RFBs.
ii.
Go back to Step 5, if the failure were due the integration process.
-

SL2 (Major Failure – Service is up but a major functionality is severely impaired,
although a temporary workaround is available). In this case the NGPaaS operator
should apply the workaround and also, depending on the failure, we should go back
to steps 4 or 5.

-

SL3 (Minor issue - non-critical loss of functionality). In this case it is not necessary
to solve the problem in a so quick way, so we just apply the two possibilities again:
we go to Step 4 (if it were necessary for the vendors to modify their RFBs) or Step
5 (if the failure were due the integration process).

9. Once the service is in production, besides the alarms described in the previous step we could
have also “Asynchronous Change Requests”. These are not issues; the service is up and
running normally, but the operator requests to modify something or to add a new functionality
that was not planned/considered in the original design (this request could actually come from
the Vertical Service Provider, but anyway, it will be communicated to the vendors through
the operator). Here we could have different possibilities:
a. The request is done long after the service was initially developed and deployed, and
the Dev-for-Operator_vendor1 and Dev-for-Operator_vendor2 instances (one or
both of them) are not anymore active. In this case we go to Step 2 because this
could be considered as a new development (in fact, it could be performed by the
same vendor that originally performed the work or by a different one).
b. The request is done during the service commissioning process. In this case we go to
Step 4.
This last Step 9 closes the Dev-for-Operations loop. As we can appreciate the Dev-for-Operations
vendor instances are considered temporary instances, since for each project the vendor-operator
relationship is in fact limited in time. On the other hand, the operator’s Dev-for-Operations
instance should be kept in place as long as the service is up and running in order to make possible
for the operator to manage and monitor the service. In any case the vendor’s Dev-for-Operator
instances should be there long enough to execute Step 8 a sufficient number of times to ensure
there are no serious/hidden problems with the service in the production environment. The exact
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duration of this time should be agreed by all the involved parties (operator, vertical and vendors)
considering the service requirements; this probably should be defined in the vendor-operator SLA.
As we can appreciate this workflow matches the concept of the never-ending· loop that is often
referred to in the DevOps methodology; even when the commissioning phase is completed the
loop can be always closed from the Step 9a, i.e., by re-instantiating the Dev-for-Operations layer
instances due new change requests.
Of course, as initially mentioned in this section, this is just a high-level approach for a specific
use case (i.e., two vendors deploying their components to build-up a unique service on the
operator’s premises). Different situations and use cases should be considered to elaborate a more
general view.

3.6 Dev-for-Operations Layer Elements
3.6.1 Introduction
In the previous Section 3.4 (NGPaaS Architecture) we have seen how a specific Dev-forOperations layer has been defined in the NGPaaS architecture in order to implement the specific
Dev-for-Operations functionalities. However, as we can appreciate, not much detail is provided
there regarding the internal components we think should make up that layer. This information
will be provided right here in this Section.
Figure 15 below shows a first approach to what we consider would be the internal structure of
this Dev-for-Operations layer, as well as the interfaces with other actors and components in the
architecture:

Figure 15: Dev-for-Operations Layer Inner Structure.
As we can see two types of Dev-for-Operations instances are considered: the Vendor Instances
(initially we consider one per vendor, but it would be possible also to assign a instance to a group
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of vendors working together in the same project) and the Operator Instances (for the operator, to
integrate, manage and monitor the SW components released by different vendors).
In each instance three different frameworks have been defined:
•
•
•

CBTR Framework, grouping the “coding”, “building”, “testing” and “releasing” tools
for implementing the CI/CD/Cd processes.
Monitoring Framework, with tools to perform the continuous monitoring functions (e.g.,
logs processing or alarms system).
Management Framework, with the tools to perform the management associated to the
Dev-for-Operations functions.

These three frameworks are available for both the vendor’s specific instances and the operator
instances as well. As we see they can be accessed from a common Unified Dashboard to access
the above-mentioned functionalities. The objective is to provide the vendor and the operator with
their own development, management and configuration tools in order to continuously develop,
deploy and monitor the necessary software components (RFBs, VNFs or whatever).
Although a number of different tools are being considered, this does not mean all of them are
always available for all the vendors. Also, some tools not mentioned here could be included also
in their respective frameworks. The idea is that each instance would be customized according to
the specific needs of each vendor or the operator in each project. This provides a high degree of
flexibility.
For instance, the operator will normally have only the Testing Tools in the CBTR Framework,
since he/she only needs to perform the integration tests (i.e., the operator normally does not
perform code development); also certain vendors could be contracted just to do monitoring and
data analysis tasks, so most of the tools in the CBTR Framework or the Management Framework
could be disabled. For each case the Unified Dashboard will allow access only to those
frameworks and tools that are necessary for each case.
Each instance is also provided with three specific interfaces:
-

External Vendors (EV) Interface, to provide access to the external vendors.
Instance-Business Layer (IBL) Interface, to communicate with the upper OSS and BaaS
layer (see Figure 10).
Instance-PaaSes Layer (IPL) Interface, to communicate with the PaaSes layer placed
below in the architecture.

In the following subsections the different frameworks, interfaces and components are described.

3.6.2 CBTR Framework
This is the Coding, Building, Testing and Releasing framework, which is intended to be
implemented as a collection of different services. From here we will set up the entire CI/CD
toolchain for the different SW components in the project. It should enable to quickly code, build,
test and deploy applications on the NGPaaS platform. Its main intention is to provide the vendors
the necessary resources to perform the CI, CD and Cd processes; as shown in Figure 15 some
services included in this framework could be:
-

-

Pipelines Management Tool (to define and manage the specific Dev-for-Operations
pipelines for each project).
Developer Console, to ease access to developers.
Command Line Interfaces (CLI) and Integrated Development Environment (IDE)
interfaces, to make possible for the developers to use their favourite development tools.
This could be used to provide access by CLI or integrating with different common IDEs
(e.g., Eclipse, IntelliJ, Visual Studio…).
A Development Templates Service could include specific toolchains and resources for
the most common use cases (e.g., IoT, Telco and 5G).
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Building Tools, with support for different programming languages and platforms.
Testing Tools, to make possible to manage and execute the different test batteries for each
service.
Releasing Tools, to release the vendor’s code into the NGPaaS operator repositories.
Source Code Repository. Although code is commonly stored at the vendor’s premises we
consider beneficial the possibility to include this resource also in some cases.

As mentioned, not all these continuous tools should be always present on each single instance.
Each instance should be customized for each specific use case.
All the services here will be accessible from the common Unified Dashboard, which will provide
information about the project development status of the different components, such as code
commits, builds, tests, deployments or issue tracking.
In the following subsections the different services in this CBRT Framework are described in more
detail.

3.6.2.1

Pipeline Management

A pipeline is a complex task and can be seen as a sequence of steps or simpler tasks linked all
together. The main function of this Pipeline Management component is to build and execute
pipelines. In the context of NGPaaS project, this component would be an umbrella component
responsible to orchestrate Dev-for-Operations tasks from components of a service.
Configuration:
In order to provide this service, the pipeline management tool enables:
-

To define tasks: the most basic capability of the tool is obviously to be able to define tasks.
A task is something the pipeline management component can execute, control and monitor
while executed.
To group: it is the capability to group tasks together into what can be called a pipeline.
To call: a task can call another task as well as a pipeline can call another pipeline.
To trigger: a task can trigger various kind of Universal Resource Locators (URL), like source
code URLs or image repository URLs to check for any update and, for instance, download its
content.
To add conditions: it is possible to express conditions in a task or in a pipeline. A task can be
executed on conditions or a condition can decide for the result of a task execution.
To parallelize: it is possible to parallelized tasks execution in a pipeline.
To schedule: it allows planning task execution on certain time or on precise laps of time.
To delegate: the pipeline management component is managing pipelines but it does not have
the role to specifically own the task execution even if it were possible. It delegates on demand
those jobs to some other components (commonly called “slaves”). Often, tasks are executed
inside a container launched by the pipeline management component.

By combination, all these basic functionalities allow to generate complex scenarios. For instance,
Figure 16 below shows an example with a couple of pipelines linked together. Each pipeline
contains multiple tasks. It is possible, depending on a condition, to run multiple tasks concurrently
(e.g. the left pipeline with the task 3, task 3’ and task 3’’) or to run one task rather than another
(e.g. in the left pipeline with task 5 and Task 5’).
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Figure 16: Pipelines Example.
Infrastructure as Code:
Infrastructure as Code (IaC) is the process to manage and provision machines (e.g., servers, or
routers) using readable files rather than a configuration or a provision tool. The pipeline
management component is considered as one of the components at the centre of the IaC process.
Therefore, management and provisioning is done through readable files and handle like regular
code files; these files:
-

Are stored in a source code repository, and
Follow the same workflows as regular code files: source control, build, test and versioning.

Those files include the ability to automatically build:
-

Fresh and ready to use pipeline management components, and
Specific Pipelines.

More specifically, the latter process is called “Pipeline as a code”. Using this functionality, it is
possible from a generic Pipeline management component to automatically build a customized one
enabling the “Build to Order” capability.
Security:
The Dev-for-Operations layer needs to provide a means to isolate Pipeline access depending on
the role (NGPaaS Operator or Software Vendor), depending on the component involved by the
Pipeline. E.g., a Software Vendor 1 should not be allowed to see the pipeline execution of certain
pipeline getting sensitive information from a component belonging to another Software Vendor
2.
NGPaaS Operators need to have a wider view on pipelines than Software Vendors. This could be
done either by managing user’s access rights on the pipeline management component or by
launching specific pipeline management components for specific components.

3.6.2.2

Source Code Repository

A source code repository is a tool providing access (web interface or APIs) and storage facilities
for the specific purpose to host source code files (or other files, e.g. configuration files). Although
the primarily usage is to store files, it has several other capabilities such as keeping track of code
changes, helping code revision or tagging version numbers among others.
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In the NGPaaS project, several parts of the Dev-for-Operations layer use a source code repository
to store files. Those files can be source code files, configuration files or test related files.
Although the most common approach for vendors is to develop their components on their own
premises using their own resources, one of the use cases under consideration in WP2 [NGP18D21] is to provide them the possibility to develop their component on the NGPaaS platform itself.
To enable this possibility, this Source Code Repository service is provided.
Aside from use cases, the Dev-for-Operations layer has some components storing files on a source
code repository:
-

-

The Pipeline Management component described in Section 3.6.2.1 builds its pipelines using
pipeline configuration files; these configuration files could be stored using this source code
repository service.
Building tools’ purpose is to provide to component developer tools to build the source code
of a component. Already preinstalled in images, a developer only need to select the rightful
image from a repository and run it to build its component. Often, there is a building image
per component. Then besides having to store recipes used to build those images in a source
code repository, they need to be tagged in order to link a component version and a build image
version.
Testing tools provide the ability to execute test scenarios to the different NGPaaS roles
(Vendors and NGPaaS operator). Test scenarios are as well composed of files which can
evolve depending on the features provided by the component under test. Consequently, there
is a direct link between a specific version of a component and the version of its test scenarios,
so storing and tagging test scenarios in a source code repository can help the management.

These three components are a meaningful selection of components requiring a source code
repository, but obviously, it is a recurring demand and many others would need it.
Recommended naming and workflows:
It is recommended to define and follow a common “good practices” guideline when code is stored
in a source code repository. The project as a whole needs to be easy to read, so modifications are
easier to understand. This way it becomes smoother for new users/developers to join the team.
Many of such good practice rules are commonly available on the web; for the NGPaaS project
we recommend [Nvi18] which is a very common approach which provides a complete set of rules
such as branch conventions and right workflows to execute for moving code files from one branch
to another as well as other relevant information.
Figure 17 below gives a good summary of the branching model; also in [Nvi18] a complete
description is provided, with good practices for the branching structure that should be followed
in a source code repository, including information about how to implement new features, releases
and the software hotfixes.
Also, regarding publishing new commit messages, it is also important to follow some kind of
guidelines, for readiness. For this purpose, the one from AngularJS [Git18] is particularly advised.
It gives simple rules about how the type, scope, subject, body and footer of a commit message
shall be written.
Security:
The source code repository component provides for each piece of software the way to isolate its
source code from each other. Every user/software developer owns a private credential, and is
granted with an access to the appropriate software repositories. The rights can cover
administration, writing or reading capabilities.
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Figure 17: Branching Model Example.

3.6.2.3

Development Console

The Development Console would be the main entry point of this CBTR Framework, making
possible for developers to easily code, compile, test and deploy the services on the NGPaaS
platform. This console would be accessible to vendors from the Unified Dashboard allowing them
the management their development related activities from a single point; i.e., from this service it
would be possible to access all the different tools in the CBTR Framework. For instance,
connected to the Development Templates tool, it would make possible for the developers to
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choose among different templates (e.g., IoT, 5G or mobile) to easily start developing their
projects. Also, connected to the Pipeline Management tool, it would be possible to configure the
necessary tools-chain for CI/CD and Cd in few and intuitive steps, allowing to start coding and
testing in a fast and agile way.
This could be seen as a kind of project administration panel including also issue tracking
functionalities, access to code repositories, access privileges (e.g., some team members could only
see the code, while others could modify it as well, or only part of it). This should ease the tracking
of the project development during all the development stages.

3.6.2.4

Development Templates

In order to ease development of services SW Vendors would have access through the
Development Console to a set of default templates to use for their developments including the
standard services, applications and tools that were normally used in different projects concerning
the typical use cases (e.g., IoT, Telco and 5G). This would speed up projects development without
having to start from scratch for each new project.
Using templates, developers can save the time that would be usually invested in specifying and
installing all the toolchains and services once for every project, having also the possibility to
modify the existing templates or to create new ones with the specific peculiarities for each service.
When the template is saved it can be used in a private or public way, depending on the license of
the tools used in the template and the developer permission to publish the template for others’
benefit. Also, the NGPaaS operator could enable a specific Templates Database for vendors where
they could store their own templates and get templates from other vendors; this could help to
facilitate business interactions among vendors.
The main advantages of Development Templates are:
• Increase Development speed, with tools and services preinstalled.
• Reduction of development errors caused by missing tools, services and applications.
• Compatibility increase, as every tool is installed in a whole package following similar
structure and rules.
• Possibility of constant upgrade of templates by developers, including new tools.
• Possibility to have customizable private templates for each developer to keep possible
sensible information safe.
• Fast learning curve for new vendors entering the NGPaaS development ecosystem.

3.6.2.5

Building Tools

The main function of the Building tools is to compile a source code into a binary. As we can see
in Section 3.8 (Tools) there are different building tools available in the state-of-the-art (e.g.,
Maven [Por18] and Gradle [Plu18] for Java, MsBuild for C# [Git18b] or NAnt for .NET [Nan18]).
Most of the software relies its code to specific version of certain libraries, this is some of them
need specific libraries. A Software developer will prefer to provide its own Building image and
look for the means to make it available on an image repository rather than to depend on common
ones.
Software components (e.g., VNFs or RFBs) will most probably be provided by vendors as images
with different SW components that can be included as binaries. So, vendors developing
proprietary software could be more hesitant to host their code outside their premises than vendors
working on Open Source projects. In the 1st case, building tools are not necessary, but if we want
to provide to Software vendors their own development environment (such as in the WP2 use case
mentioned before), we should provide an environment where a Software Vendor can compile its
source code. By providing an Image Repository accessible to a Software Vendor, this can upload
the rightful building images and instantiate them on demand in order to compile its source code.
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Figure 18: Use of a Building Image.
Some components of the NGPaaS platform will have their source code owned by the NGPaaS
operator. These components will be updated over the time. When this happens, specific pipelines
will run to validate new source codes and update component images. During this sequence, a
compiling step will be performed using the appropriate building tools. Just as the Software Vendor
having its development environment, the NGPaaS Operator will upload the rightful Building
images in an images repository in the BaaS Layer.
Figure 18 represents a Build, Ship and Run sequence. During the Build step, a building image is
instantiated and the new software source code is compiled.

3.6.2.6

Testing Tools

In a DevOps model, where new code is constantly and automatically evaluated, tested and
packaged for rapid market launch, it is necessary to have tools for every of these aspects and
testing tools are definitely one of those.
Testing tools help to automate the testing process of code, and are responsible for the execution
as well as the reporting of tests ran against an application. They often run on a remote build server,
so that when a code change is pushed to a remote repository in order to automatically start the
testing process to ensure that the change works fine, and also, that the previous existing
functionality has not been broken. Automated testing (and the testing tools that under pin it) is a
vital step in the current state-of-the-art DevOps philosophy; without it, it would be practically
impossible to run a large, manual test suite against every small change being pushed.
Testing tools in the Dev-for-Operations layer need to not only support the running of tests coded
into applications (e.g. unit tests) but also can run end-to-end integration tests on the NGPaaS
Operator’s platform when a change is generated from the external vendors. For this, a specific
Dev-for-Operations integration instance would be used (see Section 3.5 – Dev-for-Operations
workflow).
In our NGPaaS context, test batteries should validate both: the deployed service components and
the PaaSes on which they should be executed. To implement this, we could take some existing
use cases as a starting point; an example that exists today where a PaaS is verified after an install
is in openCORD [Ope18], because once installed, it is possible to run a test suite, which provisions
an example service (which includes a VM), builds the network connections and then sends ping
traffic through the service to the internet. Another related example could be the Open Platform
for NFV (OPNFV) test framework [Opn18], where vendors can try and validate if their services
deploy on standard Openstack [Ope18c] deployment scripts and test infrastructure (this is one
example of an eco-system which allows integration among different actors).
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Figure 19: Generic VNF Test Environment.
In the Dev-for-Operations context, testing can be an overloaded term. The CBTR framework is
aimed at software Coding, Building, Testing and Releasing, but in NFV and the telco context, this
can span to more than just source code writing and debugging. In fact, a big part of the test
functionality should be understood as ‘black box’ testing, where a vendor can bring its own
proprietary software component, to test this in a relevant operational infrastructure. A generic
solution would be more usable in a broad NFV-related spectrum of possible VNFs. This includes
the measurement of also network related metrics (e.g. jitter, delay, round-trip time, bandwidth or
network speed) and custom exported metrics (e.g. requests/sec or specific traffic flow
monitoring). We also require the ability to plug in any VNF and workload generating traffic
source/sink. The general setup is depicted below.
From Figure 19, key features of a generic VNF profiling tool would be:
•

Configurability: The needed test environment requires a customizable configuration of
the hardware infrastructure, operating system (e.g. drivers, kernel tweaks) and the VNFs
themselves. The workload to test the VNFs under test should be generated by a dedicated
traffic source and sink which also need a specific configuration. The network traffic
should be steered from the generators to the VNFs through Service Function Chaining
(SFC), so a specific networking setup should be configured also. Virtualized resources
(such as CPU, memory, bandwidth, network links) should be controllable for the profiling
test.

•

Interoperability: Using a light-weight test framework, the profiling execution
environment should be deployable on a wide variety of heterogeneous compute nodes,
reflecting the broad spectrum of available cloud environments. Additionally,
compatibility with existing cloud-enabled monitoring frameworks comes in handy and
can assist greatly in exporting and gathering needed metrics.

The testing tools in NGPaaS are primarily aimed at a higher level of integration between Vendors
and Operators. Objectives are to automate the acceptance procedure for new software components
and allow a faster development and update cycle.
Going beyond source code compiling and source code testing, the CI system in NGPaaS should
also allow a complete acceptance test cycle with different steps, as can be seen in the figure 20
below:
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Figure 20: NGPaaS CI Using the Dev-for-Operations Layer.
As we can see the test procedure would be as follows:
1) External Vendors can propose new or updated software components for a service or PaaS
(after a first validation at the vendor’s side).
2) An isolated infrastructure slice should be allocated for the duration of the CI test (detailed
in section 3.4.2 – Dev-for-Operations interactions). The NGPaaS architecture would
allow to allocate isolated resources, as described in WP2 [NGP18-D21].
3) After successful completion of the CI tests, the offered component could be accepted by
the NGPaaS operator to be used in production.
It is clear that the CI function must be able to communicate with the NGPaaS Business layers on
top:
•
•
•

Request the IaaS slice to execute the CI test
Request the specific orchestration rights to deploy the component under test (using the
existing OSS)
Report if a component has passed/failed the CI test

Similarly, the PaaS layers below must also be addressed:
•
•

Orchestrate components under test.
Gather monitored data to assess pass/fail test results.

3.6.2.7

Releasing Tools

In the context of NGPaaS, Releasing Tools need to answer to a wide challenge and it would be a
mistake to think the releasing step concerns only the image release number of the components.
The list below highlights where Releasing Tools should be triggered:
-

-

To release a new component image.
To release new software package. A component is composed from multiple pieces of software
and if one is updated, it needs to be packaged and released.
To release scripts allowing automatic installation of the updated component image.
To release scripts in charge of deployment and configuration of the updated component.
To release blueprints where the updated component is involved (blueprints are about Service
and PaaS blueprint. In the NGPaaS platform could also exist many other blueprints, e.g., BaaS
Blueprints or Dev-for-Operations blueprints among others; this is being defined in the context
of WP2 and WP5).
To tag source code repositories of scripts and component source codes with the new release
number.
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To automatically compute the next release number. Being part of automatic tasks launched
by the Pipeline management component, one of the Releasing Tools should be able to
automatically generate a new release number using a previous one.

Figure 21: Release Management.
Figure 21 above shows not only how a Service Blueprint could be composed, but also where a
release number would be present and how all releases could be linked together. We can see there
is a strong dependency in between a Service Blueprint tree and releases hierarchy:
-

A Service Blueprint Release depends on releases of components composing the Service as
well as release of the configuration script used to link all components between them.
A component release depends on the release of the component image used to instantiate
component as well as the script release used to install it.
A component image release depends on the packages release install on the image and the
script release used to build the image.
A software package release depends of the source code tag and the building environment
release used to compile the code and package the software.

Knowing what need to be released, it is necessary also to know where those updates would be
released and how the different tools could handle releases.
If we look above, the affected tools would be the Source Code repository, Image Repository,
Package Repository and the Blueprint Repository. They could manage releases by simply storing
and associating a release number to a name. In contrast, a tag in a source code repository would
be used as release number and then a release number would be associated to a particular commit.
In an Image and a Package Repository, release numbers will be part of the Image or the Package
descriptor.
Releasing or versioning numbers shall follow a set of rules and expectation dictating how release
number should be assigned and incremented. Besides this consideration, using common rules to
release numbering in the project will add clarity, understanding and improve an overall adoption.
For NGPaaS a possibility would be to use Semantic Versioning [Pre18] which defines a release
code according the “MAJOR.MINOR.PATCH” format, being ‘MAJOR’, ‘MINOR’ and
‘PATCH’ three integers which are incremented according these rules:
-

MAJOR version on which incompatible API changes are included,
MINOR version on which functionality in a backwards-compatible manner is added, and
PATCH version on which backwards-compatible bug fixes are included.

Additional labels for pre-release and build metadata are also available as extensions to this
MAJOR.MINOR.PATCH format.
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This Semantic Versioning system provides a specification relying on only 11 points explaining
why this versioning system has been on the rise since a while.

3.6.3 Monitoring Framework
Monitoring systems are nowadays a must-have for every operator, because even if the whole
environment has been tested properly after an exhaustive process, some faults can appear and
generate server and network downtimes, causing overall service malfunctions and QoS loss. In
our case the Monitoring Framework would be used to gather operational KPIs from the deployed
PaaSes associated to a specific service, the service components themselves, and also, the
underlying infrastructure. In the NGPaaS context these KPIs can be of three kinds:
- Those relevant for the vendor(s) developing the service (mainly during the development
stage).
- Those relevant for the NGPaaS operator (during the integration, commissioning and
production phases).
- Those relevant for the Vertical Service Provider (normally during the production phase).
This does not mean that these are three fully separate sets; i.e., certain KPIs could be relevant for
just one of these actors, but others could be relevant for two or even all of them.
The Monitoring Framework should be able to collect, process, filter and propagate the relevant
KPIs to each party in this multi-sided context, so it should be highly customizable; i.e., at the
same time it should be possible to gather general purpose KPIs (e.g. CPU/RAM/Disk
consumption) and also to configure other more specific user defined KPIs (probably closely
related to the specific service parameters).
From a high-level perspective, the Monitoring Framework can be seen as a system with three
different parts (see Figure 22):
-

The raw data inputs, i.e., the different source of relevant operational data (monitoring probes,
system/service logs…) which are scattered on the infrastructure and the service components.
The output, e.g., the operational information (which would be accessible through monitoring
panels or periodic reports) and alarms (which would require immediate attention).
Processing Elements, used to perform data analysis and transform the inputs into the outputs.

Figure 22: Monitoring Framework. High-level View.
Different services are considered for this Monitoring Framework, which are associated to the
three categories previously mentioned:
a) For the inputs, the Data Collection Tool, i.e., the tool in charge of collecting raw data from
the service components, and also, those relevant data for the service through the whole
platform.
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b) As processing elements, we consider four different tools:
o The Alarms System. This is an essential part as we have seen in Section 3.5 (Devfor-Operations workflow). It oversees collecting and raising the operations team
alarms (when they are human generated) or to generate them automatically in order
to request the proper action. These alarms should be generated using specific
protocols, and of course, in real time.
o The Data Analytics tool, which could perform different functions; e.g.:
▪ Data Filtering, i.e., to remove unnecessary or redundant data.
▪ Data Enriching, i.e., to add the gathered raw data some relevant information
that could be used to easily interpret that information (e.g., to add the location
information to a specific subscriber number).
▪ Computing on the gathered data to, e.g., generate statistics about usage
parameters.
o The Logs Processing Tool. A specialized data analysis tool to perform offline or realtime logs processing.
o The Rules Editor. A tool that eases the task of generating goals (i.e., to keep
monitored values in a specified interval) based on monitored data.
c) The processing carried out in the previous stage can be used to generate the following outputs:
o Alerts/Alarms, i.e., events needing immediate response from the operations team.
o Real-time (or near-real time) operational information for the operations team
dashboards to help them to check the health of the system and solve issues.
o Periodic reports that could be distributed to the right actors to ease them to generate
forecast and to take appropriate decisions (e.g., about the dimensioning of a service).
We consider that to put the previous general concepts in practice in our specific NGPaaS context
the main challenges are:
-

-

Gain insight in a complex and heterogeneous infrastructure environment where a wide range
of network and compute nodes is utilized.
Allow a large degree of customization to gain operational insight into a wide spectrum of
possible service functionalities. Each different service might have its own SLA and related
KPIs. A flexible monitoring framework should allow inserting custom, service-specific
metrics or alarms, timely gathered or triggered by custom probes or analytics.
Allow a close collaboration between the different actors that build the service. For example,
a vendor should be able to get monitored data to analyse the performance of one of its VNFs
in the Operator’s environment.
Good scalability is needed to cope with the ever-expanding set of monitored metrics and
infrastructure. Analytics adapted to the service or VNFs can play an important role to
consolidate a large amount of monitoring data and provide the right level of alarms.

This business intelligence can be obtained by allowing the insertion of service-specific monitoring
probes or agents as part of a deployed service or provisioned infrastructure. Higher-level analysis
tools can exploit the monitored data and further enhance healing or automatic scaling
functionalities. As we will see in the interfaces section, a dedicated Dev-for-Operations related
interface (EV Ifaz) is envisioned to easily share monitored data from the operational environment
(Operator) to the development side (Vendor). This is illustrated in Figure 23 below.
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Figure 23: NGPaaS Monitoring Approach.
The Dev-for-Operations layer needs to assist software component producers to package their
components into the RFB format. Next, the RFBs can be combined, integrated and deployed by
the Operator, resulting in a set of software components (e.g., VNFs or microservices) running in
the PaaS operational environment. The Dev-for-Operations can now also allow privileged access
or monitoring rights to the external vendor, to inspect more closely the deployed component, e.g.
in case of assistance during trial periods or during a critical situation. This is done by instantiating
a custom Dev-for-Operations layer targeted specifically for each of the RFB producers (as
illustrated by the multiple Dev-for-Operations layer instances in Figure 23). In this way, SW
Vendors (service providers, PaaS providers or even IaaS providers) could access monitoring data,
isolated from the monitoring data related with other software components.
In order to share the monitored data from the operational environment (operator) to the
development side (vendors) and get the metrics related to the health status of the operation of the
software, a Dev-for-Operations-related interface could be foreseen by means of specific
dashboards for each provider in the dedicated Operation Layer. Different monitoring purposes
might co-exist in the same platform and represent the complexity of a heterogeneous cloud
environment.
Our vision for NGPaaS is to build a hybrid monitoring system combining a fixed set of general
purpose KPIs with the possibility to add ad-hoc metrics that could be relevant for each service.
We should consider the NGpaaS operator does not know in advance the precise services are going
to host, so this service-based customization is important.
However, for the 1st case (the fixed set of general purpose KPIs) we consider a model like the one
described by the ISO standards ISO/IEC 25010:2011 [25010] and ISO/IEC TS 25011:2017
[25011] could be applied. Figure 24 shows a possible implementation of a Monitoring Model,
based on the ISO standards, according to the work of Shatnawi et al. [SOM+18]. This model rests
on seven quality attributes which are: Reliability, Responsiveness, Adaptability, Effectiveness,
Efficiency, Compatibility and Performance. This would allow to combine ISO and ad-hoc goals
not included in the standard.
In order to devise the monitoring rules, firstly it would be necessary to identify the attributes in
the standard, and then custom fields which could be used as monitoring goals by cloud operators
(infrastructure), vendors (PaaS and services on it) and verticals (SLA). Then, these goals would
be divided into sub-goals that could be mapped into measurable cloud service proprieties. Once
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identified, the metrics that could be used to measure these properties could be filtered and
statistics could be extracted as well.

Figure 24: ISO Monitoring Model
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A possible monitoring framework implementation would be (at least partially) based on state-ofthe-art tools such as Ansible [Ans18], Chef [Che18] or Puppet [Pup18]. Such as with the other
frameworks, the Monitoring Framework would be also accessible from the Unified Dashboard in
the instance, in order to do both: configure the different components that it is made of and provide
access to the monitoring data generated from the alarms system and the metrics monitor.

3.6.3.1

Data Collection

In this context, Data Collection represents the process of gathering relevant data using a set of
probes to watch services, PaaSes or any other architectural component to get data about its
runtime status. The collected data can be further used for monitoring the health of the PaaSes and
the services deployed on them, in order to detect issues and trigger the necessary actions. Data
can be extracted from different sources:
•
•
•

Probes: The metric values can be exposed using a so-called “exporter”, where the
monitoring framework can extract the needed data from virtual of physical resources,
containers and networks to store it for future use (See 3.5.3.2).
Logs: Usually stored in file systems with information about events and actions where
useful data or error/warning messages are extracted for later use (See 3.5.3.2.1).
Databases, storing relevant information coming from heterogeneous sources (e.g.,
surveys or relevant data from End Users or VSPs).

Raw data collected from all these sources could be processed offline or online (i.e., in real-time).
The list of metrics that must be collected are mapped to a set of probes to be deployed on the
target system based on the knowledge of the architecture of the system and a probes catalogue
with all the probes that could be deployed. For example, if the services to be monitored are
executed on virtual machines and the time required to recover from failures must be measured, a
probe that performs heartbeat pings (such as pings via Internet Control Message Protocol –ICMP–
or Transmission Control Protocol –TCP–) can be used. The identified probes can then be deployed
and attached to the monitored services.
In the context of Dev-for-Operations where the NGPaaS Operator interacts with multiple vendors,
there are many aspects to be considered regarding the privacy of the collected data. During the
interplay between NGPaaS operator and vendors, it might be the case that sharing some sensitive
data can have negative effects to all the involved actors' business, or even being illegal to a certain
extent. For this reason, data collection components should feature mechanisms to provide the
needed separation between the source of the data and the destination, which may be implemented,
for example, using obfuscation techniques. This problem can be addressed using data
encapsulation, proper metrics tags and a fully functional network slicing management, making
sensible data available only to some specific targets.
A main feature aligned with the Dev-for-Ops proposal [Wel16] is that both monitored service and
the corresponding probes are deployed at the same time. For instance, it could be possible to
define an RFB that includes both: service and probes. That RFB could include a configuration
file specifying how the service and the associated probes should be configured and deployed. This
is similar to other well-known cloud implementations, such as the Cloud Packages in Microsoft
Azure [Azu18], or a Template in Google Cloud [Goo18]. When dealing with Virtual Machines,
deploying such way translates into creating a VM with the service and the related probe preinstalled; so, the deployment of the VM would result in the service running and the necessary
probes attached to it.
Regardless of the deployment approach, each probe should be configured properly in order to be
able to report the monitored data to the monitoring tool (e.g., an Elasticsearch, Logstash, and
Kibana –ELK– installation) [Ope18b]. As an example, when deploying services and probes with
an Ansible-based solution, this is accomplished exploiting variables, which values are then
referenced in playbooks using the Jinja2 [Jin18] templating system.
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A nice-to-have functionality in the monitoring framework would be the possibility to
automatically identify the probes that should be used to monitor the identified software metrics
on the selected services. For example, in case of performance, the framework would identify a set
of probes which could provide information about the related KPIs (e.g. response time, latency and
throughput). To perform this step, the monitoring framework should exploit information about
the architecture of the cloud system and a catalogue of those probes that could be used to actually
collect the necessary metrics.

3.6.3.2

Data Processing

After raw data are collected, the next step is to process them in order to get valuable data. As
mentioned we envision four main activities regarding this:
-

Logs Processing
Alarms Processing
Data Analytics
Rules Edition

The following subsections describe each of them.
3.6.3.2.1

Logs Processing Tool

Logs processing is a specialized type of data processing task, since logs (or traces) are usually a
relevant source of information for telco operators. So, an important task of a monitoring process
regards the collection, filtering and transformation of relevant information coming from logs of
various kinds generated during the system activity.
But besides monitoring the service or the platform themselves, logs are used to monitor the
CI/CD/Cd processes as well. This is especially important in our Dev-for-Operations scenario with
the multi-organizational development model; in this case the log management can be an even
more important success factor.
Logs are useful in any stage of the development (shipment/running) process. During the
development process logs can be used for debugging common problems of different severity. By
changing the level of verbosity and leveraging the analysis capabilities of well-known storage and
analytics solutions developers can speed up their debugging activity. Also, in a production stage,
logs containing information about server resources or application performance measurements can
be used both for troubleshooting and for performance tuning.
As in any typical log system, the logging tool should make possible to generate traces towards
different appenders (e.g., file systems, databases or network connections); also, it should be
possible to configure different policies for rotating and purging trace files, naming them and, of
course, to define different trace levels for the developers to help to categorize traces according
their severity.
There are at least three issues to consider when dealing with log processing, especially in a cloud
infrastructure:
a) The first aspect is related to the fact that the monitored resources are scattered throughout
the infrastructure. It is of cumbersome importance to locate the relevant sources and keep
track of the changes in their configuration (i.e. their Internet Protocol –IP– address, etc.)
that can occur in the infrastructure.
b) The second issue regards the heterogeneity of the resources involved, which turns into a
large variety of different formats for the sources of the log processor. In this multi-vendor
environment it would be really unrealistic to try to impose vendors and other third parties
a homogeneous tracing system with a specific tracing format and rules; we consider the
approach should be just the opposite: the logging system should be able to adapt to the
different tracing systems the different vendors and applications could generate. To get
this, a valuable support for the logs processing system would be delegated to the
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associated filtering and data analytics tools. The diverse sources produce a large amount
of data in different formats that come to the logging module in a streaming fashion and
sometimes must be elaborated in real-time. With the help of the data analytics system this
heterogeneity should be treated to provide structure to the initially unstructured stream of
data to facilitate the further elaboration and data analysis.
c) The logging system should also be prepared to work with different legal regulations.
Some operators are not allowed to share certain data with third parties, so code
transformation is mandatory in some cases due to legal reasons (i.e., by preserving
privacy through anonymization, etc.).
As an initial approach we consider the design and implementation of the log processing function
in the Dev-for-Operations Monitoring Framework could revolve around the concept of pipeline,
which means that log management could be performed by a sequence of processing modules (e.g.,
such as in the following pattern: inputs  filters  outputs). Each element of the pipeline would
process the stream of logs producing an output which, in turn, would be forwarded to the input of
the subsequent modules. Well known solutions for log processing, such as LogStash [Ela18b] are
currently based on this simple architecture.
3.6.3.2.2

Alarms Processing

NGPaaS introduces new challenges from the alarm systems in reducing complexities from the
operation and at the same time in best delivering alerts to the right persona with the appropriate
role. Obviously, traditional alarm systems that are mostly threshold based would not fit, and a
more sophisticated system is needed. Specifically, we expect that NGPaaS alarm system would
be able to:
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

asynchronously raise different alarms to the different actors of the NGPaaS system
without exposing unprivileged information,
be able to deduce alarms intelligently based on the platform architecture,
be able to identify the root cause and raise only the alarms related to that, and
connect to a large variety of alarm and monitoring sources.

To meet these challenges the Alarms System in the Dev-for-Operations layer we envision a highlevel approach like the one in the following Figure 25:

Figure 25: Alarms Processing Concept.
As we see multiple “agents” with their corresponding probes would be distributed in the different
network elements of the NGPaaS architecture. On the other hand a centralized Network
Management System (NMS) would subscribe to receive alarms from different network elements;
after a confirmation response the different alarms would be received asynchronously (e.g., in the
form of traps). The NMS would also query the different probes scattered across the network to
receive the current alarm status for each one. The communication between agents and the NMS
should be performed using a well-defined common protocol (e.g., Simple Network Management
Protocol –SNMP– or NetCONF).
The NMS would be used to receive and centralize the diverse alarms generated across the
infrastructure. It should provide a well-defined interface to make possible to query it about the
different alarms in the system and their status (pending, cleared or whatever). This interface would
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be accessed using a CLI or from the dashboards to printout the alarms status in a friendly and
accessible way.
The NMS would be hosted by the NGPaaS Operator; it would be probably allocated in the
operator’s Dev-for-Operation integration instance, and would be accessed by the operations teams
(and the vendors if they were performing monitoring tasks also).
To make this work in practice the Alarm System in the Dev-for-Operations instance should also
provide:
-

-

-

A common APIs available for the vendors to make them possible to raise alarms from inside
the SW components they develop. Certain functions or methods in these interfaces would be
invoked to raise/clear the corresponding alarms providing the necessary information for the
alarm to be processed, e.g., alarm identifier, date and time, severity level (major, minor,
warning, critical…), alarm cause, originating component, etc.
A set of executable commands or scripts to make possible to generate alarms also for those
third-party components not directly developed by the vendors. E.g., if an commercial out-ofthe-box database were used it would be probably necessary to raise an alarm if the connection
to that database were degraded or made inoperable, but the access to the source code to
include the corresponding ‘alarm-raise’ command would not be possible; in this case such
external commands could be used together with an external process checking the database
(DB) connection to generate alarms.
Watchdog processes to check for possible alarms on a regular basis. These processes could
be configured to check alarms of certain SW components at certain time intervals.
A rapid an accessible “man-machine interface” to make it possible for the members in the
operations team to generate alarms by themselves (e.g., if a critical situation were detected),
or to clear them once attended.
Since the Alarms System is a critical part in the architecture, it should also include the facility
to generate alarms also about itself (e.g., when a misconfiguration were detected or when an
own process were killed).
A specific filtering system to avoid alarms repetition (e.g., to avoid repeated notifications if
the same alarms were generated once an again).
A specific alarms logging system. Since this is a critical system all actions regarding the alarm
system should be recorded and stored for a (configurable) specific time (e.g., if the Alarms
System were stopped it should be possible to identify who and why performed such action).

The following could be an example of an alarm in the system with their corresponding fields:
Alarm
{
<SQZ Server>
<IoT-1>
<Atos>
<15786>
<2018/02/11>
<15:02:33.0>
<CRITICAL>
<Application subsystem failure>
<Sample Freq. in ini.log above threshold>
}

3.6.3.2.3

//Component generating the alarm
//Service
//SW Vendor
//Alarm Code
//Date
//Time
//Severity
//Alarm message
//Alarm cause

Data Analytics

Data Analytics tries to get significant data from the raw data directly collected from the probes,
logs, or whatever other source of information. Generally speaking, the main work performed by
the data analytics systems is to provide structure in an unstructured stream of data in order to
facilitate the further elaboration and data analysis. In a telco-grade operator in some cases the
amount of data coming from millions of subscribers would make necessary to even use Real-time
Big Data Analytics techniques with real-time streams processing; however we consider this goes
beyond our purposes here (anyway, the monitoring framework could be customized in that
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direction if necessary) so, as a whole, we will consider the basic functionalities this Data Analytics
system should perform, i.e.,:
-

Data Filtering
Data Enriching
Computing

Data Filtering
In order to control all the parameters in the deployed services it is commonly necessary to filter
data concerning relevant measurements for explicit metrics. We could have hundreds of probes
exposing data, but just a limited amount of them could be useful to measure the relevant KPIs in
a particular case.
The same happens with log extraction; only some words or phrases are useful between thousands
of lines. That concrete useful data has to be filtered in order to help the development and/or
operational teams to find the relevant information. The Data Filtering tool in the monitoring
framework is intended to provide this functionality, providing just the relevant data for each case.
Filtering could be done offline and on demand (e.g., based on well-known tools such as ‘grep’ or
‘awk’) or also automatically and in real time using Complex Events Processing (CEP) tools and
techniques to identify meaningful events (such as opportunities or threats) in order to respond to
them as quickly as possible [Sch08].
An important function of the Data Filtering tool in our NGPaaS context is to hide data from one
user to another by exposing to each one only the metrics concerning its role and instances. In a
multiparty environment like the one in NGPaaS where users have different roles and permissions,
the data would be available for all the subjects with access to the monitoring framework. The
built-in approach in NGPaaS to protect private data is the execution of independent monitoring
frameworks in each Dev-for-Operations instance (to send each vendor only their relevant data).
However, the data filtering tool should also be able to interface the Identity and Access tool in the
Management Framework to provide this feature in a more accurate way.
Data Enriching
Data Enriching is just the opposite of Data Filtering. In this case, meaningful data is included in
order to ease the data analysis. This can be, for instance, to add location information to certain
traces or streams, or subscribers’ specific data (e.g., email address or MSISDN).
Data enriching could be performed basically in two forms: by including static data previously
stored (in a specific database or the file system), or by combining different data streams from
different sources to compose a new enriched one for further analysis.
Like with filtering this could be done off line or in real time. This second case could be
challenging in computational resources, and could also require the usage of CEP tools.
Computing
It is worth noting that the performance metrics (and the related KPIs) are not independent. On the
contrary, are statistically (sometimes causally) related. This implies that monitoring goals have to
be considered taking care of multiple KPIs.
So, computing monitoring data is mainly focused to generate statistic information to bring useful
information about the metric values over the time. Relevant statistical information could help the
operations team to track the service and the infrastructure reliability, as well as to early detect
possible drawbacks or issues.
Although some usage parameters will be common for all the deployed services (e.g., CPU usage,
RAM occupancy, network traffic), it is advisable the computing system could be used to generate
ad-hoc service specific statistics. For instance, for a 5G voice service it would be probably
necessary to generate statistics about incoming/outgoing calls, rejected calls, not answered calls
or alike.
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Typical computations to generate these statistics could include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Just counting certain defined events.
Counting on a specific time span (e.g., using sliding windows).
Pike and lowest values in a concrete period of time.
Typical statistical computations (average, trends, variance…).
Custom formulas to extract relevant values.
Moving Averages.
Etc.

Important also is that the set of formulas is not restricted; it should be possible for the user (vendor
and operator) to define his own formulas for obtaining his own relevant indicators.
3.6.3.2.4

Rules Editor

Based on statistical data the NGPaaS Monitoring Framework could allow also to create and edit
rules defining thresholds over the statistical and filtered data that, once fulfilled, could trigger
notifications or alarms using the associated Alarms Processing tool (Section 3.6.3.2.2).
Monitoring rules, based on the so-called “goals”, are identified based on quality attributes that
could be adapted for cloud services.
Rules are being checked continuously by the Monitoring Framework, calculating that the values
of filtered and statistical data are maintained in valid parameters. For example; an operator sets a
rule describing that the CPU usage shall be under 90% at all expenses and between 80-90% for
no longer than 10 minutes. If the statistics being recollected about CPU usage surpasses those
values, an alarm is triggered and sent to the operator and activates an action based on the steps to
follow to solve the situation.
Monitoring rules and goals selection is a critical step and requires a certain level of knowledge of
both the system and its services. Different services might differ in terms of quality demands which
correspond to different KPIs. For example, Voice over IP (VoIP) services are usually
characterized by stringent requirements in terms of jitter but are less demanding with respect to
bandwidth. On the other hand, video broadcasting services are quite demanding also in terms of
bandwidth. Depending on the rules that the operator, vendor and vertical decide to monitor to
watch the health of the system, different sets of KPIs would be collected.

3.6.3.3

Data Output

The final stage once the raw data is processed is the data output. We envision this output can be
provided in three different forms, namely:
a) Real-time alarms.
b) Significant data to be shown in real-time (or near real-time) operational dashboards.
c) Periodic reports.
Alarms would be automatically generated from the Alarms System previously described on the
basis of the data coming from the service components, the PaaSes or whatever other infrastructure
components in the architecture; they could be human generated also when anyone from the
operations team thought it could be necessary. These alarms should be generated using specific
protocols (e.g., SNMP or NetCONF) with relevant information about the alarm cause; also an
email notification could be sent to the concerning parties
The significant data for the operational dashboards would be mainly generated from the Data
Analytics tool through its Data Filtering, Data Enriching and the Computing services. A message
broker software (e.g., RabbitMQ) [Rab18] and a subscription model could be used for this
purpose.
Finally, the Periodic Reports refer the possibility for certain actors to subscribe for the periodic
reception of relevant operational data. This could be an SMTP based service allowing operation
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managers to have a periodic overview about the services/platform performance. This could be
used also to periodically inform hosted VSPs about their deployed services.

3.6.4 Management Framework
The Management Framework’s overall objective is to provide visibility and control of the
configuration on the deployed PaaSes and the services deployed on them, and also, on the
different tools in the different frameworks in the Dev-for-Operations layer itself. A particular
important aspect regarding this is the Security Management for the multiple vendors, which is
performed also as part of this Management Framework.
Some of the functionalities in this framework are highly related to the OSS functions present in
the BaaS layer (orchestration of PaaSes and Services) and the OSS function in the PaaS
themselves (e.g., ancillary services such as auto scaling or load balancing). It is not the intention
to just duplicate the existing OSS features here for isolation, but also to enable an additional
dimension of service development, where orchestration and lifecycle actions can be developed
and tested on the service before on-boarded in the operational environment.
In the following subsections we describe the different tools that could comprise this framework
(see Figure 15). As with the previous frameworks the access to the different tools would be
performed from the common Unified Dashboard component (Section 3.6.5).

3.6.4.1

Configuration Manager

The Configuration Manager Tool would be used to view and update the configuration of the
deployed PaaSes and the services running on them in all the different scopes (development,
staging and production), as well as to automate the configuration updates across them. It could be
used also to configure the different tools of the different frameworks in the Dev-for-Operations
layer itself:
a) Configuration of the Dev-for-Operations tools. The various tools of the Dev-forOperations instances will store a number of configuration parameters as to how the tools
operates and is set up. For example, this may be the settings for ‘git’ repositories, the
configurations of a Jenkins project or the Unified Dashboard layout.
b) Configuration of the PaaSes. The PaaS will have a number of configuration options also,
which may need to be modified and tweaked in run time or during their deployment. This
configuration may include the settings of the network layer (e.g. Neutron in Openstack), the
storage configuration (E.g. Data stores in ESXi or Cinder in Openstack) and any settings for
the underlay network (likely driven via a Software Defined Network –SDN– controller).
c) Configuration of the components deployed on the PaaSes. There are two levels of
configuration for the components deployed on the PaaSes (e.g., VNFs): the metadata which
describes the VNF to the hypervisor (e.g. ESXi VMX file, Docker Dockerfile) and the
configuration that sits on the component itself which enables it to perform the necessary
function (E.g. Nginx or Apache config). Depending on the Operating System (OS), the
interact required to extract the necessary configuration from the component may vary, is it
may be file system based, or require Secure Shell (SSH) access.
Therefore, this Configuration Manager tool should allow the configuration to be pushed into these
three different components. This should be capable of being performed manually or automatically
at a scheduled time, with the capability of generating reports and summaries as to what updated
and did not. Ideally, the Configuration Manager should also include some form of rollback logic,
in the event that a configuration change fails, and be capable of requesting manual intervention
in the event of a rollback failure. The tool should be able also to allow access to changelogs
regarding configurations, as well as to send notifications to relevant parties when configuration
changes were applied.
It should also facilitate the backing up, storing as well as tracking of any changes to the
configuration of the function that is being monitored. This configuration can take many forms, it
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may be lines in a database, entries in a compute registry, a configuration file (E.g. a “.ini” file) or
may be some other form of configuration (E.g. accessible via shell or SSH).
Regarding the RFB’s management, the configuration manager should be seen as a complimentary
tool to what is configured in the RFBs. Ideally, all configuration should be encapsulated into the
deployed RFBs, but in reality, this is unlikely to happen for two reasons. The first being that each
tool has a different API, so a significant amount of development would be required to allow the
configuration to be changed via RFBs on every possible tool. Second, because the Dev-forOperations layer does not grant access to the RFBs and allow for deployment of them; this is
controlled by the OSS/BSS layer which the software vendor may not have access to which would
restrict what the software vendor is capable of doing.
This tool could be accessed from the vendors (e.g., to configure the PaaS on which they are
working) or from the NGPaaS operator itself (e.g., from the BaaS layer to configure certain Devfor-Operations tools). For the former case, since this would be an external access, the tool should
interact with the Authentication Tool (in this same framework also) to ensure only authorized
users are able to access configurations and perform changes.

3.6.4.2

Migration Service

The Migration Service facilitates the shifting of SW components from one server to another is an
important tool for improving resource utilization, enabling high availability, and balancing the
load. Migration service becomes even more important with the emerging distributed edge
deployments. There, migration is further needed to follow the mobility of the end devices and
keeping the edge processing in a sufficient affinity to keep with tight delay budget.
Normally, migration operations are expected to be done by the NGPaaS Operator itself by
requesting them from the Business layers, which should interface the Dev-for-Operations operator
instance (using the IBL interface) to actually perform that. However, we consider it is important
also to give access to the vendors to perform these migration operations (through the EV interface)
in order to give them the possibility to configure and test this functionality during the service
development and commissioning phases (or in case these tasks were delegated to an external
vendor even during the production phase).
From a technical perspective this migration functionality is not a simple task. Ideally, both types
of migration, offline and live (i.e., without service interruption) should be supported. Since not
all PaaSes could be prepared for this last one case this Migration Function in the Management
Framework should be customized and configured according the underlying managed
infrastructure.
Also, when it comes to virtual machines another challenge is that it could require the
synchronization of the VM memory at the source and target nodes. Furthermore, once hardware
and software acceleration are being utilized, it makes it practically more complex to migrate from
one machine to another. For example, the use of Single-Root Input/Output Virtualization (SRIOV) complicates migration as it requires keeping the same mapping of port to the virtual function
of the Network Interface Card (NIC). Similarly, with CPU pinning.
Alternatively, emerging cloud native applications, adopt a different approach, where the state is
decoupled from the processes. In that case, it is necessary to maintain a distributed state service
(e.g., via distributed storage/caching services) and just recreate a worker at the target node. This
approach has also been adopted by Kubernetes [Kub18], where migration of a pod practically
means destroying the original pod and creating a new one at the target node.
So, as there is no one-size fit all, NGPaaS should be prepared to support these and other migration
schemes by instantiating and configuring the adequate migration functionalities per need. We
consider this can be centralized and managed from this Migration Function in the Dev-forOperations management framework.
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Load Balancing

Load Balancing services are used to automatically distribute incoming application traffic across
multiple targets. Different load balancing strategies could be offered (e.g., IP based or service
based) in order to make the deployed services fault tolerant. Load balancing is one of the strategies
used in auto-scaling procedures.
Following the distributed OSS model in NGPaaS, we have stated earlier that also the PaaSes
themselves could have their own OSS implementation, consisting of ancillary services; load
balancing can be one of them.
NGPaaS aims to be compatible with many different types of infrastructure nodes, this includes
programmable data plane nodes (e.g. using OpenFlow or P4). Load balancing is a function which
maps very well onto this data plane. Using the Dev-for-Operations layer, load balancing strategies
can be managed and tested by vendors or the NGPaaS operator itself.

3.6.4.4

Batch Executor

The Batch Executor would be a commodity function to automatize operation and maintenance
tasks in order to perform them easily and quickly. The tool should ease these tasks considering
different environments (development, staging and production). It should enable the quick release
of new features in the software without error prone manual interventions. Also it could help to
reduce inactivity times during deployments.
The tool should help also to reduce complexity: in telco-grade systems sometimes it is necessary
to perform changes in many different points (configuration files, source codes, database tables…)
through many different components in the architecture; this tool should make these tasks easier
by centralizing that work from a single action point.
The service should support the heterogeneous infrastructure in our NGPaaS architecture, i.e.,
supporting different PaaSes, programming languages or operating systems among other. It should
support also its integration with other tools in the CBTR framework (e.g., the pipelines
management tool) in order to automate the execution of repeated and otherwise tedious tasks.

3.6.4.5

Scaling Management

A Scaling Management service could be used to manage the different auto-scaling policies for
the deployed services, in order to keep the deployed services highly availably and dynamically
increase or reduce capacity. It is clear that the flexibility of the NFV, SDN and IaaS offers a lot
of possibilities to optimize resource usage and dynamically scale in or out a network function
following the real time workload demand.
There is however an inherent trade-off: over-provisioned resources can be limited at the cost of a
slower response to user load and more risk of performance drops prior and during scaling.
Certainly in a telco context, care must be taken that the loss of reliability does not outweigh the
economic benefits. There will always be a compromise between either more performance margin,
using dedicated, performant hardware, and on the other hand, cheaper commodity hardware, with
more scaling flexibility.
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workload
(number of users, requests/sec …)

7 vCPU
6 vCPU

4 vCPU

2 vCPU
1 vCPU

At a workload surge:
The PaaS will need several iterations to meet the workload,
if only CPU load is monitored.
optimal solution: scale immediately to 6 vCPUs by looking
up the performance in a pre measured VNF profile

time

Figure 26: Auto-scaling Approach.
A classic auto-scaling approach is shown in Figure 26. By monitoring only the CPU load, extra
CPU resources are added if a certain CPU usage threshold is passed. This is the default autoscaling strategy in Kubernetes [Kub18] and Openstack [Ope18c] for example.
By only monitoring the current CPU usage, there is a risk that at large workload surges a lot of
iterations are needed to reach the optimal resource allocation to meet the workload peak (see
Figure 26). To overcome this, a pre-measured performance profile can be consulted, where the
relation between resources and workload capability is given for a certain network function. By
looking up the required resources in the profile, the auto-scaling algorithm can directly scale to
the correct amount of resources. The profile can be obtained by analysing monitored data. This
example illustrates a possibility to enhance and implement new scaling strategies using the Devfor-Operations layer.
Together with other auxiliary functions in the Dev-for-Operations layer, new or optimized autoscaling algorithms can be configured and tested by the participating vendors or the NGPaaS
operator itself using this specific Scaling Management tool.

3.6.4.6

Vendors Activity Monitor

Since from the NGPaaS operators' perspective vendors are external parties accessing its platform;
a Vendor Activity Monitoring tool should be included in this framework to provide the accounting
services required to provide an audit trail for activities performed by vendors.
This function is required as a vendor or multiple vendors will be granted access (within the scope
of what is permitted) to a Dev-for-Operations layer; this will be critical should a dispute with a
vendor occur (e.g., the VSP would need to know what actions the vendor performed in the Devfor-Operations layer).
This vendor’s activity monitor will also be critical to the vendor, and as a result, must be secure
from tampering from any external parties (including the NGPaaS operator); this will allow the
vendor to use the audit trail reliably both internally and for settling disputes.
The daily interactions with the tools in the Dev-for-Operations layer may prove to be difficult to
track as there can be many different tools to interact with, and thus all the tools will need to feed
back any activities performed in them back to a central application; depending on the toolset, this
function may be merged into the authentication and authorization tools.

3.6.4.7

Life-cycle Management

Life cycle management tools is a set of software tools designed to manage the application from
the business requirements definition (e.g., start/stop, activate/deactivate, instantiate/un-instantiate
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certain service software components or the whole service itself). The vendors, and of course the
operator, should be permitted to perform these type of activities, so a life-cycle management tool
should be included in this Management Framework as well.
In the scope of NGPaaS, the life cycle management process will be responsible for all the
aforementioned stages of the lifecycle of the PaaS components and the service elements deployed
on them (e.g., VNFs, containers or whatever) all of which managed centrally from the Dev-forOperations layer.
Although the implementation of this function itself is mainly under the scope of BaaS layer, we
will request the different available operations from the Dev-for-Operations layer using the IBL
interface.

3.6.4.8

Performance profiling

Measurement and benchmarking are especially new focus points of ongoing NFV related
research. A relevant aspect is the need for tools for diagnostics and measurement suited for NFV.
There is a pressing need to define metrics and associated protocols to measure the performance
of NFV. Specifically, since NFV is based on the concept of taking centralized functions and
evolving it to highly distributed SW functions, there is a commensurate need to fully understand
and measure the baseline performance of such systems.
On the other hand, there is the wide range of infrastructure types and IaaS dynamic environment.
Performance is not a constant in this context. Different infrastructure nodes can have specific
hardware and software tweaks, each with their own performance (examples include CPU clock
speed, network processing offload, kernel bypassing networking, or buffer/queue length
configurations). Additionally, specialized infrastructure aimed at hardware accelerated
functionality (e.g. using programmable FPGAs or dedicated ASICs for data plane forwarding)
further enriches the infrastructure pool. NFV, SDN and IaaS greatly increase configuration and
optimization options, but also cause more risk for performance fluctuations. So, it is challenging
to rhyme dynamic cloud behaviour with a telco-grade environment, where performance
predictability is a crucial requirement when deciding how to deploy a network service: either as
dedicated hardware middle-boxes, or as softwarised microservices running on commodity
servers. Due to the dynamic nature of cloud environments, deterministic modelling of software
performance is very difficult. Moreover, the operational environment is very difficult to replicate
during development of the softwarised service.
NGPaaS and the Dev-for-Operations layer can mediate in characterizing the performance of
virtualized and softwarised network functions. The challenge is to achieve a predictable
performance over unreliable software and IaaS. This can be tackled by robust scaling techniques
in the PaaS ancillary services, but as discussed under the ‘Scaling Management’ section, a
performance profile which links performance to required resources can be of great help here. E.g.,
it is clear that if the performance of a VNF is characterized and quantified, it becomes easier to
estimate if the VNF is working correctly. This is basically done by comparing the workload and
related resource usage of the VNF to the metrics in the profiled performance measurement.
Additionally, the known performance of a VNF will assist greatly in VNF resource estimation
and capacity planning, including a better prediction of the scaled in/out performance. The goals
set forward at the beginning of this section are therefore tackled by VNF profiling. Outcomes of
performance tests could be used as inputs of NFV orchestrator embedding algorithms and/or
parameters to support business decisions such as pricing and allocation of resources to fulfil
SLAs. In short, standardized characterization of VNF performance enables:
•
•
•
•

For a given resource configuration, estimate the VNF capacity.
For a given workload, determine optimal resource configuration.
Evaluate different operating systems, virtualization and HW alternatives as well as
compute system overhead associated with dynamic scaling (up/out/down/in).
Fine-tune VNF implementation and performance debugging or benchmarking.
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There are however some ’real-world’ factors to take into account, which will cause deviation from
the measured performance profile:
•
•
•

The VNF was profiled in a different environment (e.g. another hardware configuration
like CPU type).
The VNF was profiled under a different workload (e.g. another traffic distribution).
The ‘cloud-context’ causes temporal performance deviations (e.g. resource over
commitment, noisy neighbour effects).

We further build on the monitoring capabilities in the Dev-for-Operations layer to implement a
profiling framework. Following specific domains can be tackled in the NGPaaS architecture and
Dev-for-Operations layer specifically:
•
•
•

Reliable analysis of the performance metrics should enable filtering of invalid
performance measurements so a valid relation between performance and resource usage
can be derived.
Performance comparison across heterogeneous IaaS nodes is needed to relatively
asses the needed resources in the wide range of IaaS types.
Automation of the profiling procedure can assist the developer and vendor to
characterize the performance of a software component in an operation-aware
environment using the Dev-for-Operations layer.

This, among other, could be implemented by a specific Performance Profiling tool in this
Management Framework that could be used by vendors (to test and produce the most optimal
configurations) and the operator once the service is deployed.

3.6.4.9

Fault Mitigation

The Dev-for-Operations layer in NGPaaS can be considered as a development and validation
environment for new software components. In this context, fault mitigation is actually one of the
main objectives. The Dev-for-Operations layer should be supportive framework, where new
features can be easily added to assist in, e.g., VNFs development and RFBs creation. Fault
mitigation spans a very wide range of possible error domains; a few are listed below:
-

Network functions implementation bugs
OSS or platform errors (e.g. failed orchestration or scaling)
Resource starvation
SLA breaches

A generic method used to detect certain anomalies or problems is statistical analysis of the
monitored VNF or service metrics. On a high level, we can distinguish following techniques to
statistically analyse certain metrics:
• Trend, probability distribution or regression analysis of resource usage, incoming traffic
or other KPIs.
• Workload and resource usage prediction using machine learning techniques, where future
workloads can be derived by training the prediction model with a representative set of
earlier measured data.
In the domain of problem detection, the goal of these techniques is to predict as close as possible
when resources will be depleted. So they should be seen as a way to generate a trigger to take
counter-measures before the problem becomes too large.
Monitoring the distribution of certain metrics like traffic rate, resource usage or processing delay
results in a statistical variable of which the distribution can be derived. An anomaly is then defined
as a statistically significant deviation of the performance or resource usage during operation,
compared to the profiled performance, done offline. Some drawbacks of these statistical methods
remain. E.g., a statistically relevant golden sample set of VNF performance is difficult to obtain,
since many metrics are environment and context dependent. It is also hard to estimate when a set
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of training data is large enough to be useful. The correctness is largely depending on the validity
of the profiled performance measurement data.
We consider the Fault Mitigation tool in the Management Framework could be used by vendors
and the operator during the services operation stage, mainly during on the staging and the
production environments.

3.6.4.10

High Availability Management

Two techniques related to high availability have been discussed earlier in this section:
performance profiling and auto scaling. Performance profiling results can be combined with auto
scaling algorithms for better efficiency and faster scaling times. While scaling techniques exploit
the flexibility and economical resource optimizations of the IaaS, high availability management
must guard that a sufficient resource and performance margin is kept. Certainly, in the context of
critical telco services, the risk of performance drops outweighs the economic benefits of dynamic
fine-grained resource allocation. For example, from a telco perspective, high availability (five
nines) is a key requirement. A standard approach to achieve this is, is the traditional activestandby model – where each component has a dedicated standby counterpart "waiting for it to
fail". Redundant instances cause more expensive over-provisioned resources, but allow a quick
failover or overflow when needed. Using the flexibility of IaaS and PaaS combined in NGPaaS,
we can however investigate other strategies. For example, models in which several components
share backup resources, or ones in which a pool of resources is kept for backup purposes, thus
achieving high availability guarantees with significantly less resources dedicated to standby
components. The implementation of such a strategy is not straight forward to test. To validate
correctly, many parts of the operational environment should be considered, this includes OSS,
PaaS ancillary services and IaaS. The Dev-for-Operations layer is the best place to mediate in
this. From here, isolated infrastructure slices can be requested to validate new high availability
schemes.
The challenge is to achieve high availability over unreliable software by expanding monitoring,
feedback, software testing and verification techniques to virtualization infrastructure and
applications. In this scope we defined following topics to investigate:
•
•
•
•

Characterize cloud dynamics and tackle this with robust scaling methods (High
availability over unreliable IaaS).
Define solutions for monitoring and detecting miss-behaviours in the software units
running in the virtualized infrastructure.
Study fault localization and healing techniques that react to anomalies in both the
infrastructure and software units, and control and heal the system, when needed.
Design data analytics techniques for the automated identification of failures in the
software running on the virtualized infrastructure.

A High-Availability management tool could be used by vendors and the operator to test and
configure different HA strategies during the development and integration phases and during the
commissioning and production phases as well.

3.6.4.11

Validation

The validation process is required to ensure that all components (PaaSes and components
deployed on them) meet the necessary certification and validation criteria set by the NGPaaS
operator and the VSP. Without this layer, it will be difficult for software vendors and VSPs to
gauge the capabilities of the SW components being deployed. This work is performed through
this Validation Tool.
The validation is assumed to be performed in the background and automatically, which allows for
interested parties to update and modify any code that is seen in violation of any of the certification
criteria as soon as possible. Anyway, the Validation Tool should make possible to define the
different validation criteria for each component that should be deployed on the platform.
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The validation process performed from the Dev-for-Operations layer can broadly be split into two
distinct processes depending on whether the validation is for, e.g., a VNF to be hosted in the
global VNF catalogue or whether it is to be ran on a PaaS.
For a software vendor, they may wish for their components to be hosted in the global NGPaaS
catalogue so as to increase exposure of their software. In this instance, there may not be a VSP to
involve in the process. This means that the software vendor must pick from the pre-existing PaaS
descriptors from the global NGPaaS catalogue, and then request that the validation of the
component is performed against those; if the validation is successful, this will allow for a link to
the component (either source code or binary) to be added to the components catalogue. In the
event that an update is pushed to the component, this validation process should ideally be
performed automatically before the updated link is accepted into the catalogue.
The validation performed prior to the entry in the catalogue should be performed at a high level,
and test against a common configuration for the desired PaaS types (e.g. Openstack, Kubernetes
or Docker Swarm). We consider the certification at the catalogue level would only include few
basic steps; e.g.:
•
•
•

Security verification, such as vulnerability testing and port scanning.
IPR checks, to ensure that the licensing to ensure that the VSP does not incur any hidden
costs and that all IPR is accounted for.
Reliability, ensuring that the component is stable, and can run without leaking memory
and doesn't crash after a stability periods (e.g. 48 hours)

The certification criteria will be defined by the NGPaaS operator and it should ideally be kept as
generic as possible to avoid any unnecessary overhead on the NGPaaS operator.
For a component requested to be deployed by a VSP, an optional validation process may be
performed in order to certify that the component will indeed operate in the PaaS designated to
that VSP. This will be performed in the Dev-for-Operations layer, with the certification criteria
being specified by the VSP. This validation steps should ideally be performed automatically,
without requiring any involvement from the software vendor; however, the software vendor may
be able to interrogate the results as part of the certification process. It is possible that no such
commercial agreement will exist between the software vendor and the VSP, in which instance, it
would entirely be up to the VSP to ensure that the certification criteria are met.
The certification criteria at this stage may include more in-depth tests to ensure it functions within
the expected benchmarks:
•
•
•
•

Performance testing, ensuring that the throughput of the component matches an expected
benchmark versus the amount of resources it has been allocated.
Re-testing security, in order to take into account any potential impact of the PaaS
configuration
Verifying that the component does not discard any traffic it should not, so ensuring that
the total input traffic equal the output traffic.
Sending potentially spurious packets to the device, and ensuring that the packet is handled
correctly and does not result in a component failure.

These criteria are just some examples, and may be expanded on by the VSP (for example, a VSP
using a specific VNF may wish to verify the number of subscribers the device could support).

3.6.4.12

Security Shield

One of the main differences between the common DevOps approach and this new Dev-forOperations model lies on that the operator’s network is in certain extent opened to third parties
(SW Vendors) to make them possible to develop and deploy their software components on the
operator infrastructure. As we have seen, this can bring great benefits, but it can also involve
significant security risks. These risks can be for both: the operator (of course), but also the vendors
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that could get affected by the bad practices from other vendors. This is why a Security Shield
function should be implemented in our Dev-for-Operations layer.
As a whole, this Security Shield function should be protected from undesired communications,
DDoS attacks, trojans, viruses and many other malicious software attacks. We have to consider
that, in a telco-grade context, beyond the purely technical aspects such type of attacks could carry
also a considerable reputational cost [Wir18].
This Security Shield should work in a bi-directional way:
•

•

As input, the Operator must have sufficient trust that accepted software components are
safe to use in the operational environment, without compromising other services.
Isolation is therefore mandatory when executing CI/CD/Cd processes using the Dev-forOperations layer. Also, care must be taken that resources cannot grow out of bounds (e.g.
a malfunctioning scaling algorithm).
Going out, the operator needs to expose a specific set of monitoring data to the vendors
for analysis and possibly bug fixing, protecting others of its confidential data. Encryption
and filtering techniques can be used to adequately ensure privacy of the monitored data
(e.g. privacy of the service users whose traffic is monitored). Also, a vendor might not
wish to expose certain monitored metrics to the operator (e.g. monitoring proprietary
probes in the vendor’s software).

Depending on the use case (e.g., IoT, Telco or 5G) different vulnerabilities could be found and
the focus would be slightly different for each one; so, in some cases it would be important to limit
the traffic income to deployed devices, in others it would be more important to deploy a function
to detect and protects against spyware.
These differences between use cases make the implementation of a universal security framework
out of scope, so, a customizable, flexible Security Shield function is the chosen solution. This
shield and protection tools would be selected and deployed by the NGPaaS Operator on each Devfor-Operations instance, so each project would have exactly the needed security level, suppressing
the waste of resources used in unnecessary heavy-weighted protection utilities.
So, although each Dev-for-Operations instance would be customized according the use case
requirements, we consider that, in general, the following resources (among others) should be
considered:
• A network layer security; e.g., Secure Sockets Layer (SSL), Transport Layer Security
(TLS), Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) or IP Security (IPSec).
• Promote the usage of secure and reliable authentication, authorization and accounting
(AAA) policies and procedures. This could include:
o Usage of secure Virtual Private Networks (VPNs).
o Multi-factor authentication (MFA). This is a method in which a user is granted
access only after successfully presenting several separate pieces of evidence to
an authentication mechanism.
o Use of Security Access Tokens for the vendors, based on external devices
generating sequences of digits (security tokens) changing periodically.
• Usage of firewalls, for controlling the access between networks (e.g., based on packet
filters, application-layer gateways or packets inspection).
• Usage of antivirus software or other internet security programs
Concrete security measures go far beyond the scope of this deliverable. However, we do not want
to fail to point out its importance, so its implementation in a more concrete way should be
addressed in future design iterations.
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3.6.4.13

Identity & Access Management

In traditional IT systems such as a firm, users and objects are static and changes in context are
infrequent. However, in environments where users can join and leave a collaborative process in a
dynamic way, collaborative sessions are dynamic: resources can be created and modified, the
entities that use the resources may change and the type of access may change during the
collaboration. In Multi-user Collaborative Systems (MUCS), some resources are public or
accessible by all users; others are private to the users who own them; and others are accessible by
some users. Access control allows to check if a user has the right to access a resource; but other
constraints can be defined such as how, where, and when access to the resource is allowed.
Control policies define rules that specify who has access to a resource and under which conditions.
In the NGPaaS context we consider that authentication and authorization should be done using a
personalized login for each vendor who wants to make use of the Dev-for-Operations
functionality. Each vendor can therefore have its own monitoring or execution rights. Also the
information that is shared with the vendor should be controlled somehow.
For this, the Identity and Access Management (I&AM) function will be used to manage security
credentials for the external vendors such as passwords (used to sign in into secure services), SSH
keys (to make programmatic calls to from external components such as the CLI or certain
programs using specific APIs) or access certificates (e.g., SSL/TLS). The access to this
component should be enabled for both: the Business layer (to enable, configure or revoke the
credentials when necessary) and the external vendors (to use them to access the platform). It
should enable the concurrent access of all the different members in a work-team, granting access
to all of them in a secure way with particular privileges, e.g., allowing to manage owners,
contributors, and viewers for the project.
In general, the access control system would have three levels of abstraction:
1. Access control policies, which are requirements that specify how access is managed and
who, under what circumstances, may access what information.
2. Access control mechanisms, which are low-level software and hardware functions that
can be configured to implement a policy, that is to say, the mechanism is in charge of the
enforcement of the policy.
3. Access control models, which are a way to describe the properties and requirements of
an access control system. These models are the link connecting policies and mechanisms.
Access control policies can be classified as discretionary access control (DAC) policies,
mandatory access control (MAC) policies, and role-based access control (RBAC) policies:
•

•

•

Access restriction to the resources on DAC policies are based on the identity of users
and/or the identity of the groups they belong. In DAC policies, the rules are stated for
each user, or group, and for each resource, so all requests to access a certain resource
made by any user have to be checked against the specified authorization rules. The
flexibility of DAC policies is the main advantage of this type of access control, and its
main disadvantage is that any users that have access to a resource can pass the information
contained on it to unauthorized users.
In MAC policies, clearances are assigned to each user and security levels to resource of
the system. Security levels are hierarchical; for example, starting on the bottom of the
hierarchy we could have the levels Unclassified (U), Confidential (C), Secret (S) and Top
Secret (TS). The security level of a user reflects how much trust can be put on him in
regard to not disclose information to users not enabled to see the information. To avoid
leaking information to bottom levels of security, a user can start sessions at lower levels
than his clearance level.
In RBAC policies, permissions over the resources of the system are assigned to the
defined roles and each user is assigned to one or more roles depending on the tasks. This
type of policy is useful when the system is used by a large quantity of users (as expected
in the NGPaaS platform) since using a simple access control mechanism, to manage who
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has rights over which resource can be quite complicated and prone to leaks of
information. Since users could be constantly leaving and entering the platform or
performing new assignments inside it, users can change faster the roles they perform, so
it is easier to associate the permissions over the resources of the system to the roles instead
of the users. The main advantage of this model is that the authorization management is
highly simplified by: (a) assign roles to users, and (b) giving access rights for resources
to roles. For the NGPaaS platform we propose this last model.
Role-based access control
RBAC has become a de facto access control model, due to its many advantages, including the
convenience of authorization allocation and the reduction of the system administrative workload.
Conceptually, the RBAC model enforces three rules:
1. Role assignment: a user can access a permission only if the user has been assigned a role.
2. Role authorization: an active role must be authorized for this user.
3. Permission authorization: a user can access a permission only if the permission is
authorized for the active role.
The two main relations of RBAC are
(a) user-to-role assignment (UA) relation
(b) permission-to-role assignment (PA) relation
The process of developing an RBAC structure for an organization has become known as role
engineering. Conflict of interest in a role-based system may arise as a result of a user gaining
authorization for permissions associated with conflicting roles. One means of preventing this form
of conflict of interest is through static separation of duty (SSD), that is, to enforce constraints on
the assignment of users to roles. Static constraints can take on a wide variety of forms. A common
example is that of SSD that defines mutually disjoint user assignments with respect to sets of
roles. This means that if a user is assigned to one role, the user is prohibited from being a member
of a second role.
Dynamic separation of duty (DSD) relations, like SSD relations, are intended to limit the
permissions that are available to a user. However, DSD relations differ from SSD relations by the
context in which these limitations are imposed. SSD relations define and place constraints on a
user’s total permission space. This model component defines DSD properties that limit the
availability of the permissions over a user’s permission space by placing constraints on the roles
that can be activated within or across a user’s sessions.
•
•

SSD relations provide the capability to address potential conflict-of-interest issues at the time
a user is assigned to a role.
Dynamic separation of duty relations are defined as a constraint on the roles that are activated
in a user’s session. DSD allows a user to be authorized for two or more roles that do not create
a conflict of interest when acted in independently, but produce policy concerns when activated
simultaneously.
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Figure 27: Enhanced RBAC Model [359-2004].
RBAC includes sets of five basic data elements called objects, users, roles, operations and
permissions [FJK+08]. Administrators of the NGPaaS Platform could create and delete, for
instance, users and roles, and establish relationships between roles and existing operations and
objects. Required administrative functions, for example, for users would be to add or delete users;
for the roles they would be to add or delete roles.
As such, in RBAC a role is a means for naming many-to-many relationships among individual
users and permissions. In addition, the RBAC model includes a set of sessions where each session
is a mapping between a user and an activated subset of roles that are assigned to the user; in the
following we describe each of these five entities:
•

The object entity contains or receives information. In our context, an object would be an
RFB for the NGPaaS Operator. Also, an RFB would have a type (e.g., buildrfb, shiprfb
or runrfb). These subtypes are subclasses of the rfb object. The type buildrfb includes all
the RFBs which are used in building RFBs or services. The type shiprfb serves for
shipping RFBs or services. The type runrfb means that it is used for the ship phase of
RFBs or services. Moreover, an RFB is recursive with inheritance of his type.

•

The user entity is defined as a human being, although the concept of a user can be
extended to include machines, networks, or intelligent autonomous agents, the definition
is limited to a person in RBAC for simplicity reasons.
An RBAC user could have the types SW Provider (SWP), HW Provider (HWP), VSP,
and User. Also, a user could be an affiliated firm or a person. A static separation of duty
constraint exists between two users of different types.

•

The role entity would be a job function within the context of the NGPaaS Platform with
some associated semantics regarding the authority and responsibility conferred on the
user assigned to the role. An RBAC role can be classified as build, ship, and run roles.
Concretely, for each user type (e.g., vsp), a user specific role is defined (e.g., vspbuild,
vspship, and vsprun). The role vspbuild indicates that the user of type vsp has a role
vspbuild, i.e., it is a VSP type user and is in a build role for building.
The RBAC role defines the view the user has on objects, i.e., rfb. This leads to different
views on the system, where a view is associated to a role: Build view, Ship view, and Run
view. The Build view allows vsp to access objects of type build, meaning buildrfb and so
on.
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•

The permission entity is an approval to perform an operation on one or more RBAC
protected objects (e.g., rfb).

•

The operation entity is an executable image of a program, which upon invocation
executes some function for the user entity6.

•

Finally, the session entity is a mapping of one user to possibly many roles, i.e., a user
establishes a session during which the user activates some subset of roles that he or she
is assigned. For example, in a session a swp user could set up the swpbuild, swpship, and
swprun roles for developing and deep testing of a software component.
Each session would be associated with a single user (here an individual swp) and each
user would be associated with one or more sessions. A function (e.g., get_session_roles()
) could give the roles activated by the session; also, a function get_session_users() could
inform about the user associated with a session. The permissions available to the user are
the permissions assigned to the roles that are currently active across all the user’s sessions.

Separation of duty applies when a user may be authorized for two different roles, i.e., SWP and
VSP respectively. As long as the same user is not allowed to assume both of these roles at the
same time, a conflict of interest situation will not arise. If the individual acting in the role SWP
attempted to switch to the role VSP, RBAC would require the user to drop the SWP role before
assuming the role VSP. Although this effect could be achieved through the establishment of an
SSD relationship, DSD relationships generally provide with greater operational flexibility7.
In order to associate permissions, or prohibitions with roles, two subclasses can be used:
PermittedAction and ProhibitedAction (for permitted and prohibited actions). Both are subclasses
of the class Action, which is defined through two proprieties: subject and object. The propriety
subject links Action and User, while the propriety object connects Action and RFB. (there are
three types of RFBs: RunRFB, ShipRFB, and RunRFB).
Also, as only SWPBuild, HWPBuild, and VSPBuild roles are allowed to build, a
PermittedBuildAction is used, which is the subclass of PermittedAction, and whose subjects can
only be individuals who have activated their SWPBuild, HWPBuild, and VSPBuild role. The result
is a RunRFB. In this way, PermittedShipAction is allowed to SWPShip, HWPShip, and VSPShip
roles, and PermittedRunAction to SWPRun, HWPRun, and VSPRun roles. Those actions produce
ShipRFB and RunRFB, respectively.

3.6.4.14

Multi-vendor policies management

This component is intended to make possible to assign a single instance to different vendors
defining different policies for each one. For instance, it would be possible to grant access to the
production environment only to one vendor, and to restrict this to others. Also, it would be
possible to allow configuration changes to only certain vendors, while others could be specialized
in source code commits or testing activities.

6

The types of operations and objects that RBAC controls are dependent on the type of system in which it is
implemented. For example, within a file system, operations might include read, write, and execute; within a database
management system, operations might include insert, delete, append and update.

7

Two different approaches to modeling RBAC using the Ontology Web Language (OWL) can be used. The first
approach is to represent the hierarchy of roles as a set of classes linked by inheritance relationships; the separation
constraints are represented using disjoined classes. The second approach makes it possible to represent roles as
attributes; this is called “Attribute Based Access Control” (ABAC), which have lately gained a lot of attention due
to the development of internet based distributed systems. ABAC can provide access decisions on resources based on
the requestor’s owned attributes.
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3.6.5 Unified Dashboard
In order to analyse and manage data, the visualization of raw data or having on screen multiple
metrics numbers to realize about the status of the system is not always efficient. A way to solve
this is the representation of data using graphical elements displayed in a common Unified
Dashboard (UD), where it is possible to see all the relevant information at a glance.
As we see in Figure 15, the Unified Dashboard is a common component for the three existing
frameworks (CBTR, Monitoring and Management); the intention is to provide the vendors and
the operator a common graphical user interface to access the different frameworks, and their
associated tools, in each Dev-for-Operations instance.
Since not all the Dev-for-Operations instances will be the same (they can be customized with a
defined set of tools according the vendors and the service requirements), the Unified Dashboard
should have the equivalent customization degree to provide access just to these tools which are
really necessary for each case. So, the Unified Dashboard should be highly customisable
depending on the role of the users. However, we envisage the Unified Dashboard having three
main sections corresponding to the three frameworks described in the previous sections:
a) CBTR Section
b) Monitoring Section
c) Management Section
CBTR Section
The CBTR Section shall basically consist of the Development Console as described in Section
3.6.2.3. The UD instance for CBTR represents the front-end for the CBTR framework. It helps
users to have a clear understanding and keep track of the activities related to “coding", “building”,
“testing” and “releasing”. It represents the main interface of the tools that performs the mentioned
activities.
In particular, the UD allows the access to tools for the management of the pipelines, development
consoles, IDE interfaces, and many more. Depending on the circumstances, specifically with
regards to the contract between vendors and operators, the UD can be customised to fit the
contingent needs of both the parts.
For example, a dashboard for the pipelines might show information regarding the state of each
pipeline, including the number of branches and pull requests, the number of builds which are
passing or failing, the number of tests which are passing of failing etc. The visualisation can be
expanded to show the single commits with related information (comments), build status, etc.
Monitoring Section
The Monitoring Section should consist on a Monitoring Dashboard to represent in a graphical
way the relevant monitoring data for both: vendors and operator. This dashboard would collect a
number of graphs showing the chosen metric variation over the time or in-real-time, giving the
possibility of watching at the same time diverse graphs with different measures to compare the
variation in time, for example, if the CPU usage increments when the network traffic intensifies.
A dashboard would be automatically configured according the selected monitoring goals (see
Section 3.6.3.2.4) by the NGPaaS Operator or the vendor (in the run stage) having each one only
its own accessible data. The dashboard could be used to watch the health of both the system and
its services. It would be possible to keep track of the system behaviour by looking at a series of
different kinds of visualizations, at different level of granularity (e.g., goal, sub-goals or cloud
properties). In order to achieve this capability of flexibly browsing the collected information the
dashboard could be reconfigured based on the selected monitoring goals and the monitoring
model. This, in contrast to other existing data visualization tools which are inflexible, could be
used to exploit a model-driven approach to present only the most relevant information to vendors
and the operator.
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For instance, the operator who is interested in monitoring system performance could visualize not
only if the system performance is under control, but also the specific performance KPIs such as
throughput, latency or response time. This feature may become particularly useful when an
anomaly is detected in the system, as it allows one to have an overview of the situation first, but
also to expand each monitoring goal to discover which specific property collected from which
service is anomalous. So, the monitoring dashboard would be used as a starting point for problem
diagnosis.
Also vendors could be interested in monitoring. The most evident case is when they are
specifically contracted to perform monitoring tasks (e.g., to support the operation’s team at the
operators side). Also, during the development and the commissioning phases they must be sure
all the monitoring infrastructure associated to the service they are implementing works properly.
The different functionalities/usages of this monitoring dashboard would be:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Have in the same screen several graphs to measure the most important data.
Compare own data between environments and theoretical expected values easily.
Find sequences and relations between metrics.
Detect problems and follow them from high to low levels.
See goals reasonableness.
Help to forecast possible failures.

Some state-of-the-art tools such as [Gra18] or [Ela18] could be used for implementing this
Monitoring Framework functionality.
Management Section
The Management section of the UD shows the user relevant information about the configuration
of the deployed PaaSes and about the services deployed on them. Specifically, it allows the user
to manage the configuration, the migration activities, load balancing, scaling and all the other
resources available in the Management Framework. Like with the other parts of the dashboard,
this will be customized according the different management tools available for the vendors and
the NGPaaS Operator itself.

3.6.6 Dev-for-Operations layer instantiation
As we have seen the NGPaaS architecture realizes that there is no one solution that fits all, thus
it aims at flexibility and adaptability. This adaptability is obtained by breaking down the Dev-forOperations layer into the different frameworks and tools. This break down of the Dev-forOperations layer, in addition to a description of each tool, is provided in previous sub-sections
and throughout Section 3.6.
But once the Dev-for-Operations layer instances are defined we have to ask ourselves: How could
we generate these instances…?
Our original was to enable a kind of “instances broker” component in the same Dev-forOperations layer to create them according the service and the vendor’s requirements. However,
we’ve considered that the ‘build-to-order’ paradigm could be also applied here by extending the
notion of the RFBs conceptually devised in the EU-funded Superfluidity project
[BBB+16][Git18c][Sup16]. The idea would be to use RFBs not only to deploy the PaaSes and the
service components running on them (i.e., the components in the PaaSes layer), but also the
NGPaaS architectural blocks, i.e, the Dev-for-Operations instances and also other functional
blocks in the NGPaaS architecture. So, although the original purpose of RFBs was to use them to
deploy service blocks (e.g., VNFs) our approach here would be to use them to also deploy the
Dev-for-Operations instances and their inner architectural components in each framework (i.e.,
CBTR, Monitoring and Management).
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Figure 28: NGPaaS Dev-for-Operations message flows.
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This extension of the RFBs purpose is a specific innovation in NGPaaS that is still under early
consideration while this document is being written. As mentioned, the intention is to address this
not only for the Dev-for-Operations layer instances we are defining in this WP3, but for other
components in other NGPaaS architecture layers as well. At the moment this is just a conceptual
approach, so more details regarding this would be provided in the next Deliverable D3.2, and also
demonstrated in the pilot final implementation.

3.7 Interfaces
A general introduction to the NGPaaS Architecture has been given in Section 3.4, and further
detailed information can also be found in D2.1 [NGP18-D21]. The interfaces in the NGPaaS
architecture in relation to the Dev-for-Operations layer are further explored in this section.
Although as previously mentioned PaaSes and service components can be deployed and initially
configured from the BaaS/OSS layer without the intervention of the Dev-for-Operations layer
(e.g., to deploy a production-ready service already available in the BaaS layer repositories) when
development and the related operations activities are needed (e.g., to develop and deploy a new
service) a set of Dev-for-Operations layer instances must be created.
In Figure 28, the different usage modes of the Dev-for-Operations layer are given. The instances
of the Dev-for-Operations layer themselves are first deployed by the BaaS layer in form of RFBs
(see Section 3.6.6 – Dev-for-Operations layer instantiation). This opens up a new range of
possibilities for an external vendor to interact with the operator, and also for the operator to
interact with the Dev-for-Operations infrastructure. The vendor can trigger CI/CD/Cd processes
in which new software components can be deployed and validated using several integration tests.
After successful testing, the software component can be stored in the BaaS layer repositories.
Additionally, monitored data can be gathered from the deployed services and PaaSes, filtered and
redirected to the vendor or the operator for further analysis. The NGPaaS architecture, as
explained in D2.1 [NGP18-D21], enables to allocate and isolated set of IaaS and PaaS resources
to a Dev-for-Operations layer.
As general design rule, we aim to reuse as much as possible existing APIs and protocols which
are supported by tools that fit into the previously described Dev-for-Operations architecture
(CBTR, Monitoring and Management frameworks). This could also include the RFB defined data
model which can be used to describe the deployment of software components. As a second design
rule, the Dev-for-Operations interfaces such leverage as much as possible the existing OSS based
orchestration mechanisms, for example to deploy PaaSes or services.
To plan a practical implementation of the Dev-for-Operations layer, we first investigate which
information is shared with the other layers in the NGPaaS architecture. This is shown in Figure
29 below. There are three main flows of information:
-

Between External Vendors and the Dev-for-Operations instance (EV interface)
Between the Business Layer (BaaS) and the Dev-for-Operations instance (IBL interface)
Between the Platform Layer (PaaS) and the Dev-for-Operations instance (IPL interface)

In the next sections we detail the data that is shared over each interface. These interfaces will be
adapted to the notion of platform interfaces in next Deliverable D3.2.

3.7.1 Instance-Business Layer (IBL) Interface
The IBL Interface communicates the Dev-for-Operations layer with the BaaS layer on top.
Information flow can be in both directions: downwards from the BaaS Layer to the Dev-forOperations layer, and upwards in the opposite way.
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Upper-level Operations Support System (OSS) – Business as a Service (BaaS)

External Vendors (EV) interface

-deploy Dev-for-Operations
- configure per Vendor

Business Layer (IBL) interface

expose monitored data

Vendors

-receive orchestration request
-onboard new artefact (after CI/CD, integration test passed)

Dev-for-Operations Layer

-direct access to PaaS/service (if allowed)
-initiate CI/CD of new artefact (RFB)
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Figure 29: Interfaces and Information going in/out from the Dev-for-Operations Layer.
Downwards flow would be used to perform the following operations:
a) To create and configure the different development and operational frameworks (CBTR,
Monitoring and Management) for the Dev-for-Operations instance. This could include:
- Operations to instantiate and configure all the necessary frameworks, and the tools in
each framework, according to the vendors and the service requirements8.
- Identity & Access Management configuration operations, such as those described in
Section 3.6.4.13.
- Configuration of the multi-vendor policies, such as those mentioned in Section
3.6.4.14.
- Operations to define the Security Shield policies (Section 3.6.4.12).
- Configuration of the alarms system and all the monitoring data that should be
received from the Monitoring Framework. E.g., this interface could be used to
subscribe to certain relevant alarms or to configure the generation of periodic
monitoring reports of interest for the operator or to provide to third parties (e.g.,
VSPs).
- To make requests to the Configuration Manager tool, in order to view/update the
configuration of the deployed PaaSes and services in all the different scopes
(development, staging and production), and also, automate configuration updates
across them.
- To configure the SW Validation Tool described in Section 3.6.4.11 (e.g.,
component’s security inspection, IPRs checking and SW certification rules).
- To configure migration tools and policies.
- To configure load balancing tools and policies.
- To access the Batch Executor tool (Section 3.6.4.4) in order to configure the
automated execution of multiple jobs on the platform.
- To manage the life-cycle of the different PaaSes and services deployed on the
platform.
- To apply performance profiling policies to improve performance of the deployed
services.

8

It is assumed these requirements would be defined in a Dev-for-Operations instantiation blueprint, so once defined,
an agile an automatic process to perform this could be easily implemented.
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-

To manage the HA and Fault Tolerance (FT) tools and policies.
To enable and configure the source code repositories for the vendors in the CBTR
Framework (in case they need that).
- To define and provision the different development templates (also in the CBTR
Framework) for the vendors to ease them the development of new services.
- To access the testing tools in the CBTR Framework to define and execute the
integration test batteries that would be used to validate the components provided by
the different vendors.
b) To Create and configure the Unified Dashboard on each instance according to the vendors
and the service requirements also.
On the other hand, upwards flow would be used to perform, e.g., the following operations:
i)
ii)

iii)

iv)
v)
vi)

vii)

The corresponding acknowledge responses to the action requests listed right above.
To send to the BaaS layer relevant monitoring information from those tools in the
Monitoring Framework, i.e., relevant operational info and alarms that could be raised
from the pre-production and production environments.
To receive changelogs or notifications from the different environments when
configuration changes were applied. These notifications would be generated from the
Configuration Manager tool in the Management Framework.
To receive information about the testing results during the integration process.
To receive information about security alerts generated from the Security Shield
service.
To receive information about the all the activities performed by the vendors (this
information would be collected by the Vendor’s Activity monitor in the Management
Framework).
To receive the component’s images released by the vendors (e.g. RFBs with their
service components) in order to store them in the appropriate BaaS repositories, so
they can be deployed from the BaaS catalogue.

At this stage of the design phase the information elements format and the specific way this
information will be interchanged is still not defined; probably Representational State Transfer
(REST) interfaces and/or message buses with pub/sub mechanism could be used, but this is
something to be concreted in next design steps.

3.7.2 External Vendors (EV) Interface
The External Vendor (EV) interface offers external access to the NGPaaS operational
environment. Proper secured access is therefore advised. This can be an authenticated interface
where authorization (monitoring, access, execution rights) are pre-negotiated in the Business
Layer. Credentials can be distributed to Vendors to be able to login. This allows a high level of
customization and personalization of the Dev-for-Operation exposed functionality:
-

Access to monitoring data can be filtered or encrypted (for privacy reasons) per login.
A personalized monitoring dashboard can be provided (existing monitoring framework
APIs can be used e.g. ELK, Prometheus, Grafana…).
Read/write access can be configured to on-board artefacts such as VM/container images
and scripts needed for RFB deployment. Existing repository APIs can be used to store
component files (e.g. Artifactory, Nexus, git…).
An authenticated interface to initiate and monitor CI/CD processes (e.g. using Jenkins
API/dashboard)

The RFB is the primal data format which is shared from an external vendor to the NGPaaS
Operator. As explained in Section 3.4.2 (Dev-for-Operations interactions), the RFB describes all
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needed information to deploy an artefact like a service or PaaS component. It is therefore advised
to reuse the RFB data format as much as possible in the CI/CD process. This means that an
external vendor should bring new software components in RFB format to the EV interface.
EV Interface should also provide specific CLI and IDE interfaces in order to enable developers
at the vendor’s side to use their preferred development tools (e.g., IDEs such as Eclipse, IntelliJ
Idea or Visual Studio, or just the command line interface).
These CLI and IDE interfaces provided by the Dev-for-Operations layer would be designed in
order to allow these external tools to interact with the APIs provided by the components in the
Dev-for-Operations layer. This would be achieved by the use of a proxy API, so that no
development in these tools would be required, acting as a transparent layer.
The advantage of running a single, centralized proxy API is that it would allow for a single point
of management when it comes to API access. If we take into account the number of tools in the
Dev-for-Operations layer, with their own APIs and possible authentication system, the
management of who can access what in the API would be a significant management challenge.
By taking this centralized approach, it would be possible for the software vendor to easily control
who can access what in its own Dev-for-Operations layer.
What's more, this component of the Dev-for-Operations layer could also interact with the vendor
activity monitoring component of the Dev-for-Operations layer. The vendor can monitor what
has been accessed via the API, this can also be reported to the VSP through the upper business
layer. This may especially be handy when attempting to deal with a potential security breach as
an authorization point will make this easier to investigate.

3.7.3 Instance-PaaSes Layer (IPL) Interface
The IPL Interface communicates the Dev-for-Operations layer with the PaaS layer at the bottom.
Information flow can be in both directions: downwards from the Dev-for-Operations layer
towards the PaaS layer, and upwards in the opposite way.
Downwards flow would be used to perform the following operations:
a) Operations to instantiate and configure the PaaSes and the service components
deployed on them.
b) Deployment and configuration of all the monitoring probes associated to the PaaSes
and the service components deployed on them.
c) To make requests to the PaaSes available interfaces in order to view/update their
configuration.
d) To configure load balancing, HA and FT policies for the deployed business cases.
e) To manage the life-cycle of the different PaaSes and services deployed on them (e.g.,
to start/stop a PaaS or the service components deployed on it).
f) To apply performance profiling policies on the deployed business cases.
g) To ease the interaction between the testing components in the CBTR framework and
the service components in order to make possible to execute the automated test
batteries from the Dev-for-Operations layer.
h) To apply the monitoring rules and goals defined in the Dev-for-Operations
monitoring framework.
i) To accept migration related commands (e.g., to migrate certain VNF or a complete
NS from one PaaS to another).
j) To apply scaling policies (e.g., to increase/decrease the resources for a PaaS).
k) To apply PaaS and/or service specific fault mitigation policies (defined from the Fault
Mitigation service in the Management Framework (Section 3.6.4.9).
On the other hand, upwards flow would be used to transmit the corresponding acknowledge
responses to the requests listed right above. This would include:
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i.

To propagate monitoring data (e.g., logs or alarms) from the PaaSes and the service
components deployed on them. This would be done both: synchronously (i.e., ondemand) or asynchronously (e.g., an asynchronous alarm notification). A monitoring
gateway in the Dev-for-Operations layer could redirect this data towards the vendor
side and/or towards the BaaS layer.
To propagate information about the testing results during the development and the
integration processes.

ii.

3.8 Tools
As we have seen, in the previous sections we described the different frameworks forming the
Dev-for-Operations layer instances as well as the respective services that could be available on
them. In this section we provide an initial analysis of what state-of-the-art-tools or other tools
could be used in practice to implement these services.
Anyway, is not our intention to provide here a closed set. Such as with DevOps, we consider Devfor-Operations is not only a framework or platform with a fixed set of tools that should be used;
we would like to see Dev-for-Operations more as a philosophy or a way of working giving the
users the freedom to choose those tools better fitting their preferences or necessities.
We consider that in the current state-of-the-art there is a huge diversity of tools to perform the
necessary Dev-for-Operations processes; perhaps new tools or features in existing tools should
be devised to implement certain specificities in our model; this is something we should address
in the context of this WP3. In any case, new tools and features are constantly appearing, so our
intention in this document is not to provide an exhaustive list of tools with complete information
about their features and capabilities (that information is already available in the web); instead of
that, we will provide what tools could be used to implement the different stages in the Dev-forOperations processes.
The purpose of the Dev-for-Operations layer is to be a modular layer. Following a microservice
based approach where multiple (existing and available) tools would be combined. A high grade
of customization and personalization is envisioned, different Dev-for-Operations layer instances
can exist next to each other, each targeted at a specific vendor, with specific usage rights and
logins. It is therefore important that the used tools support some kind of login system with userdefined settings like access and execution rights. Taking this very modular approach of NGPaaS
into account, it is advisable that each of the proposed tools can be deployed as a stand-alone
microservice in the Dev-for-Operations layer. The RFB model can be used to deploy the tools
from the NGPaaS OSS.

3.8.1 Testing
Concerning testing, a significant amount of testing type exists like Unit Tests (which are testing
through building tools), Functional Tests, Smoke Tests, Acceptance Tests, System Tests and so
on. Testing tools allow automatizing a part of them; some tools are specialized for some testing
type while others are specialized for some others. Supportive functions are used to describe tests
and collect results in order to provide test planning, test book and result.
The most popular or most relevant testing tools are:
- Testlink. This is a web-based test management system that facilitates software quality
assurance [Tes18]. It is developed and maintained by Teamtest. The platform offers support
for test cases, test suites, test plans, test projects and user management, as well as various
reports and statistics. Developed since 2011 with a moderate acceptance degree. Distributed
as Open Source (General Public License). Although the tool is good, the documentation still
requires improvement. It has been developed in PHP language, so it offers cross-platform
support.
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Cucumber. This is a software tool used by computer programmers for testing other software
[Lim18]. It runs automated acceptance tests written in a behaviour-driven development
(BDD) style. Developed since 2014, still with a medium acceptance degree. Distributed as
Open Source (MIT license). It provides a very good documentation, so entry barrier is very
low. Developed in Ruby, so it can be executed on different platforms.
Server spec. This is an infrastructure testing framework that works over SSH. Though it is
often used to test configuration management code (such as Ansible, Puppet and Chef), it is
agnostic as to how the system gets configured - it only tests the end result. Developed since
2013 with a high degree of acceptance is distributed as Open Source (MIT license). Also
offers a good documentation, so learning curve is acceptable. It is developed in Ruby, so
cross-platform support is provided.

3.8.2 Monitoring
Monitoring is a key aspect in the DevOps model. During development, it is needed for debugging
and validating the software functionality and performance. At the operations side, monitoring is
the backbone where SLA assurance, high availability or fault mitigation is built upon; further
details and on NGPaaS monitoring architecture from the operational perspective are covered by
T4.4 and will be reported in WP4.
The following currently available tools are believed to be interesting for integration into NGPaaS:
-

Nagios: A mature and comprehensive monitoring framework. The Nagios Core engine is
Open Source. Agents are installed on compute or network nodes. During operation, the Core
server can trigger the execution of scripts on the various monitored nodes. The script output
is exported back to the server where it can be parsed, stored and visualized. A public library
is available with plugin scripts to monitor a wide range of network and compute parameters.
Next to this pull model for monitored metrics, the client nodes can also initiate a connection
to the server to actively push data to the central server. This tool is heavily focused on the
operational side of monitoring with extensive Graphical User Interface (GUI) support to
visualize metrics and easy integration of custom metric exporters. The Open Source version
has limited support for scalability (a single Core server should track the metrics of all nodes).
There is also limited documentation available on how to customize metrics exporters and GUI
dashboards. The monitored metrics can be stored in a MySQL database. Commercial licenses
include extended support, additional analysis functions, easy set-up scripts, available GUIs
and better scaling support.

-

InfluxDB: is an Open Source time series database, with a commercial option for scaling and
clustering. InfluxDB is maintained by a single commercial company following the open-core
model, offering premium features like closed-source clustering, hosting and support. Its main
strength is in the ability to record data in nanosecond resolution, fit for high-volume, realtime analytics. Additionally, it can efficiently do event logging, including support for string
type metrics.

-

OpenTSDB: This is a very scalable time series database, implemented on top
of Hadoop and HBase. This means that it is easy to scale OpenTSDB horizontally, although
this makes necessary to accept the overall complexity of running a Hadoop/HBase cluster
from the beginning.

-

Prometheus: Prometheus is a fully Open Source and independent project, maintained by a
number of companies and individuals, some of whom also offer commercial services and
support. It is based upon a pull model where a scalable Prometheus server polls several
metrics endpoints. These endpoints are agents which export metrics in a compatible data
model. Only numerical metrics are supported (e.g., no logs or string types are supported). A
push mechanism for time series is supported via an intermediary gateway which buffers the
data until pulled by the server. An open library is available with metrics exporting agents in
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many programming languages, also to export gathered data to many database types or other
(cloud-based) monitoring systems. Prometheus values reliability. It is possible always to view
what statistics are available, even under failure conditions. If 100% accuracy were necessary
(such as for per-request billing) Prometheus is not a good choice as the collected data will
likely not be detailed and complete enough. In such a case it would be better to use some
other system to collect and analyse the data for billing, and Prometheus for the rest of the
monitoring processes. Compared to above solutions, Prometheus seems to offer the richest
querying language to query and process the monitored data. This is a scalable, light-weight
and easy to use solution to quickly gather a customizable set of data from a wide variety of
sources (services or infrastructure nodes). Also an extensive featured alerting manager is
available to programmatically define and export alarms when certain thresholds are met.
Prometheus is used in the 5G-PPP SONATA [Son18] project as monitoring framework for
the SONATA MANO platform and the in the SONATA SDK environment, and in 5G-PPP
SESAME [Ses18] project.
-

Grafana: is the preferred Open Source tool for data visualization and very compatible with
Prometheus and many other data sources. It allows to create custom dashboards for quickly
perform visual analysis, offering a well-documented Hyper Text Transfer Protocol (HTTP)
API to programmatically control the system.

-

Elastic: This is an Open Source stack that includes several tools to reliably and securely take
data from any source, in any format, and search, analyse, and visualize it in real time.
Commercialized support exists which also offers cloud integration for using the framework
as a service. The Elastic framework ELK is proposed in NGPaaS WP4 [NGP18-D41] as part
of a telco-grade enhancement for a service platform, as base for problem detection and healing
algorithms. Compared to the above described Prometheus framework, it has extensive
features, but a less light-weight deployment. The main functional blocks are:
• Elasticsearch: A distributed Javascript Object Notation (JSON) based search and
analytics engine designed for horizontal scalability, maximum reliability, and easy
management. It is the heart of the Elastic framework. Using a very flexible and
customizable JSON-based data model, data is pushed by a HTTP API.
• Kibana gives shape to the data gathered by Elasticsearch and is the extensible user
interface for configuring and managing all aspects of the Elastic stack. Like Grafana, it
allows the creation of customized dashboards to visually analyse data.
• Logstash is an Open Source, server-side data processing pipeline that ingests (parsing
and filtering) data from a multitude of sources simultaneously, transforms it, and then
sends it to various databases or monitoring frameworks (Elasticsearch or others).
• Beats is the platform for single-purpose data shippers. They install as a lightweight agent
and send data from hundreds or thousands of machines to Logstash or Elasticsearch. An
open library offers exporters for many cloud or metric types.

Regarding the Alarms Processing system we consider NGPaaS would leverage from a system
such as Vitrage of OpenStack (in case OpenStack were used) [Wik18b] which constitutes an
alarm and root cause analysis tool for OpenStack. Specifically, Vitrage organizes, analyses and
expands OpenStack alarms and events, yielding insights regarding the root cause of problems and
deducing their existence before they are directly detected.
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Figure 30: Vintrage High Level Architecture.
Vitrage is composed of three main entities, (i) the data sources, (ii) Vitrage graph, and (iii) Vitrage
evaluator, as depicted in a high level architecture in Figure 30.
The data source is responsible for importing information from different sources, regarding the
state of the system. This includes information regarding resources both physical & virtual, alarms.
The information is then processed into the Vitrage Graph. The Vitrage Graph holds the
information collected by the Data Sources, as well as their inter-relations. Additionally, it
implements a collection of basic graph algorithms that are used by the Vitrage Evaluator. Finally,
Vitrage Evaluator coordinates the analysis of (changes to) the Vitrage Graph and processes the
results of this analysis. It is responsible for execution different kind of template-based actions in
Vitrage, such as to add an RCA (Root Cause Analysis) relationship between alarms, raise a
deduced alarm or set a deduced state.
Recently, to avoid publishing information and alarms to unprivileged persona, Vitrage was also
extended to classify information for the different users. This could be used in NGPaaS to avoid
that alarms from resources used by one vendor should not be populated to another vendor.
We consider the above described monitoring frameworks offer a solid base to build more
intelligent interpretation of the possibly large amount of data. The hard part would be to select
the most usable metrics or KPIs to monitor and implement the correct analysis functions to timely
detect issues. This remains the subject of ongoing Dev-for-Operations related research to efficient
problem detection, scaling or healing; some of these topics are also being addressed in WP4
[NGP18-D41].

3.8.3 Continuous Integration
In short, Continuous Integration (CI) tools are used to orchestrate sequences on particular defined
events. In more details, they propose from nice graphical interfaces, a central tool where
automated scripts are used to build complex tasks that can be triggered on specific events. This
orchestration enables more automation as it glues automated scripts together and it allows the
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supervision of the whole production process constantly. Continuous integration tools are key tools
that enabling to interlock all pieces of the Dev-for-Operations puzzle.
The most popular or most relevant tools that could be used to perform this are:
- Jenkins. This is a self-contained, Open Source automation server which can be used to
automate all sorts of tasks such as building, testing, and deploying software [Jen18]. It can be
installed through native system packages, Docker [Nvi18] or even run standalone by any
machine with the Java Runtime Environment installed. Developed since 2011 it has a high
acceptance degree. Distributed as Open Source (MIT license) it is maintained by the Open
Source community. The maturity level of this tool is high, and the learning difficulty is just
medium. Developed in Java, runs on Linux platforms.
-

Travis CI. Depending on its usage, it is a free tool used for continuous integration. It provides
an online service used to compile, test and deploy the source code of your software project
hosted at GitHub (travis-ci.org). You can also test your private repositories using travis-ci
(travis-ci.com), but not for free. It is distributed as Open Source (MIT license) and developed
in Ruby.

3.8.4 Configuration and Provisioning
Configuration and provisioning workflows are one of the main tasks of the OSS. In the NGPaaS
context, we promote the RFBs [NGP18-D21] as the base model to contain the necessary images,
scripts and workflows needed to deploy and operate network services. To automate the RFB
deployment process as good as possible, compatibility with a number of tools can be targeted.
Until recently, python or bash scripts were used (when it was not a complete manual task) by
deployment or development teams to automatize customization of a software environment. These
scripts are now rapidly being swept away by configuration and provisioning tools that have the
same goal, but ease readability and coding. We consider in this context the most relevant tool is
Ansible. This is a configuration management software that automates software provisioning and
configuration [Ans18]. It is Open Source and was first released on 2012 under the GNU General
Public License. Since then, Ansible has been constantly updated and its last release was published
on first June 2017.
One of its main characteristic is its lightweight conception. It is written in python which is present
by default in most of the Linux deployments. It does not need any agent installed or port opened
on the target host (agentless), working simply over SSH. It is a serious difference with the other
configuration management software and it is one of the reasons for its quick success.
An Ansible program is called a “playbook”; it is expressed in a YAML format and Jinja templates
which makes its readiness excellent and can be written even by non-developers. When launched,
the operations contained in the playbook are played sequentially. Everything is made to acquire
Ansible rapidly. Ansible playbooks when well written are meant to be idempotent, which means
a playbook can be replayed indefinitely without doing any modification on the target hosts.
As written above Ansible is still quite young, but it has been rapidly adopted by the community
because of its simplicity. It is now on top list of the most well-spread configuration management
software and there is no doubt about its maturity. As another example of its adoption, an official
way to install OpenStack is via Ansible through the OpenStack openstack-ansible project
[Wik18].
Ansible has been already used in the 5G-Ensure project [Ens18] for the management, deploy,
configure and maintain their testbed.
In this same scope we can also mention a series of related tools which provide automation
functionality for other aspects related to NGPaaS:
- Vagrant, Packer: Tools to provision VMs and create VM images which can be easily
distributed as reference environment.
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Infrakit and Terraform: Tools to automatically configure the infrastructure to make it ready
for use in the NGPaaS platform. This includes bootstrapping the installation of PaaS
components to automate the setup of a complete micro-service based PaaS on a blank
infrastructure node.
cloud-init: Tools to enable programmatic configuration of a server at boot time, to bring it to
a state from where a provisioning system such as Ansible can take over. This includes the
setup of login credentials, keys or network configuration.
ManageIQ: Tools to manage and discover any available IaaS environment. Enabling selfservice for Operators who want to manage the IaaS provided by another party.

3.8.5 Execution Environments
The execution environment constitutes the infrastructure for running the network functions or
service offered by the NGPaaS Operator. Here, a key technology is virtualization, where the
Hypervisor abstracts the physical resources from the application virtual machines. Recently,
containerization became a leading candidate for separating of resources and providing the
execution environment for micro-services based application. Finally, to address micro-services
and cloud native architecture new virtualization technologies such as unikernels and lightweight
OS were introduced.
The execution Environment provides the infrastructure for the deployment phase in the DevOps
chain. As such, it should facilitate deployment automation and enable application life cycle
management such as healing, scaling and updating. Also, management and orchestration provides
the tools for deployment, application lifecycle management and resource orchestration on top of
a relevant execution environment. For VM related execution environment the most adopted Open
Source infrastructure management system is OpenStack [Ope18c]. On the other hand, for the
containers environment, Kubernetes is perceived as the leading orchestration engine. NGPaaS
also targets a broader range of executing environment using specialized hypervisors, or hardware
(deploying unikernels or FGPA bitstreams). For more information on the management and
orchestration layer and specialized execution environments, the reader is referred to WP4
deliverables [NGP18-D41].
From a Dev-for-Operations perspective, it is important to note that the underlying infrastructure
is under control of multiple specialized PaaSes. Similar to the orchestration by the OSS during
operation, the Dev-for-Operations layer will need to use the same mechanisms to deploy software
components (e.g., RFBs) on the PaaS/IaaS. The actual execution environment will be targeted by
specified capabilities in terms of performance requirements or detailed hardware specs (e.g.
FPGA). The orchestration function will address the API of the PaaS to deploy and execute a
network function. The IaaS itself is then under control of the PaaS, which has several ancillary
functions (like monitoring or scaling).

3.8.6 Sandbox Environments
While many of the previously described tools focus on the operation or integration part of the
Dev-for-Operations process, specific sandbox environments are typically aimed at the
development side. They are easy to setup, light-weight environments that can be used as a sandbox
or try-out area to test, e.g., SDN or NFV related service aspects; these are execution environments
for development without the need for a full-fledged operations platform. In the Dev-forOperations cycle this can be a cheaper way to get quick results about the functionality or
performance of e.g., a VNF or service, avoiding the need to replicate the complete production
environment. The most popular or most relevant tools to support this are:
- Mininet: creates a realistic virtual network, running real kernel, and switch an application
code on a single machine (VM, cloud or native) in seconds with a single command. Mininet
is also a great way to develop, share, and experiment with OpenFlow and Software-Defined
Networking systems. In the 5G-PPP SONATA project, Mininet was extended with support
for interconnecting Docker containers as VNFs in an emulated network topology [PEU16].
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CloudSim: A simulation tool for modelling and simulating cloud computing infrastructures
and services [CRB+11]. The computational requirements of a workload (service related
processes) are modelled in terms of CPU, memory and bandwidth requirements. Different
policies can then be simulated in which the workloads are orchestrated unto different
datacentre topologies, with their own defined resource constraints.
ns-3: A discrete-event network simulator for Internet systems, targeted primarily for research
and educational use. In brief, ns-3 provides models of how packet data networks work and
perform, and provides a simulation engine for users to conduct simulation experiments.
Typical usage includes the simulation of network protocols across large networks, where
compute and network constraints are configurable.
DevStack: is a script to quickly create an OpenStack development environment. It can also
be used to demonstrate starting/running OpenStack services and provide examples of using
them from a command line. DevStack is a more light-weight environment to test service
deployments, before they are ported to a more heavy-weight OpenStack cluster.
Kompose: Tool to help users who are familiar with docker-compose to move
to Kubernetes. It takes a Docker Compose file and translates it into Kubernetes resources.
Kompose is a convenience tool to go from a local Docker development to managing
applications with Kubernetes. Transformation of the Docker Compose format to Kubernetes
resources manifest may not be exact, but it helps tremendously when first deploying an
application on Kubernetes. Docker-compose can be the light-weight tool to test and validate
container-based services during development. Using Kompose, an easy transition of the same
service can be made to a production fit Kubernetes cluster.

3.8.7 Security Management
Security management is a field of expertise on its own, so we do not aim to dive deeply into the
security aspects of the NGPaaS project. We are however aware of the need for a good and
bulletproof security measures to build a successful platform. Specifically for the Dev-forOperations process envisioned in NGPaaS, a secure connection between the different actors is
needed. Practically, the most relevant application in Dev-for-Operations is the secure connection
between the operator and vendors.
We give a short overview of related tools for security management. Each of these tools could be
deployed as an RFB modelled microservice in the Dev-for-Operations layer:
- Keycloak: An Open Source identity and access management solution to add authentication
to applications and secure services. This makes it easy to regulate and authenticate access to
REST APIs or other web-based services (such as the export and querying for monitored data).
This tool is also used in the 5G-PPP SONATA project [Son18] for user management and
secure access regulation.
- Snort: An Open Source network intrusion and detection system. It is not related to
authentication or access management, but it is a VNF which can be used to detect certain
attacks or malware by analysing network traffic.
- Tripwire: This is a commercial product including an Open Source branch with limited
functionality. Open Source Tripwire software is a security and data integrity tool useful for
monitoring and alerting on specific file change(s) on a range of systems.
- Message Bus communication: using existing message queue implementations such as
RabbitMQ secure user management and data encryption becomes possible. This allows that
users can be granted custom access rights for only certain message types or topics. (e.g., the
operator could configure to expose messages or metrics only relevant for a specific vendor).
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4. Pilot
4.1 Introduction
This section describes an initial approach of the pilot we propose to implement for the Dev-forOperations model specified in the previous sections. This Proof-of-Concept (PoC) must be
understood as an “early prototype”, i.e., although many different possibilities could be raised (e.g.,
multiple vendors with multiple business cases and complex interactions among them) the
intention is to use this WP3 pilot as an initial general use case showing the most important
capabilities on the basis of three Software Vendors and a couple of Vertical Service Providers
using the NGPaaS Platform to deploy their services. The final version of this pilot will be released
and fully reported in D3.2 due to January 2019. In that final version, the notion of actors and roles
will be fully supported with the interface to the MSP platform, the latter being not shown in
current version. This means that current scenarios assume pre-defined (not dynamic) actors and
roles interacting in the Dev-for-Operations platform.
The pilot is based on a selection of the tools described in the previous Section 3.8. The selection
corresponds to a matched in between partners experience, pilot requirements and the tools features
themselves.
The pilot for Dev-for-Operations requires a representative set of actors and roles as they are
described in Section 3.3 in order to demonstrate the model. An NGPaaS Operator and some End
Users are of course required, as well as a number of Software Vendors and Vertical Service
Providers.
For this pilot, we assume two Vertical Service Providers requesting the NGPaaS Operator to
deploy two different use cases, namely IoT and 5G use cases. To this end, we assume the operator
is hiring the services of three different vendors: two of them to jointly implement the 5G Use Case
and the third one to implement the IoT Use Case. Therefore,
1. Two vendors (Vendor1 and Vendor2) will provide software components (VNFs in this case)
for the same service (the mentioned “5G Use Case”); this will require the integration of the
different components implemented by them on the operator’s side.
2. An additional Software Vendor (Vendor3) will provide also a VNF for a different Vertical
Service Provider. This vendor is also hired by the NGPaaS Operator to implement the “IoT
Use Case”.

Figure 31: Dev-for-Operations Pilot Overview.
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The second case with only one vendor will be used to demonstrate the basic Dev-for-Operations
functionalities, while the 1st case will be used to demonstrate a more complex scenario requiring
the integration of different components developed by different vendors.
Figure 31 above gives a high-level overview of the experiment with the above mentioned actors
and roles.

4.2 HW and SW Architecture
Based on the previous Figure 31, the figure below represents the HW & SW architecture we plan
to use for this pilot:

Figure 32: HW/SW Architecture for the Pilot.
As we see we envision two different environments: the so-called Nokia Innovation Platform (NIP)
environment (to simulate the SW vendor’s activity) and the BT platform (to simulate the NGPaaS
Operator infrastructure). On each environment we have a physical host (red block at the bottom)
and a virtualization environment (the NIP and BT Virtualization Environments respectively,
depicted in green). The specific virtualization environment to be used for each case is still not
decided, although OpenStack and ESX are being considered.
In the NIP environment the three vendors (B-COM, V2 and IoT vendors) are simulated using
virtualized resources running on top of the NIP Virtualization Environment; specifically 6
different projects are instantiated (projects noted from 1.1 to 1.6) in order to separately instantiate
the vendor specific Dev-for-Operations tools (i.e., the vendor’s Dev-for-Operations instances at
the development side) and the vendor’s service components.
On the BT side 8 projects are instantiated:
-

Projects 2.1 and 2.2 represent the 5G Service staging and production environments; note
that the PaaS for this service is executed on a VM (dark blue block) on top of which the
different VNFs composing the service are deployed (small grey blocks).
Projects 2.3 and 2.4: The same for the IoT service.
Projects 2.5 to 2.8 are used to instantiate the Dev-for-Operations layer instances at the
operator’s side. We devise these instances as VMs with the corresponding Dev-for-
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Operations tools installed on them (VM3…VMn in the figure). We consider four
instances will be necessary:
o One of them for the IoT Use Case (since only one vendor develops this use case).
o Two of them for the 5G Use Case (since this use case is being developed by two
different vendors),
o An additional integration instance for the operator (to integrate the work provided
by the vendors implementing the 5G Use Case).
Although this HW/SW architecture is just an initial approach, we consider it is a valid general
approach for the implementation of the demo.

4.3 Scenarios
The scenarios proposed in the Dev-for-Operations pilot are those considered with the most
interesting outcomes for vendors and operators or those considered to be key for NGPaaS
objectives. By executing these scenarios, the different components of the Dev-for-Operations
model will be triggered using the specific Dev-for-Operations layer interfaces (i.e., the EV, IBL
and IPL interfaces described in Section 3.7). These scenarios will be also used to demonstrate
how automation can be used to speed up the introduction of new SW features based on triggers
generated from relevant KPIs (Section 4.4).
The three demonstrations scenarios that have been selected are:
1. First sign of life
2. Defect detection
3. Vendor component update
These three scenarios are aligned with the main challenges we address in this WP3. Indeed, these
scenarios are multi-vendor scenarios. By testing the case where vendors components belong to
the same service or not, the 3 selected scenarios will show how Dev-for-Operations instances can
be used to provide multi-vendor services. They will show how deployments can be done in a
structured, secure and reliable way, which is also a main concern in the Dev-for-Operation model.
Actually a secure component validation consists by validating components only where they are
tested secure. In the selected scenarios, it will be part of at least one of the task to validate this
aspect. For this, some security rules will be checked and the component will pass this task only if
it respects them.
The named scenarios are described here below:
First sign of life scenario:
It consists on the introduction of a new Network Service in the NGPaaS platform. This Network
Service is a composed by multiple components linked to each other (VNFs in our case). The
purpose of this scenario is to validate this new service (chained components) and promote it.
This scenario will start with the generation of a new network service blueprint is completed on
the BaaS layer by the NGPaaS Operator. In this case, a Dev-for-Operations instance is deployed
and a specific pipeline starts to validate the service. The pipeline will trigger a staging
environment on which it starts deploying the new service and executing the corresponding tests
batteries to verify its correct behaviour. Once done, the service is promoted in a validated service
blueprint repository. At the end, the creator of the service (i.e., the NGPaaS Operator) is notified
about the result.
In this scenario, PaaSes on top of which the service is instantiated might not be deployed. This
can be true in multiple cases: resource saving aspects or specificities of the required PaaSes. Then,
the PaaSes deployment is something that can be included during the service deployment phase.
Once the service is deployed certain KPIs are raised towards the service requester (the NGPaaS
operator) through the corresponding tools in the Monitoring Framework. These KPIs are collected
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all along the Dev-for-Operations phase. Some KPIs could be collected by a specific test case
executed during the tests batteries execution or can be KPIs generated by certain tools used in the
process (e.g. generated by the pipeline management tool).
As mentioned the pilot focuses on two different services (5G and IoT). This 1st sign of life scenario
is planned to be executed on both of them.
The scenario will be executed on the components provided by the external vendors. However, it
should be noted this scenario could be executed for internal SW components already available in
the NGPaaS platform repositories.
Defect detection scenario:
At the moment this document is being written the concrete way to implement this scenario is still
under consideration. The intention is to use it to demonstrate how a “defect” situation can be
automatically managed. The initial approach will basically consist on causing a defect by stopping
the execution of a VNF, and making it to automatically restart when this happens.
This scenario is related with HA and FT, and will show how the Dev-for-Operations capabilities
could help the operators to meet the 5-nines network availability requirement.
The scenario will be also executed on both deployed use cases (5G and IoT).
Vendor component update scenario:
This scenario consists on updating a component on the NGPaaS platform. Two different cases
will be studied:
•
•

2 components updated composing the same Network Service, and
2 components updated composing 2 distinct services.

The 3 above mentioned vendors are targeted to test this scenario.
For the 1st case (same service) a very interesting thing will be to see that at least a part of the
validation of 2 components update cannot be performed in parallel, but sequentially. This is done
in this way in order to guarantee at any time that all components of a service have been tested
with each other. Consequently, one service blueprint release differs of the next one by strictly one
different component release maximum. On the other hand, for components belonging to distinct
services their validation can be executed in parallel. This rule imposes to know to which services
a component belongs as well as to check about any ongoing vendor component update validation.
It is worth to mention that with this scenario one of the main challenges of this WP3 is addressed,
i.e., the possibility to integrate updates on the same network service generated from multiple
vendors (two of them in this case).

4.4 KPIs Definition
In the Dev-for-Operations pilot different metrics and KPIs will be collected. This indicators
collection will be performed by tools present in a Dev-for-Operations instance. The usability of
these indicators is intended to be for the two roles present at the Dev-for-Operations layer level:
Vendors and NGpaaS Operator9. It is important to highlight that measuring KPIs in development
and pre-production stages can be one of the major assets of the Dev-for-Operations layer, since
this will help the involved actors to take the best decisions concerning a service or component
behaviour. Some indicators could be used by some tools to automatically determinate the

9

Although VSPs could be interested also on metrics, these should be propagated to them through the BaaS layer,
which implementation is out of scope for this demo.
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validation of a component or a service; also, some others would be transmitted and analysed by
the most appropriate actors to perform a deeper analysis.
As we know, the collection and processing of these KPIs is performed using the tools in the Devfor-Operations Monitoring Framework as described in Section 3.6.3. In this case, for the pilot, a
single specific tool has been selected for this (Prometheus – see Section 4.5 below) in order to
simplify the demonstration.
Below a set of what we consider relevant indicators (KPIs and other metrics) is provided; some
of them are of general purpose, while others are related to the services or components under test.
At this early stage of the project this is not a closed list yet (some could be removed or others
could be added), but just an initial approach that we consider it could be relevant for the pilot.
Regarding the Dev-for-Operations model itself the most relevant KPIs identified so far are:
1. MLT (Mean Lead Time): This indicator can be seen from 2 different perspectives:
a. For a vendor, this indicator is the mean time from building a component (e.g., because
of a change in its code) until the updated component is available to be deployed. The
3rd scenario (component update scenario) can be used to compute this indicator. It
concerns cases where vendors update their components.
b. For the NGPaaS Operator, this indicator is the mean time for a service to be
functional. It includes the Service Edition, Validation and Deployment. The first
scenario (first sign of life scenario) can be used to compute this indicator. It concerns
the introduction of a new service by the NGPaaS Operator.
2. MTTR (Mean Time to Recover from a failure): This indicator is the mean time a service
recover from a failure. Like for the previous indicator, it can be computed using different
perspectives. Vendor and NGPaaS Operator are both interested to know how long the
component been provided is able to recover from a detected failure. Also, the NGPaaS
Operator can be interested to know how long a service is able to recover from a detected
failure. In the pilot, both cases will be calculated. In order to calculate this indicator, the
failure needs to be detected. The MTTD KPI described below is in linked with this.
3. MTTD (Mean Time To Detect): This indicator is the mean time a failure is detected. As
for the previous indicator, it can be seen from a service or component perspective. Since,
this indicator is linked to the MTTR, the same scenarios will be used to compute both
(MTTR and MTTD).
Aside from these KPIs, considering the running services, there are some other metrics that would
be collected; they are the following10:
I.

From the Dev-for-Operations Layer:
a. Pipeline Scenario Status: This metric is collected by the pipeline management tool.
As a reminder, when a component or a service is updated, it involves the execution
of a particular pipeline. The Pipeline Scenario Status is the most basic metric
available by the pipeline management tool, but it is the first one to look to know if an
update went fine. It indicates if each tasks of the triggered pipeline was successfully
executed.
b. Pipeline Success Rate: This metric is collected by the pipeline management tool. It
indicates the success rate of the executed pipeline. It can be of relevant information

10

We intentionally exclude here the PaaSes related KPIs because the deployment of that component is out of scope in
this WP3.
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for the NGPaaS Operator informing about the delivery quality of a vendor component
update.
c. Pipeline Scenario Duration: This metric is collected by the pipeline management tool
also. It indicates the duration of the executed pipeline. This metric is also used to
provide the MLT KPI.
d. Component Deployment Time: This metric is collected by the pipeline management
tool as well. It indicates how long a component need to be deployed and ready to be
used by a Service. More and more components are ephemeral and are deployed on
demand when needed. In order to reach this end, the Component Deployment Time
needs to be as minimal as possible. So forth, this indicator become important to be
aware by a vendor or the NGPaaS Operator.
e. Service Deployment Time: This metric is collected by the pipeline management tool.
It indicates how long a service needs to be deployed and ready to be used by an End
User. Like for components, more and more services are made ephemeral and are
deployed on demand when needed. In order to reach this end, a Service Deployment
Time as minimal as possible is needed. So forth, the value of this indicator is
important to be known by the NGPaaS Operator. To be noted the Service Deployment
Time is a part of the MLT for an NGPaaS Operator, because in this case, the MLT is
the sum of the Service Edition, Validation and Deployment processes.
f.

II.

Test Success Rate: This metric is collected by the pipeline management tool also. It
indicates the success rate of the battery of tests executed by the validation pipeline.
In fact, it can be decided during this execution, to allow a certain failure rate before
the testing step can be considered as failed.

Concerning Services, the Dev-for-Operations instance strongly monitors and runs many
sorts of tests to validate it. Some of the results are relevant information and should be
raised to the actors. Below some metrics concerning both of the services tested in the pilot
(5G and IoT) are provided.
a) Regarding the 5G service, the most relevant metrics could be:
i.
ii.

Mean time Service Latency: This is the latency from a simulated End Users
up to the SGi interface measured during a time span.
Mean time Service Data throughputs: This is the data throughputs from a
simulated End Users up to the SGi interface in upload and in download, also
measured during a time span.

b) Regarding the specific IoT service the list of metrics is still not available while this
document is being written; they should be specified in next design iterations.
c) Finally, we consider there are also other general-purpose service related metrics that
should be considered; they are:
i.

Vendors’ Component Resources Consumption Rates: It is related to CPU,
RAM and disk consumption rate.

ii.

Service Components Resources Consumption Rates: It is related to CPU,
RAM and disk consumption rate of components of a Service. About these,
results might differ from the previous one since components are requested by
other components which can make their behaviour changed.
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4.5 Tools
Although the list of specific tools that could be used for the demo is still not closed, we provide
here a list of those we consider would be necessary. The final list of tools will be provided in the
next WP3 Deliverable D3.2 (January’19). At the moment, the tools we are considering are:
In the CBTR Framework:
-

Git
Jenkins
Nexus
Cucumber
ServerSpec
Packer
GCC

In the Management Framework:
-

Ansible
AsciiDoc

In the monitoring framework
-

Prometheus

Figure 33 below shows these tools and the different Dev-for-Operations instances deployed in the
pilot.
As we see 5 different instances will be deployed:
-

Two of them, for Vendors 1 & 2 to deploy the 5G Use Case.
One of them for the Vendor 3 to deploy the IoT Use Case.
Two additional instances for the operator itself to integrate these two services.

Figure 33: Tools and Dev-for-Operations instances in the Pilot.

4.6 Use Cases
As stated in previous Section 4.1, the Pilot will demonstrate how to implement the Dev-forOperations processes on different SW component provided by three different Vendors. These
vendors are the following:
Vendor 1:
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Name: B-COM.
Deploys VNFs: AMF (Access and Mobility Management Function)11.
Basic description: In the 5G core network architecture, the AMF performs UE authentication,
authorization, and mobility management (3GPP, 2017, System Architecture for the 5G
System, TS 23.501)12.
Vendor 2:
Name: V2.
Deploys VNF: HSS (Home Subscriber Server).
Basic description: The NF in the core network is responsible to authenticate UEs in the
network. It is the master user database where it is stored user subscription information13.
Vendor 3:
Name: VM2M
Deploys VNF: IoT Emulator.
Basic description: This is an emulator to generate IoT data trafic. This component is one of
those included on the IoT PaaS of WP5 and WP614.
In the pilot each will be issued with its own Dev-for-Operations layer instance to implement their
CI/CD processes (this will integrate with their particular development environment). Also the
NGPaaS Operator has its own Dev-for-Operations instances with access to the staging and
production environments.
We consider the proposed infrastructure as well as the number of vendors and services provides
means of putting into practise the basic concepts of this Dev-for-Operations model defined along
this document. It will allow to execute the basic scenarios and to show the main outcomes of the
model. In the following we describe each use case in a bit more detail.

4.6.1 IoT Use Case
As introduced above this is the simplest use case. It basically lies on deploying a single VNF from
one vendor into the NGPaaS operator network. This use case will be used to demonstrate the basic
Dev-for-Operations functionalities (CBTR pipeline creation, monitoring and management) using
a single component. However, together with the 5G Use Case, it will be used also to show how
two different use cases can be executed in parallel.
This IoT Use Case will be focused on the so-called “IoT4Energy”, i.e., it is based on an Energy
Management system for buildings, which is certainly one of the most significant markets for IoT,
and from our point of view, is therefore a very exemplary sector where IoT combined with the
NGPaaS architecture could be really relevant.
To reach sustainable energy efficiency in buildings, in particular in existing or old buildings,
related Energy applications can include:
• Smart metering,

11

Although this is the intention for the final version of the pilot, in early staged we might use a Mobility Management
Entity.(MME) instead.

12

This AMF component is one of the components that will be also used in the WP5 in this NGPaaS Project (Task
T5.3).

13

Same as previous.

14

This component will be also used in the IoT PaaS in WP5 and WP6
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Demand/Response services,
SmartBuilding and energy monitoring services for buildings,
Energy SmartHome services, and
Renewable energy monitoring solutions (mostly photovoltaics and windfarms).

Micro-grid, which is an aggregate of all of these applications, makes possible for new city districts
to manage energy within the district and as part of a wider energy-grid network, while granting
both energy efficiency and optimized energy consumption within the micro-grid. A typical
general end-to-end architecture supporting these use cases is shown in Figure 34.
As we see, sensors, actuators, meters and other automation systems necessary to run these IoT
applications are connected through multiple protocols, but will require a single orchestration to
ensure performance of the overall micro-grid system. In practice, each of the involved
stakeholders would need to provision some categories of IoT applications for new customers or
new sites, which will require resource activation from different VNFs from the NGPaaS
architecture.
The architectural components to build-up this IoT Use Case are provided by the VM2M NGPaaS
participant partner through its so-called CommonSense platform [M2m18]. Its general
architecture is shown in Figure 35.

Figure 34: Energy Management High Level Architecture.
From this architecture the “IoT Emulator” component is extracted to be deployed as a VNF on
our simulated NGPaaS operator network, i.e., this IoT Emulator will be the VNF which will be
deployed on IoT PaaS; it basically works emulating a single or multiple IoT devices, being able
to work as both: sensor or actuator. It is possible to configure it to generate data for certain time
periods and can be used to create data sequences that can be visualized on charts. It uses the
Message Queuing Telemetry Transport messaging protocol (MQTT) to communicate. This
component is easily isolable and can work autonomously, making it ideal for use in this WP3
pilot15.

15

The initial work performed here with this isolated component can be anyway a valuable experience for the more
complete demo being addressed in the NGPaaS WP5, where besides this IoT Emulator, other components from this
CommonSense architecture will be used as well.
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Figure 35: VM2M IoT CommonSense Architecture.
From this architecture the “IoT Emulator” component is extracted to be deployed as a VNF on
our simulated NGPaaS operator network, i.e., this IoT Emulator will be the VNF which will be
deployed on IoT PaaS; it basically works emulating a single or multiple IoT devices, being able
to work as both: sensor or actuator. It is possible to configure it to generate data for certain time
periods and can be used to create data sequences that can be visualized on charts. It uses the
Message Queuing Telemetry Transport messaging protocol (MQTT) to communicate. This
component is easily isolable and can work autonomously, making it ideal for use in this WP3
pilot16.

4.6.2 5G Use Case
This second Use Case provides a more complex scenario regarding Dev-for-Operations. As we
have seen, in this case it is necessary to integrate different software components from two
different vendors. This will be used to demonstrate the “multi-vendor” capabilities of this Devfor-Operations model, which as we know, is one of the major challenges for this WP3.

4.6.2.1

5G Network Service

4.6.2.1.1

Overview

The purpose of this Use Case is to showcase the interaction of various Dev-for-Operations
scenarios with a 5G Telco Service. The 5G Service provides to mobile end-users IP connectivity
with certain characteristics like very low latency and very high bandwidth. The Pre 5G CORE
and RAN used in this Use Case do not claim to complete these 2 goals, but 5G is not only about
these 2 challenges, it is also about architecture challenges. Then in fact, it would be more correct
to speak about a “5G-Oriented” Use Case rather than a pure 5G Use Case.
Following the 3GPP (System Architecture for the 5G System) the key principles to reach the goals
of 5G system architecture include:

16

The initial work performed here with this isolated component can be anyway a valuable experience for the more
complete demo being addressed in the NGPaaS WP5, where besides this IoT Emulator, other components from this
CommonSense architecture will be used as well.
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Separating the UP (User Plane) functions from the CP (Control Plane) functions, and
allowing independent distribution schemes for UP and CP functions (centralized,
distributed);
Adopting a modular function design to enable flexible network slicing;
Defining reusable procedures for interaction between Network Functions (NFs);
Minimizing dependencies between access and core networks: a common interface
integrates different 3GPP and non-3GPP access types;
Supporting stateless NFs, where the used resources are decoupled e.g., decoupling the
compute resource from the storage resource.

4.6.2.1.2

5G Network Service Use Case Architecture

Figure 36 below represents the Network Service Forwarding Graph (NSFG) of the 5G service
which is planned to be deployed for this Use Case. The blocks in the figure (VNFs) are:
-

AMF: The 5G VNF responsible for UE-based authentication, authorization, and mobility
management
SMF: Session Management Function. The 5G VNF responsible for UE session
management and IP address allocation (per session)
UPF: User Plane Function. The 5G VNF responsible for UE data transfer
HSS: The 4G VNF responsible for UE authentication, subscription management
RAN 4G or eNodeB: The 4G VNF handling the Radio Access for the UE
UE: User Equipement or Mobile

Figure 36: 5G Non-roaming Architecture based on Service Interfaces.
The Data Network (DN) block is not a NF; it just represents the Data Network to which this
network is connected.
What is relevant for us here are the thick red-line blocks (AMF and HSS), which represent the
VNFs to be deployed by Vendors 1 and 2 respectively. The remaining VNFs are assumed to be
already deployed on the operator’s infrastructure, so the integration work is double:
a) On one hand it is necessary to integrate different VNFs coming from different SW
vendors.
b) On the other hand, it is also necessary to integrate those VNFs with the already available
VNFs in the operator’s infrastructure.
4.6.2.1.3

5G Network Service Organigram

The several components that are part of a service will be instantiated using images and scripts
which are used to configure and link components between them. A component image will be
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made-up using a script and installing the packages inside it. A package is built using a building
image, which is used to compile the code and package it. Figure 37 represents those relations.

Figure 37: Service Composition Concept.
For the 5G Use Case, the 5G Service is composed of the AMF, SMF, UPF, HSS and RAN4G and
can be represented as follow:

Figure 38: 5G Use Case Service Composition.
To look deeper into one component, Figure 39 gives an insight on how a component, e.g. the
SMF, is composed. The SMF is still under heavy developments but it is the first 5G component
proposed in NGPaaS with a microservice architecture with stateless components and databases to
store service information. This architecture is intended to be deployed using Kubernetes [Kub18]
as PaaS.
Stateless components are:
-

The API Gateway (handling the S11 interface requests),
The Packet Data Network handling IP allocation to the UEs,
And the Forward Path handling the sessions for the data sessions.

Database used to store service information could be: Tunnel DB, APN DB and IMSI DB.
Each file composing the SMF will be stored in a source code repository: source codes of the API
Gateway, Packet Data Network and Forward Path components as well as the Deployment and
Service files.
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5G Use Case Description

The 5G Use Case represents the use of a Pre-5G CORE and RAN by a Service Provider. In the
pilot context, once validated, VNFs of the 5G Network Service are stored in a Repository17. The
Operator provides and validates a 5G Network Service Blueprint describing how he wants the
service to run. The Blueprint specifies information about list of VNFs to use, QoS to respect,
placement of VNFs and destination PaaSes, as well as how VNFs are linked to each other.

Figure 39: SMF Composition.

17

As described in Section 3 Service Repositories are planned to be located in the BaaS layer. However, since this BaaS
layer is out of scope for our work in this WP3 a specific ad-hoc repository will be created in the Dev-for-Operations
layer specifically for the demo purposes.
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Using this Blueprint, PaaSes are automatically built (if they are not present already) and the
service is deployed on them. This aspect corresponds to the completion of the “Build-to-Order”
principle against an end-use service. Although this is not part of what the pilot is trying to
showcase (it will be matter of Work Packages 5 and 6), it has been included here to showcase
interaction of various Dev-for-Operations scenarios with a this 5G service.
In particular in the 5G Use Case, the two vendors already mentioned in Section 4.6 make available
to the NGPaaS Operator two VNFs (AMF, HSS). These two VNFs will be part of a 5G Network
Service not yet created. Aside from these two VNFs, it is supposed all other VNFs are already
validated and stored in a repository (SMF, UPF, and RAN4G). It is to be noted, a simulated UE
component will as well be available in the repository for the purpose to perform functional tests
during the validation steps.
Once the two vendors will make their VNFs available, it will be shown in the 5G Use Case the
automatic deployment of two Dev-for-Operations vendor instances, one for each of the two
vendors. One instance will validate the AMF VNF and the other will validate the HSS VNF. As
at this stage, the AMF and HSS are not part yet of a validated 5G Network Service, it will only
validate the functionality of the components themselves separately. At the end, some KPIs will
be sent to the two vendors. This stage corresponds to a part of the “vendor component update”
scenario because it does not include the update validation of the VNFs on their 5G Network
Service.
Once the two VNFs will be validated and stored in a repository, the NGPaaS Operator describes
through a Service Blueprint a 5G Network Service. The AMF and the HSS VNFs are included in
this blueprint. It will be shown in the 5G Use Case, the automatic deployment of one Dev-forOperations Operator instance which will validate the 5G Network Service. At the end of the
validation, some KPIs will be sent to vendors (e.g., the Service MLT and others described in
Section 4.4). This step corresponds to the “first sign of life” scenario.
Then, in this Use Case, a third step will be to simulate two VNFs update (one from the AMF and
one from the HSS). This step will trigger the two Dev-for-Operations Vendor instances created
earlier. The two VNF update validations can run in parallel, but once the two VNFs will be
validated and available in a repository, their validation by the Dev-for-Operations operator
instance will have to be done sequentially. Indeed, a Dev-for-Operations operator instance can
validate one VNF update in a time. It reduces complexity in debugging two different Network
Service releases, complexity of a Network Service upgrade. This third step corresponds this time
to a complete “vendor component update” scenario.
During these three steps, monitoring tools installed on Vendors and Operators instances will
actively monitor for any wrong behaviours. Simulating an anomaly will allow to show the “defect
detection” scenario.

Figure 40: 5G Use Case and associated Dev-for-Operations instances.
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The previous Figure 40 summarizes the operations performed in this 5G Use Case, as well as the
integration process which is implemented at the operator’s side.

4.6.2.3

5G Use Case Challenges

The intention of 5G Use Case is to show the following challenges:
-

Demonstrate the Dev-for-Operations layer described along this document is applicable
on a 5G Network Service
Demonstrate the “Built-to-order” of a Dev-for-Operations Vendor and Operator instance.
Demonstrate KPIs raised by the Dev-for-Operations instances are valuable information
for a Vendor or an Operator
Demonstrate the Dev-for-Operations layer can support multiple vendors and in particular
when their VNFs belong to the same Network Service.
Show how the three Dev-for-Operations inner frameworks (CBTR, Monitoring and
Management Framework) are used over the different scenarios.

4.7 Work Plan and Status
Although not a detailed time plan is already available, an effort has been performed to isolate the
most important tasks we consider necessary to develop this pilot. They are the following:
1- Collect and identify the supporting tools for the new Dev-for-Operations model (this has
been already done by studying the state-of-the-art regarding the available DevOps tools).
2- Prototype the interfaces to other components of the NGPaaS architecture; this includes:
a. Interface to the Business as a Service layer (IBL interface). For this case it will
be necessary to clarify how the deployment of PaaSes and the VNFs is going to
be addressed from this BaaS Layer.
b. Interface to the platform sub-layer (IPL Interface).
c. Interface to the External Vendors (EV Interface).
d. Implement dynamic composition of the multi-party functions; this should be
based on the BaaS blueprint which should be defined in WP2.
e. Processing and interpretation of the blueprints.
f. Definition of the metadata to be generated per component to be stored in the
different repositories in the BaaS.
3- Define and execute the experiments to prove the feasibility of the proposed model on the
two defined use cases (5G and IoT). This includes:
a. Define the HW architecture for the Pilot. We will need to simulate staging and
production environments, and also, the vendor’s development environment. We
will need also to define where and how the Dev-for-Operations layer components
are going to be deployed (as we have seen in previous Section 4.2 this is already
in progress).
b. Define tooling for the demo associated to the CBTR, Monitoring and
Management Frameworks (also in progress as seen in Section 4.5).
c. Detailed definition of the pilot scenarios.
d. Identify and select PaaSes to use (Openstack, Kubernetes, KVM…).
e. Install the selected IaaS and PaaS. For this WP3 we will assume PaaSes (and
IaaS) will be already installed (the automatic deployment of PaaSes is going to
be addressed in WP5).
f. Define storyline for executing the 5G Use Case experiments.
g. Same for the IoT Use Case.
h. IoT and 5G Use Case Development.
i. IoT and 5G VNFs Initial Deployment (non-automatic; just for testing purposes).
j. Define pipelines Management procedure/tools for both scenarios (5G and IoT).
k. Execute experiments.
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5. Conclusions
In this document we have introduced the initial version of the Dev-for-Operations Model
Specification that is being developed for the NGPaaS project in the context of Work Package 3
(from DevOps to Dev-for-Operations). Initially we have introduced the today’s development and
operation model in the telco industries and why we consider the regular DevOps model from the
IT industries is not enough to meet the specific requirements in this market, being necessary the
development of this new improved model that we call ‘Dev-for-Operations’.
In order to address the specification of this new model a set with 30 precise requirements has been
initially defined. Probably some new requirements could appear during the subsequent design
phase (or some of the ones we are dealing with could be modified or even discarded), but we
consider this is a good stepping stone to address the ongoing design phase.
As we have seen, considering that set of requirements the document introduces our initial
approach for this new Dev-for-Operations model, which we believe well aligned with the NGPaaS
architectural principles being developed in the NGPaaS WP2. This model basically introduces
two important elements:
a) The so-called Dev-for-Operations layer, which has been described together with its main
constitutive components grouped in three frameworks (i.e., CBTR, Monitoring and
Management). The specific tools that could be part of these frameworks were introduced
also, as well as an initial description of the different interfaces between this Dev-forOperations layer and other elements in the NGPaaS architecture.
b) An initial approach to the Dev-for-Operations workflow, which explains how the work
performed by multiple vendors could be integrated into the NGPaaS Operator
infrastructure using continuous development, integration, deployment and monitoring
techniques equivalent to those applied in regular DevOps processes. Although the current
workflow is still defining a specific use case with a limited number of actors involved,
we consider it general enough to use it as a baseline for a more complete approach.
Finally the document also describes the initial steps being taken to implement the pilot that will
start demonstrating in practice this Dev-for-Operations model we are developing in this WP3. As
we have seen this pilot is intended to implement the Dev-for-Operations processes for two
different use cases (namely 5G and IoT) integrating software from different simulated vendors
into an also simulated NGPaaS operator’s platform. Although not a complete Dev-for-Operations
model implementation, this pilot will serve to provide an initial practical output for the NGPaaS
WP6 (Platform Experimentation and Integration) were more integrated demos are being
implemented.
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